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Vision

TCG is one of the major institution for granting SMEs credit guarantee
to develop the country economy.
Mission

1. Assist SMEs in all sectors access to finance and increase its competiveness.
		 2. Help provide business skills to SMEs to strengthen its business.
			
3. Enhance good governance and organization capabilities.
Corporate Value

Talent (T)
		
Co-operation (C)						
			 Good Governance (G)

www.tcg.or.th
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Significant Financial Information
Operating Profits

Total Assets

(Unit: Million Baht)

678.11

(Unit: Million Baht)

595.05

19,430.26 20,647.43

BIS Ratio
(Unit: Percent)

23,625.94

92.92

79.86
57.66

255.38

2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018

Unit: Million Baht
รายการ

Financial Position
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Capital
Shareholders’ Equity
Overall Operating Results
Guarantee Obligation
Revenue from Fee
Total Revenues
Operating Expenses
Bad Debts
Doubtful Accounts
Operating Profits
Significant Financial Ratio (Percent)
Net Profit to Total Revenues
Operating Expenses to Revenues from Operation
(Cost to Income)
Proportion of NPGs to Outstanding Obligation
Return on Average Net Assets (ROA)
Return on Average Equity (ROE)
Capital Adequacy Ratio (BIS Ratio)
Other Relevant Significant Information
Compensation Budget Received from Government
in Calendar Year
Annual Money Delivered to Ministry of Finance
Employee (persons)
Branch Office (branches)
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2016

2017

2018

19,430.26
11,532.65
6,702.47
7,897.61

20,647.43
12,120.80
6,702.47
8,526.63

23,625.94
14,957.35
6,702.47
8,668.60

331,017.20
5,390.91
7,669.33
388.51
37.60
6,987.84
255.38

353,868.01
5,393.38
6,955.67
452.72
101.79
5,723.05
678.11

373,828.19
5,873.23
6,581.32
472.92
64.02
5,449.33
595.05

3.33

9.75

9.04

7.31

8.03

7.75

10.38
1.40
3.25
79.86

13.42
3.38
8.26
57.66

13.59
2.69
6.92
92.92

6,363.79

1,760.22

7,480.76

133.38
304
11

126.01
311
11

262.74
324
11
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Key Information on TCG’s Operating Performance
TCG’s Overall Operating Performance in 2018
Top Five Credit Guarantee Proportions by Sector

23.55%
Service
Manufacturing and Other Business
Food and Beverages
Agriculture
Steel, Metal Produces and Machinery

11.88%
7.77%
8.44%

9.24%
Total Number of SME
Entrepreneurs Assisted
80,917 persons

Total Guarantee Approval
88,878 million Baht

Economic Benefits from TGC’s Credit Guarantee
1992 - 2018

2018

1,125,058 million Baht,
or 1.49 times

133,191 million Baht,
or 1.5 times

Maintain current
employment in
economic system

5,260,724
entrepreneurs

567,730

entrepreneurs

Generate economic
benefits

3,500,000 million Baht,
or 4.58 times

400,000 million Baht,
or 4.58 times

Generate credits
in economic system

of credit amount

of credit amount

of credit amount

of credit amount

Remark: The above economic benefits are based on Economic Multiplier by a study conducted by Thailand Development
Research Institute (TDRI) as part of a research project on economic benefits from credit guarantee to assist SMEs in gaining access
to financial sources 2016.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Message from the Chairman

TCG realizes its function
as part of public sector mechanism
and is committed to strengthen
SMEs with the goal to help promote
the growth of national economy
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Through each passing year, TCG was forced to
overcome many difficult challenges resulting from
dynamically changing economic environment. In 2018,
TCG played a key role in supporting SMEs entrepreneurs
by enabling wider access to financial sources, particularly
micro entrepreneurs or what we called Micro SMEs,
amidst economic vulnerability caused by both internal
and external factors. Free Trade Agreements established
by world’s leading nations have caused adverse impact
on Thailand’s exports sector before spreading to macro
and micro entrepreneurs. This widespread negative
impact has led to increasing number of NPGs which later
forced financial institutions to exercise strict measures
for credit approval.
While financial institutions nationwide are delaying its
credit expansion, TCG focused on supporting the SMEs
by expanding its credit guarantee service covering all
groups of SMEs entrepreneurs and promoting financial
literacy by joining forces with its alliances to ensure all
SMEs entrepreneurs have wider access to financial
sources to enable efficient capital management. As
a state-owned specialized financial institution, TCG also
assisted those SMEs having financial or NPL problem by
providing advice and seeking proper solution to enable
them to resume to normal business operation.
At the same time, the year 2018 is another year
of TCG’s achievement in enhancing cooperation with
public financial institutions by joining forces with
every specializedfinancial institution including Krungthai

Bank in expanding credit guarantee by up to 48% of
the emerging approved guarantee obligation amount
compared to 43% in 2017.
As a result, TCG’s emerging approved guarantee
obligation amount has increased from Baht 86,633
million in 2017 to Baht 88,878 million in 2018.
Key supporting factors of TCG’s success lies in the
fact that TCG realizes its function as part of public sector
mechanism and is committed to strengthen SMEs with the
goal to help promote the growth of national economy.
Most importantly, TCG’s achievement in overcoming
these difficulties will not take place if there is none of
sacrifice and support of public sector, particularly the
Ministry of Finance which has continuously supported
TCG’s operations, including strong commitment and
effort of TCG employees who worked harmoniously in
achieving corporate mission.
Lastly, I would like to express my gratitude to state
agencies for their guidance to enable TCG to operate
in unison with national development policy, including
public regulators and shareholders for their continuous
support and trust in selecting me as Chairman of the
Board. In addition, TCG’s success in strengthening and
promoting the growth of SMEs would not be possible
without the collaboration of financial institutions, and
most importantly, the sacrifice and devotion of every
TCG member. TCG will continue to further expand and
enhance its operations to better support and develop all
groups of SMEs entrepreneurs.

Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul
Chairman
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Message from the President

The year 2018 is another year of highly fluctuating
economic situation caused by both internal and external
factors. Yet, it is a memorable year as I have started a
new role as an executive of TCG.
Previously, I used to recognize TCG as a public
organization with the key role of supporting cooperation
with aim to mobilize national economy. Throughout
its business history, I have admired TCG’s function of
assisting SMEs entrepreneurs in acquiring financial access
and have witnessed outstanding growth of its credit
guarantee service which has recently expanded from
small and medium enterprises to micro entrepreneurs
such as Micro SMEs.
As a member of TCG, I have acknowledged its
numerous achievements in the year 2018 and all of which
cannot be possible without the strong commitment
and determination to overcome many difficulties with
the aim to achieve the defined goals.
Despite the adverse impact suffered by the people
and entrepreneurs nationwide throughout the year
2018, particularly SMEs entrepreneurs, TCG managed to
display higher achievement in providing credit guarantee
services with emerging approved guarantee obligation

amount increasing from prior year. Other achievements
of TCG also include restructuring of work system/
platform by applying digital information technology to
maximize efficiency. This helped to improve workload
and quality while reducing work procedure and work
hours. In addition, the power of unity that combines TCG
member together has convinced me that TCG will be
able to further create value-added and contribute to the
development of national economy.
As a Director and President of TCG, I look forward to
help strengthen TCG in areas where it is still deficient
to enable it to operate efficiently in Thailand 4.0 era
and able to overcome difficult challenges by further
expanding its role and function. I strongly believe that
the year 2019 will be another significant year of TCG’s
development in building strong foundation for supporting
sustainable growth.
Lastly, I would like to deliver my gratitude to economic
policy regulators, shareholders and employees of TCG
for their trust and support by allowing me to take part in
further development of TCG’s operation to support the
growth of SMEs and Thailand’s economy. I promised to
do my best in guiding TCG toward achieving its goal of
success.
Thank you.

Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn
President
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TCG must be further developed
to be able to operate efficiently in
Thailand 4.0 era

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Corporate Profile
		 Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), a state-owned specialized financial institution governed by the Ministry
of Finance, was established under the “Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991)”. On February
21, 1992, all assets, debts and responsibilities of The Small Industry Credit Guarantee Fund were transferred to TCG.
The corporation’s major events are according to the following timeline:

30 December

3 July

TCG took over all businesses
and operations of The Small
Industry Credit Guarantee
Fund with an initial registered
capital of Baht 400 million.

The government by the Ministry
of Finance increased capital
of Baht 4,000 million for TCG,
resulting in a total registered
capital of Baht 4,400 million for
TCG.

1991

1992

2000

2005

2008

2009

25 September

TCG was approved by the
resolution of its Extraordinary
General Meeting of Shareholders
no. 1/2009 to have another
capital increase by Baht 2,137.47
million, of which Baht 2,000
million was intended to be
acquired by the Ministry of
Finance.

14 October

TCG registered the capital increase
with the Ministry of Commerce
pursuant to such special
resolution of the shareholders’
meeting, allowing TCG to have total
registered capital in the overall
equaling to Baht 6,839.95 million,
of which Baht 6,702.47 million is
paid-up capital.

2009

8

21 February

TCG was established under
the “Small Industry Credit
Guarantee Corporation Act B.E.
2534 (1991)”.
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4 January

19 December

TCG called for partial share
payment of Baht 302.47
million from the shareholders
who expressed their intention
to acquire new shares, making
up a total registered capital of
Baht 4,702.47 million.

TCG was approved by
a special resolution of its
Extraordinary General Meeting
of Shareholders to increase its
registered capital by another
Baht 2,000 million.

1 September

The Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act (No.2) B.E.2560 (2017),
which revised from The Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation
B.E.2534 (1991), is promulgated to extend operating scope of TCG to
enable it to provide guarantee for the credit facility granting of non-bank
service providers that provide credit services to the businesses of micro
industries, and extending the scope of guarantee covering other types
of credits which are not general ones.

2017
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The Board of Directors

Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul
Chairman
Current Position

Age 64

Chairman of the Board,
Government Housing Bank
Chairman of the Board,
Real Estate Information Center
Director and Chief Executive Officer,
Asia Wealth Securities Company Limited
Director and Member of the Audit
Committee,
KTB Leasing Company Limited
Director,
Thai Samsung Life Insurance
Public Company Limited
Director,
Saha Pathana Inter-Holding Public
Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Political Science,
Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University
Bachelor of Law, Thammasat University

Work History/Experiences

Director and Executive Director,
Export-Import Bank of Thailand
Chairman of the Board and Acting President, 		
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
Chairman and Member of the Audit Committee,
Finansia Syrus Securities Public Company Limited
Chairman of Ad Hoc Committee on Senate Affairs
Chairman of Ad Hoc Committee on Senate Budget
Chairman of the Committee on Monetary,
Finance, Banking and Financial Institutions
Senator of Roi Et Province
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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The Board of Directors

Mr. Prasit Wasupath
Director

Age 64

Current Position

Chairman of the Board,
KTB Leasing Company Limited
Director / Executive Committee Member,
KT ZMICO Securities Company Limited
Director, Ubon Bio Ethanol Company Limited
Director,
Thai Foods Group Public Company Limited
Director, Sirivej Medical Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Business Administration,
Ramkhamhaeng University
Bachelor of Economics, Kasetsart University

Work History/Experiences

Senior Executive Vice President – Managing 		
Director of Medium-Sized Business Group,
Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited
First Executive Vice President – Managing
Director of Medium Business Group,
Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited
First Executive Vice President – Assistant
Managing Director of Medium Business Group,
Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited
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Mrs. Aunchalee Tengpratip
Director

Age 63

Current Position

Director, State Railway of Thailand

Educational Background

Master of Political Science (Public Administration),
Thammasat University
Bachelor of Political Science (Public Administration),
Thammasat University
Diploma in Development Management,
University of Birmingham, United Kingdom

Work History/Experiences

Policy and Strategy Advisor, Ministry of Finance
Chief of the Office of Ministry of Finance
Chief of Inspector General,
Office of the Permanent Secretary
Director and Chairman of Risk Management
Committee,
KTB General Services Company Limited
Director / Member of the Audit Committee and 		
Nomination Committee,
THAI-Amadeus Southeast Asia Company Limited

The Board of Directors
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Mrs. Prisana Praharnkhasuk Age 64
Director

Mr. Vasant Thienhom
Director

Current Position

Current Position

Director,
Bangchak Petroleum Public Company Limited
Chairman of Accounting Profession in Managerial
Accounting Committee, Federation of Accounting
Professions under the Royal Patronage of
His Majesty the King
Director, Siam Solar Power Public Company Limited
Director, TOA Paint Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Business Administration,
Tarleton State University, USA
Bachelor of Business Administration (Accounting),
Kirk University
Bachelor of Commerce, Chulalongkorn University

Work History/Experiences

Senior Executive Vice President
(Finance and Accounting),
Thaioil Public Company Limited
Executive Vice President (Accounting),
PTT Public Company Limited

Age 63

Advisor,
Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
Director and Chairman of the Audit Committee,
Bangkok Commercial Asset Management Public 		
Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Law, Boston University, USA
Bachelor of Law (Honor), Chulalongkorn University
Certificate of Director Certification Program
Certificate of Audit Committee Program,
Thai Institute of Directors (IOD)

Work History/Experiences

Deputy Secretary-General of SEC
Assistant Director, Legal Department, Bank of Thailand
Director of SEC
Director of Capital Market Supervisory Board
Vice Chairman of the Board and Chairman of
the Audit Committee,
Secondary Mortgage Corporation (SMC)
Committee Member for the Protection of Credit
Information
Director, Anti-Money Laundering Office
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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The Board of Directors

Mr. Bundit Anantamongkol
Director

Age 56

Current Position

Director,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)

Educational Background

MBA, Finance, Sterling University, England
Bachelor of Education (Chemistry),
Chulalongkorn University

Work History/Experiences

Director and Head of Equities Investment,
AIA Company Limited
Administration Office Manager,
Srimitr Securities Public Company Limited
Securities Department Manager
and Special Advisor,
Srimitr Securities Public Company Limited
Securities Analysis Section Manager,
Srimitr Securities Public Company Limited
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Miss Wimol Chatameena
Director

Age 59

Current Position

Deputy Director-General, the Fiscal Policy Office

Educational Background

Master of Development Administration,
National Institute of Development Administration
Bachelor of Economics Program,
Thammasat University

Work History/Experiences

Executive Director, Fiscal Policy Bureau,
Fiscal Policy Office
Executive Director,
Bureau of Policy on Financial Benefit Protection 		
System
Acting Executive Director, Legal Affairs Bureau,
Fiscal Policy Office
Fiscal Tool Specialist, Fiscal Policy Bureau

The Board of Directors

Mrs. Tongurai Limpiti
Director

Age 62

Current Position

Chairman,
Bangkok Commercial Asset Management
Public Company Limited
Chairman, Aira Factoring Public Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Business Administration,
University of Wisconsin Madison, USA
Bachelor of Accountancy, Chulalongkorn University

Work History/Experiences

Deputy Governor (Financial Institutions Stability),
Bank of Thailand
Sub-committee member on development
of state system relating to promotion of good
public administration
Qualified Member of Electronic Transactions,
Ministry of Digital Economy and Society
Chairman of Electronic Transactions
Management Sub-committee,
Ministry of Digital Economy and Society

TCG 4.0 Strives to Supporting Thai SMEs

Miss Wanna Noparbhorn
Director

Age 55

Current Position

Managing Director, NATIONAL ITMX Company Limited
Director, Trade Siam Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Science in Marketing
Leicester University, United Kingdom
Master of Business Administration, Major Management,
Kasetsart University
Bachelor of Science in Statistics and
Electronic Data Processing,
Chulalongkorn University
Director Certification Program (DCP),
Thai Institute of Directors

Work History/Experiences

Managing Director,
Technology and Software Solution Company Limited
Assistant Managing Director,
Processing Center Company Limited
IT Staff, TMB Bank Public Company Limited

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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The Board of Directors

Mr. Banyong Wisatemongkolchai Age 61
Director

Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn
President

Current Position

Current Position

Director and Chairman of the Executive Board, 		
Bangkok Commercial Asset Management Public 		
Company Limited
Director, Able Asset Group Company Limited

Educational Background

Master of Law,
Temple University, School of Law,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA
Bachelor of Law, Thammasat University
Director Certification Program (DCP),
Thai Institute of Directors

Work History/Experiences

President,
Bangkok Commercial Asset Management Public
Company Limited

14
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Age 44

Director and General Manager,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)

Educational Background

Doctor of Business Administration,
Strathclyde Business School, UK
Master of Business Administration,
Birmingham Business School, UK
Bachelor of Industrial Engineering,
Chulalongkorn University

Work History/Experiences

Senior Executive Vice President,
Export-Import Bank of Thailand
Senior Executive Vice President,
Islamic Bank of Thailand
Executive Vice President,
Dhanarak Asset Development Company Limited
Regional Lead Advisor, Chevron Asia South Limited

TCG’s Management Team

Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn
President
Educational

Age 44

Doctor of Business Administration,
		 Strathclyde Business School, UK
Master of Business Administration,
		 Birmingham Business School, UK
Bachelor of Industrial Engineering,
		 Chulalongkorn University
Years of Service at TCG 15 Days 		
Work History / Experiences			
TCG
17 Dec 2018 – Present		
		President
Others
2016 – 2018
		 Senior Executive Vice President,
		 Export-Import Bank of Thailand
2011 – 2016
		 Senior Executive Vice President,
		 Islamic Bank of Thailand			
2010 – 2011
		 Executive Vice President,
		 Dhanarak Asset Development Company Limited
2006 – 2010
		 Regional Lead Advisor,
		 Chevron Asia South Limited

TCG 4.0 Strives to Supporting Thai SMEs

Mr. Wichet Warakul
Age 54
Senior Executive Vice President
(Business Group)		
		
Educational		
MBA (Finance), University of Akron, Ohio, USA
Bachelor of Industrial Engineering,
		 Prince of Songkla University			
Years of Service at TCG 7 years 6 months
Work History / Experiences			
TCG
13 Jun 2011 – Present
		 Senior Executive Vice President (Business Group)
Others
2010 - 2011
		 Member of Executive Board,
		 Siam Bansu Leasing (2002) Co.,Ltd.			
1994 - 2009
		 Executive Vice President,
		 The Siam Industrial Credit Public Company Limited
1992 - 1994
		 Manager, Morgan Grenfell (Thailand) Co.,Ltd.
1991 - 1992
		 Assistant Manager,
		 Ekthanakit Finance Public Company Limited

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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TCG’s Management Team

Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree
Age 60
Senior Executive Vice President
(Strategy and Finance Group)
		

Mr. Chaturit Chantarakarn
Age 50
Senior Executive Vice President
(Asset Management Group)

Master of Business Administration,
		 University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce
Bachelor of Accounting, Kirk University		
Years of Service at TCG 26 years 10 months
Work History / Experiences 			
TCG
1 Dec 2012 – Present
		 Senior Executive Vice President
		 (Strategy and Finance Group)			
		 Acting President from 26 Mar 2018 – 16 Dec 2018
		 Acting Vice President,
		 Business Process and Efficiency
		 Development Department from
		 1 Mar 2016 – 31 Mar 2016
		 Acting Vice President,
		 Accounting and Finance Department
		 from 1 Dec 2012 – 18 Apr 2013
23 Jan 1998 – 30 Nov 2012
		Vice President, Accounting and Finance Department
		 Acting Vice President,
		 Planning and Organizational Strategy Department
		 from 31 Oct 2008 – 21 Apr 2010
		 Acting Vice President,
		 Human Resource and Organization Department
		 from 13 Jan 2010 – 31 May 2010

MBA (Strategic Management),
		 Cleveland State University, Ohio, USA
Bachelor of Accountancy (Business Administration),
		 Chulalongkorn University
Years of Service at TCG 4 years 6 months
Work History / Experiences
		
TCG
2 Jul 2014 – Present
		 Senior Executive Vice President
		 (Asset Management Group)
		 and Acting Executive Vice President,
		 Information Technology since 23 Nov 2018
Others
May 2008 – Jun 2014
		 Vice President,
		 Unsecured Lending Products & Payments
		 Thanachart Bank Public Company Limited
Feb 2006 – Apr 2008
		 Deputy Vice President, Marketing and
		 Credit Card Product Development Department,
		 Kasikornbank Public Company Limited		
Mar 1999 – Oct 2005
		 Top Executive, Easy Buy Public Company Limited

Educational

16
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Educational

TCG’s Management Team
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Mr.Rak 			
Vorrakitpokatorn		

Mr.Wichet		
Warakul

President
(17 Dec 2018)

Senior Executive
Vice President
(Business Group)

Mr.Chaturit		
Chantarakarn

Mrs.Niparat		
Pisitpitayasaree

Senior Executive
Vice President
(Strategy and Finance Group)

Senior Executive
Vice President
(Asset Management Group)
And Acting Executive
Vice President,
Information Technology

Miss Yanee		
Ruamragsa		

Mr.Werawat		
Wajchalapong

Senior Vice President,
Credit Guarantee
Operations Department

Senior Vice President,
Claims Department

Mr.Prasert			
Chaichanudomsuk

Mr.Anusorn		
Emkamol

Senior Vice President,
Branch Administration
Department 1
And Acting Vice President,
Branch Administration
Department 2

Senior Vice President,
Office Administration
Department

Mrs.Dusida 		
Tapvong

Senior Vice President,
Corporate Strategy
Department

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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TCG’s Management Team
Mr.Siripong		
Pansanit		

Mrs.Israporn		
Arunprasert

Mr.Wiroj			
Sittijaroenrung

Miss Pranee		
Wongamnuaykul

Mr.Kriengkrai
Chaisiriwongsuk

Mr.Pittaya 		
Pariwattanasak

Mrs.Phakamas
Sujjapongse

Mrs.Chalairat
Sorasuchartิ		

Senior Vice President,
Debt Collection and
Litigation Department

Senior Vice President,
Human Resource
Department

Senior Vice President,
Internal Audit
Department

Senior Vice President,
Risk Management
Department

Senior Vice President,
Marketing & Product
Development

Vice President,
Credit Guarantee
Analysis Department

Vice President,
Accounting and Finance
Department

Vice President,
Investment Department

Mrs.Walailak		
Jittraprawat

Vice President,
Business Process
and Efficiency
Development Department

18
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Mr.Virachart
Intrakong

Mr.Somkiat 		
Roongruanglada

Vice President,
Legal and Compliance
Department

Vice President,
Information Technology
Department

Mr.Khomsun
Wattanawanaphong

Mr.Chayanin
Sirijangkapattana

Vice President,
Public Relations
Department
(1 Aug 2018)

Vice President,
Acting Vice President,
Non-Performing
Guarantee Management
Department

Mr.Sist		
Wongsariya

Mr.Chanchai
Lertmahandpueti

Senior Specialist,
(Senior Vice President)
Supporting to
Non - Performing Guarantee
Management Department

Senior Specialist,
Office of the Directors
and President Department

Mr.Chalermchai
Piboonsiri

Mr.Kosol 		
Chantamart		

Senior Specialist,
(Vice President)
Supporting to Claims
Department

Acting Vice President,
Office of the Directors
and President
(6 Aug 2018)

Miss Piyapan
Vitthayasoontonvong

Acting Vice President,
Credit Guarantee
Operations Department
(1 Oct 2018)

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Scope of Operation
Intent of Establishment

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) was established under the “Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation
Act B.E.2534 (1991)”. All undertakings and operations of The Small Industry Credit Guarantee Fund were transferred
to TCG to perform the duty in assisting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) through credit guarantee service to SMEs
which are potential but possess insufficient collaterals in requesting for loan from financial institutions.
Later, The Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act (No.2) B.E.2560 (2017), effective from September 1,
2017 onwards, is promulgated to extend operating scope of TCG to enable it to assist SME entrepreneurs and micro
SMEs in gaining more access to financial sources and wider range of credits by providing guarantee for the credit
facility granting of non-bank service providers that provide credit services to the businesses of micro industries, and
extending the scope of guarantee covering other types of credits which are not general ones.

Objectives of Establishment

1. To assist small enterprises in obtaining a greater amount of credit from financial institutions.
2. To strengthen the confidence of financial institutions in providing credits to small enterprises.
3. To accelerate the credit extension to small enterprises throughout the country.
4. To assist in the achievement of the small industry development target under the National Economic and Social
Development Plan.
Under the above mentioned objectives, TCG is the organization that mainly focuses on its operation for public
interests with its credit guarantee service to SMEs as the key mechanism for promoting the development of SMEs
strengths and further create social and economic growth for the country.

Umbrella Statement

“To be the key financial institution in promoting development and opportunity to assist general public in gaining
wider access to financial sources and provide financial knowledge to strengthen local economy including enhancing the
nation’s level of competitiveness and reducing social gap through stable, transparent and sustainable organizational
management by adopting technology and innovation in its management and provision of financial services”

Vision

Following the revision of TCG operational target and plan which follow the established Roadmap, key business
plan and strategic plan of the organization, TCG Board of Directors and management agreed to amend TCG corporate
vision, effective from Q4 of 2018 onwards, as follows:

TCG is one of the major institution for granting
SMEs credit guarantee to develop the country economy
Mission

In driving the organization to have clear direction in moving towards the setting vision, TCG has considered reviewing
and adhering to its corporate mission as follows:
1. Assist SMEs in all sectors access to finance and increase its competiveness.
2. Help provide business skills to SMEs to strengthen its business.
3. Enhance good governance and organization capabilities.
20
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Strategic Objectives

TCG has set up strategic objectives as guidance to fulfilling its corporate vision as follows:
1. To increase opportunity for generating higher operational value, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
2. To create value and increase business potential of SMEs nationwide.

Scope of Operation

To uphold its corporate vision and mission and to fulfill its objectives of establishment as a state-owned specialized
financial institution with a crucial role in assisting small and medium enterprises and micro SMEs in gaining more access
to financial sources and wider range of credits, TCG therefore reviewed its Business Roadmap and strategy to ensure they
are consistent with national development direction as follows:
Vision

“TCG is one of the major institution for granting SMEs credit guarantee to develop the country economy”
1.
Assist SMEs in all sectors access
to finance and increase its
competiveness.
Strategy :
Clearly determine the roles of
state enterprise as the key to
driving national strategy.

Mission

2.
3.
Help provide business skills
Enhance good governance and organization capabilities.
to SMEs to strengthen
its business.
State Enterprise Strategy (Financial Institution)
Strategy :
Strategy :
Strategy :
Strategy :
Ensure investment plan is Increase financial Promote good Promote the use of innovation
in line with national strategy strength in the governance, and technology consistent with
(state-owned financial institution
long run
transparency Thailand 4.0 strategy and DE Plan
has no investment-related
and ethics
mission as per NESDB

Ministry of Finance Policy
Policy :
Policy :
1. Promote organizational development in line with national core 2. Develop personal and work
policy on Digital Economy
system to achieve the goal of
organizational development

Policy :
3. Focus on resolving past
operational issues and future
work development to ensure
optimal use of resources

TCG Strategy 2019
consistent with 5Y, 10Y State Enterprise
TCG Value
Development Plans
Strategy focus to create value for SMEs
Strategy focus to create value for TCG
Objective : Assist SMEs in gaining access to financial sources,
Objective : Enhance good governance and
increase competitiveness and strengthen SMEs
organizational capabilities
Strategy 2 :
Strategy 3 :
Strategy 1 :
Strategy 4 :
Assist SMEs in all sectors access to financial sources and increase Increase financial Promote good Promote the use of innovation
strengthen to governance, and technology consistent with
financial strength
promote
transparency Thailand 4.0 strategy and DE Plan
long-term
and ethics
sustainability
SMEs Value

1. Innovative Product Plan

Roadmap (Revised)
2. NPGs & Debt Management Plan
3. Data Management Plan

4. Human Resource Development
Plan

Furthermore, TCG continuously upholds its corporate values of “Talent, Cooperation and Good Governance”
as a common guideline of practice in driving and supporting corporate visions and targets of the organization.
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Nature of Operation
		 Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) operates its business with the aim to assist small and medium
enterprises (SMEs) that have potentials of business operation by enabling access to sufficient credits for their
requirements and extending the scope of guarantee covering every group of SMEs, including raising confidence among
bank and non-bank service providers that provide credit services to the business of micro industries to promote
granting of higher credit amounts and efficient credit allocation among SMEs by delivering the following products and
services:

TCG’s Credit Guarantee Service

SMEs entrepreneur
(4)
Loan Disbursement

(1)
Loan Request
BANK

Lenders
(6)
Claim Payment

(3)
Letter or
Guarantee Issued

(2)
Application for
Guarantee

TCG

(5)
Claims submission
when the legal
proceeding are
initiated against
the borrower

TCG

Customer Segmentation
TCG divided its customer groups into segments according to the framework of the “Small Industry Credit
Guarantee Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991)” which stipulates TCG’s roles in providing support to SME entrepreneurs
in acquiring financial access through credit guarantee service and at the same time to raise confidence among financial
institutions in approving loans to SME entrepreneurs. TCG’s customers can be divided into two groups as follows:
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Credit Grantor
BANK

Customer Group

NON-BANK
LENDING FIRM

NonMicro

Specialized Financial
Institutions Bank
Commercial Bank
Large

Medium

Passed TCG’s
Requirements
Micro

Small

Credit Requestor
Medium
(0.018 million SMEs)
Small
(1.265 million SMEs)
Micro
(1.763 million SMEs)

Specific promoted
industry groups
such as civil state,
agriculture,
innovation
technology

Nano/Community Enterprise
Number of SMEs = 3.046 million SMEs

Source: Office of Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion, 2017

Group 1 consists of credit grantors acting as a medium in delivering TCG’s services to SME entrepreneurs as per the
“Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act (no.2) B.E. 2560 (2017)”, which has been amended and announced
in the Royal Thai Government Gazette on 31 August 2017, under which TCG must provide credit guarantee service
via bank service providers, such as commercial banks and specialized financial institutions, including non-bank service
providers.
Group 2 consists of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) who are direct customers of TCG and to whom TCG
must provide assistance in acquiring financial access, particularly those SME entrepreneurs having limited access to
financial sources and who are under governmental policy support. Due to this reason, SMEs classification criteria of
the Office of Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion (OSMEP) has been applied in classifying this customer group.
Based on the aforementioned criteria, small and medium enterprises are categorized into two groups according
to the value of fixed assets (excluding property value) as follows:
1. Micro Enterprises (Micro E)
		 Having fixed assets value of not more than Baht 5 million
2. Non-Micro Enterprises including:
		 2.1 Small Enterprises (SE)
			 Having fixed assets value ranging from Baht 5 million – Baht 50 million
		 2.2 Medium Enterprises (ME)
			 Having fixed assets value ranging from Baht 50 million – Baht 200 million
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Credit Guarantee Product of TCG

		 TCG develops its credit guarantee products using strategic approach which aims to continuously develop
products to directly satisfy the demand of each target group, including continuously developing management
tools and innovation for product and service development to better address customer demands. TCG’s products
developed in 2018 and product development plan for 2019 can be classified into government policy-based projects
and projects operated by TCG which can be summarized as follows:

Credit Guarantee Product Development Strategy
Government Policy-Based Project

Projects Operated by TCG
Medium

3. Start-up & Innovation (0.018 million SMEs)
5. BI 5 (Bt 5,000 million)
(Bt 10,000 million) revised to
NonStart-up & Innovation (Y19)
6. RENEW
Micro
(Bt 8,000 million)
Small
7. BI BAAC (Bt 1,000 million)
Special Product Program (1.265 million SMEs) 4. Leasing/HP

1. SMEs Taweesub PGS7
(Bt 150,000 million)
Standard Product
Program

(Bt 1,000 million)

Micro
(1.763 million SMEs)

2. Micro 3 Create Jobs
(Bt 15,000 million)
Micro Product Program

8. BI MICRO (Y 2019)

Micro

Nano/Community Enterprise
Totaling 3.046 million SMEs

Source: OSMAP Report 2018 in numbers of SMEs in 2017
BOT data as at the end of 2017, totaling 1.283 million SMEs

SMEs Competency Development

With aim to deliver its operational strategy in providing support to every SME group in acquiring financial access
and promoting financial strength, TCG therefore set up key operational strategies based on the perspectives of its
customers and other related parties as follows:
New /General
Customers

stimulate guarantee
amount

policy
stimulate guarantee amount

Visit customers

Visit customers

Coordinate with
banking institution

build relationship
create understanding
follow up on debts payment

SMEs Meeting & Training

Visit/
Meet

24

Public/Private
Organization

create opportunity

build relationship
stimulate guarantee
amount

Site Visit

Money
Expo/
Fair

BANK

Press
Media

customers
Call new customers Give online advice Handover
respond to government
build
relationship
build relationship

Call
Welcome

Join/Set Up
Exhibition
Booth

SMEs

Financial
Institution

build relationship
provide knowledge

TCG

Visiting/Meeting

build relationship/raise
credit amount
facilitate/provide knowledge
and understanding

Work with
training with Invite others to join
collaborating partners Organize
public sector
exhibition booth
build relationship
give information/make
public relations

build relationship
implement strategic plan

build relationship
stimulate guarantee
amount

Invite customers to Organize Money Expo Giver invitation to
join events
Money Expo
understand TCG’s roles
build relationship/raise
credit amount
give information/make
public relations
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enable customers to
acquire financial access
give advice/knowledge

Meet press media
collaborate with other
organizations
give information/make
public relations

maintain/increase
relationship
acknowledge BC policy

enable customers to
acquire financial access
give advice/knowledge

Join forces with
business allies

collaborate with
other organizations
give information/
make public relations

Invite collaborating
partners
give information/
make public relations

Invite press media
give information/
make public relations
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Operating Environment
Industrial Condition and Economic Trend

Thai economy has developed and maintained stable growth since 2011. However, global economic crisis
and severe flooding disaster have caused the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to increase by only 0.1%.
Fortunately, the financial and fiscal measures to stimulate investment and spending initiated by the government
has enabled steady economic growth in the past 3 years since 2016 with an increase by more than 3% per year.
In 2018, Thailand’s GDP increased to 4.1% from 4.0% in the prior year which is considered the highest growth rate
in six decades thanks to several supporting factors namely expansion of private consumption and investment which
reaches the highest growth in 60 years, including positive growths in exports and service industries. In respect to
economic stability indicators, it can be found that overall inflation rate is at 1.1% and current account surplus is at
7.4% of GDP. The overall economic situation and trend in 2018 can be summarized as follows:
Key Economic Indicators and Forecasts
Economic Indicator

Facts

Forecast

2017

2018

2019

- GDP Growth

4.0

4.1

3.5 - 4.5

- Private Consumption

3.0

4.6

4.2

- Public Consumption

0.1

1.8

2.2

- Private Investment

2.9

3.9

4.7

- Public Investment

-1.2

3.3

6.2

- Exports Value (USD)

9.8

7.7

4.1

- Overall Inflation Rate

0.7

1.1

0.5 - 1.5

- Current Account Balance : GDP

11.0

7.4

6.2

1. Economic Growth (%)

2. Economic Stability (%)

Source : Office of the National Economic and Social Development Council (NESDC) Thai Economic Report Q4 / 2018 and
Trends in 2019 as of February 18, 2019.

The estimated growth rate of Thai GDP in 2019 is expected to grow at 3.5-4.5% with significant support from
household spending, private investment, acceleration of public investment, positive trend in tourism industry, and
changes in international trade and investment direction due to limitations and risk factors concerning global economy
and financial trend, political environment and government policy direction after the election driven under the
important policies covering from driving export value, supporting the recovery and expansion of tourism industry,
maintaining the economic growth driven by government spending and investment, supporting the expansion of
private investment, caring for farmers and the low-income while strengthening SMEs and foundation economy,
including preparing labor force and labor quality to be sufficient to support the expansion of production and
investment sectors.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Growth Thai GDP and SMEs GDP in 2013 - 2017
(Trillion Baht)
18.00

Thai GDP

16.00
14.00

GDP SMEs

15.45
13.75

13.23

12.92

14.53

12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00

5.32

5.13

6.55

6.12

5.68

4.00
2.00
0
3.2%

1.1%

2013

2014

10.24

10.50

GDP SMEs Growth Rate
5.3%

4.9%

5.1%

2015

2016

2017

11.75

12.16

SME Employment
10.75

		 Source : Office of Small and Medium Enterprises Promotion (OSMEP) annual SME situation report

Key roles of Thai SMEs include creating jobs and producing images for the Thai economy by increasing
employment with employment ratio of approximately 80% of total employment. In respect to gross domestic
product of SMEs (GDP SMEs) since 2011, which has growth rate of only 0.6%, has continued to grow in the same
direction as the country’s GDP. Expansion that is higher than the GDP of the country and accounts for over 40% of
GDP. However, GDP growth rate of GDP in 2018 is estimated at 5.0-5.5%, supported by domestic demand and tourism
sector, where SMEs have a high level of economic activity. Including the policy to push and promote SMEs of public
and private agencies continuously and integration.
Regarding the overall loans in the banking system, continuous growth can be observed which is line with the
improving economy and stimulus from various policies from the government. The total outstanding loans of
commercial banks in 2018 amounted to 15.11 trillion baht, increasing from the end of 2017 with the amount of 14.73
trillion baht. As for SMEs loan outstanding, the total outstanding of commercial banks in 2018 amounted to 5.24
trillion baht, increasing from the end of 2017 which is 5.06 trillion baht or equivalent to 34% of the total outstanding
business loan burden of commercial banks. The trend of outstanding loans and non-performing loans are as follow:
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Outstanding Loans of Commercial Banks and NPLs  
18,000

5%
4.35%

4.37%

4.46%

15,000

4%
3.50%

12,000

3.11%

3,000

0

3%

2.55%

9,000

6,000

2.93%

2.91%

2.83%

2.15%
12,873

13,218

4,465

2557

13,627

4,721

2558

14,730

4,764

2559

2%

15,114

5,064

2560

Overall Loans

SME Loans

% NPL Overall Loans

% NPL SME Loans

5,243

2561

1%

0%

Source : Bank of Thailand (BOT) Financial Institution Statistics “Outstanding Credit of Commercial Banks Classified by
Classification” as of February 21, 2019.

The overall picture of loan quality, both non-performing loans (NPL) and Special Mention Loan (SM) in 2018, is
nearly equal to that of the year 2017 which accounted for over 50% of total NPL outstanding of commercial banks.
Hence, credit for SMEs customers, including NPL, remains one of the major risk factors that may affect the operations
that financial institutions must manage. Which corresponds to the management of economic policy of the country in
assisting SMEs entrepreneurs both in the short and long term to have financial strength and develop potential.

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Key Factors Impacting TCG’s Operations

Internal Factors
1. Customers and Stakeholders Management
		 Due to assisting SMEs entrepreneurs to access funding sources, TCG’s credit guarantee must be implemented
through the mechanism of the credit provider including receiving support from stakeholders in both the public and
private sectors by defining the operational strategy to suit each target group as follows:
		 Financial Institution and SMEs Customer Group – By focusing on responding to the needs both in terms of
products, services and operations of TCG, including making coordination to support and promote SME entrepreneurs.
Customer satisfaction toward service provider and service quality aspects in 2018 is at 91.5% and 87.3%, respectively,
and overall customer satisfaction at 90.1%.
		 Key Stakeholder Group (including regulating agencies, policy makers and budget, shareholders, suppliers and
partners) – By focusing on responding to needs both in response to government policies in supporting and promoting SMEs efficiently and effectively through the operating mechanism and TCG. In 2018, TCG has conducted various
activities to continuously promote awareness and understanding regarding the roles of TCG in both the central and
regional scale.
		 Employee Group which plays a vital role in driving organizational success by fostering corporate values of
“Talent, Cooperation and Good Governance”, including implementing credit guarantee expertise, NPGs management
and guarantee products management. The results of the overall engagement level and overall satisfaction of TCG
employees in 2018 are at 74.83% and 74.16%, respectively, which were quite high. TCG will use the survey results
and relevant study results for further development and improvement.
2. Financial Management
		 TCG has set the operational guidelines in terms of planning, management to create income security and
control expenses accordingly to increase the return on asset management and return to shareholders, as well as
to create stable and reliable financial position for the organization so that it is able to appropriately provide credit
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guarantee for SMEs in line with the determined target. In 2018, TCG has a total revenue of 6,581.32 million baht and
operating expenses of 472.92 million baht, which is close to the previous year.
3. Internal Process Management TCG has reviewed and developed work systems and work processes to be in
line with technology and changing circumstances covering the entire core work system, including credit guarantee,
debt management and support systems, risk management, and corporate governance. Key work processes improved
by TCG in 2018 include “credit guarantee process” by collaborating with pilot financial institutions. This helps to
shorten approval and issuance process from 3 days to only 3 hours only.
4. Organizational Management for Learning and Growth Processes
		 TCG recognizes the importance of personnel in driving the organization to be able to achieve its goals and
focuses on increasing corporate capacity and developing existing resources in systematic manner, including adjusting
management structure to ensure consistency with TCG’s business through increasing efficiency and flexibility in
operations as well as better service response to customers in short and long run.

External Factors
1. Economic Situation
		Economic situation shall refer to both domestic and global economic conditions which are major factors affecting
the workload, the roles, the management and operating results of the organization. Global economy and trade
can create significant risks that must be considered namely economic slowdown in various countries, political and
international trade conflicts, increasing interest rates, etc. In Thailand, the interest rates were raised at the end of
2018. TCG continues to monitor potential impacts and expects lower economic growth.
2. Loan Situation and Quantity of Non-Performing Loans of Loan Provider
		 With Credit guarantee transactions for SMEs which being the main transaction of TCG through the operating
mechanism of the creditors, the operation and the overall situation of the creditors as well as the ability to access
the funding sources of SMEs will likely affect TCG’s operating results, especially when Small & Micro SMEs are failing
to access financial sources and Medium SMEs are facing the problem of higher-than-usual interests rate or collateral
values. Also, the increasing NPLs are reducing the amount of loan approval by loan providers.
3. Technology
		 Continuous accumulation of knowledge and technological development has resulted in the creation of new
innovations and technology which have become widely and rapidly accepted. These innovations and technology
play a vital role in enhancing operational efficiency and effectiveness of business units and enabling personal
facilitation. Financial Technology (Fin Tech) has been developed to be able to apply or create financial services quickly
and in a variety of ways and cutting transaction costs. However, continuous designing and development of Fin Tech
has severely impacted the structure and competitiveness of Thai financial institutions.
4. Regulations and National Policy
		 Apart from operating its business under the framework of 20-Year National Strategic Plan, National Economic
and Social Development Plan No. 12, Strategic Plan for State Enterprises of the Office of the Prime Minister and the
Ministry of Finance’s Policy Guidelines by the Fiscal Policy Office including the suggestions from regulatory agencies,
TCG also strictly follows relevant rules and regulations namely Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act
B.E. 2534 (1991) and Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act (No. 2) B.E. 2560 (2017), Financial Institution
Business Act B.E. 2551 (2008), Bank of Thailand Notification Anti-Money Laundering Act B.E. 2542 (1999) and additional
amendments, as well as Credit Information Business Act.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Operational Strategies
TCG continuously strives to provide support to SMEs entrepreneurs using aggressive approach and at the same
time aims to uplift its organizational and customer management. In 2018, TCG set up its operational strategies which
focus on creating value added for both SMEs entrepreneurs and TCG. This provides an overview of TCG’s operational
plan management as follows:
Strategic Plan 2019

Strategy 1
Support all groups of SMEs
nationwide for financial source
access and financial strength
Strategy 2
Reinforce financial strength for
long-term sustainability

Roadmap
(Revised in 2018)

1. Innovative Product Model
Quantitative Aspect Value
2. NPGs & Debt
Management Model

Strategy 3
Promote transparency and virtue
of good governance system
Strategy 4
Support the application of
innovation and technology in
consistency with Thailand 4.0
Strategy and Digital Economy Plan

Operational Strategy

3. Data Management Model
Qualitative Aspect Value

4. HR Development
Strategy Model

1. SMEs Entrepreneur Value-Added Creation Framework This aims to support SMEs in acquiring financial
access, including raising competitiveness and strengthening SMEs businesses through the following key strategies:
		 Strategy No. 1 : Support all groups of SMEs nationwide for financial source access and financial strength with
aim to create equality and opportunity to access financial sources by all groups of SMEs, reduce financial gap, and
contribute in the development and transfer of financial literacy among SMEs and general public.
2. TCG Value-Added Creation Framework to ensure good corporate governance and efficiency through
implementation of the following key strategies:
		 Strategy No. 2: Reinforce financial strength for long-term sustainability with aim to continuously generate
income for the organization, control expenses under budget framework, develop management to reduce level of
dependency on governmental budget, and properly and efficiently spend government budget.
		 Strategy No. 3 : Promote transparency and virtue of good governance system with aim to becoming an
organization with good governance system and morality.
		 Strategy No. 4 : Support the application of innovation and technology in consistency with Thailand 4.0 Strategy
and Digital Economy Plan with aim to restructure organizational management by applying information technology
system in consistency with financial technology and innovation, including being able to manage database in
integrative manner under adequate safety.
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TCG has set up roadmap/strategies for supporting its operation as follows:
1. Quantitative Aspect Value Plan to support Strategy No.1 and No.2 by implementing the following operational
strategies:
		 1.1 Innovative Product Development Strategy to enable access among existing customer and potential
customer with aim to develop credit guarantee products in consistency with customer segmentation.
		 1.2 NPGs & Debt Management Strategy through efficient management based on aging status and nonperforming guarantees management.
2. Qualitative Aspect Value Plan to support Strategy No.3 and Strategy No.4 by implementing the following
operating strategies:
		 2.1 Data Management Strategy via efficient data management to support the increase of every type of data,
especially those relating to customers, for the purpose of analysis and use as a tool to promote efficient management.
		 2.2 HR Development Strategy aims to develop human resources in consistency with organizational
development, including improving performance management system, high potential personnel development plan,
and learning enhancement plan.

Key Programs and Projects
Following TCG’s review and modification of its corporate vision to “TCG is the key organization in providing
credit guarantee service to SMEs to further promote the development of national economy”, the following key
programs and projects under operating budget have been determined to support the achievement of corporate
objectives as per Corporate Plan 2019 and Corporate Plan 2019 – 2023. In addition, organizational development
is continuously executed in accordance with Guideline of State Enterprise Performance Appraisal (SEPA) of the
Ministry of Finance under the following key projects:
No.

Name of Project

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

E-Dataset Reporting System Project
Competitive Benchmarking Project
TCG Data Management Project
Fin Budgeting System Project
Core Guarantee System (CGS) Development Project
Debt Collection and Case Monitoring System Development Project Phase 2
Credit Guarantee Application Data Integration System (via Web Service) Development Project
High-Ranking Executives Communication Development Project
Voice of Customer (VOC) System Development Project
Corporate Value Driven into Organizational Culture Project
Development Project on Complete, Accurate, Secured, Reliable and Available Information Management
TCG Good Governance Sustainability Development Project
Employee Satisfaction and Loyalty Survey and Evaluation Project
Significant Work Process Indicators Collection Project
Operating Plan Establishment Process Improvement Project
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Stock and Shareholders Information
TCG’s Securities

As at 31 December 2018, TCG has registered capital totaling Baht 6,839,946,700 with a total number of shares
equaling to 68,399,467 shares at par value of Baht 100 per share whereas paid-up capital was equaled to Baht
6,702,473,000 or totaling 67,024,730 shares.

Shareholders

The major shareholder of TCG is the Ministry of Finance which holds share in the proportion of 95.49% of paid-up
registered capital. The details of shareholders’ structure and top ten shareholders are as follows:

63,999,200 shares
95.49%

Ministry of Finance
Government Savings Bank
TMB Bank Public Company Limited
Bangkok Bank Public Company Limited
Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited

632,500 shares

0.94%

571,900 shares

0.85%

476,600 shares

0.71%

415,200 shares

0.62%

257,193 shares

0.38%

143,000 shares

0.21%

127,287 shares

0.19%

119,100 shares

0.18%

117,500 shares

0.18%

Kasikorn Bank Public Company Limited
Thanachart Bank Public Company Limited
The Siam Commercial Bank Public Company Limited
Financial Institutions Development Fund
Small and Medium Enterprise Development
Bank of Thailand

No transactions relating to important securities (stocks) information owned by the directors according to the
securities holding report or transactions relating to the acquisition or disposition of securities of directors during the
accounting year of 2018 has been reported during the accounting year 2018.
No related party transactions according to the related party transaction report prepared by the Board of
Directors of TCG have been reported during the accounting year of 2018.
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) emphasizes the roles of the Board of Directors in various aspects as the
Board of Directors plays a vital role in supervising and overseeing business administration, including decision-making
and policy and strategy planning in order to achieve the determined business goals and is therefore considered to be
crucial to that particular business.
Furthermore, the duties of directors as stipulated under Section 21 of Small Industry Credit Guarantee
Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991) are as follows:
Under Section 21, the Board of Directors shall have the power and duty to oversee and supervise general matters
relating to business operation and administration of the corporation and shall be authorized to perform within the
scope of power of the corporation. Such authorization shall include:
(1)		 To use the corporation’s money to pay for the expenses occurred during business operation and administration
in accordance with objectives of the corporation, including remuneration of directors and employees within the
organization.
(2)		 To ensure inspection of every request form submitted by small industry as application for credit guarantee
service provided by the corporation and accepting requests to be considered on a case by case basis as deemed
appropriate in terms of technical, financial and economic aspects as well as in line with the government’s SME industry
promotion policy without having to put any other aspects into account.
Apart from consisting of competent persons with qualifications that completely fulfilled the qualifications
stipulated under Section 5 of Standard Qualifications of Directors and Officials of State Enterprise Act B.E. 2518 (1975)
included the amended sections, members of the Board of Directors of TCG must also possess the qualifications
stipulated under Section 19 of Small Industry Credit Guarantee Act B.E. 2534 (1991) and Section 9 of Small Industry
Credit Guarantee Act (no. 2) B.E. 2560 (2017) as follow:
Under Section 19, directors must possess the qualifications specified in no. (1) and must not have any undesirable
characteristics specified in no. (2), (3) and (4) as follow:
(1)		 Having fulfilled the qualifications specified in the regulation of the corporation.
(2) A bankrupted person or used to be a bankrupted person.
(3) An incompetent person or quasi-incompetent person.
(4) Had been sentenced to imprisonment for offences against property.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Good Corporate Governance Policy
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) has prepared Good Corporate Governance Policy as well as TCG Code
of Ethics, both of which are publicized on TCG’s official website: www.tcg.or.th and in TCG intranet system to ensure
complete access by TCG employees at every level under the important target in communicating the guideline of
significant intent of TCG Board of Directors on compliance with key characteristics of good corporate governance
principle to TCG employees, stakeholders and shareholders.
Measures for Handling Conflict of Interest
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) requires all directors of TCG to always report their securities holding and
conflict of interests each time of their entry to assume the office, and report upon changes and the related conflict of
interest transactions to TCG Board of Directors for acknowledgement. In addition, the preparation of securities holding
and conflict of interest reports shall be verified by Internal Audit Department of TCG according to the Annual Audit
Plan.
Assessment on the Board of Directors
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) organizes self-assessment of TCG Board of Directors to be the assessment
on operating efficiency of the Board of Directors in accordance with good corporate governance guideline and state
enterprise overall operation assessment criteria of State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO) in organizational management
in the matter of role of the State Enterprise Board. The assessment is conducted once a year by TCG Board of
Directors in two forms as follows:
1. Individual Self-Assessment contains six topics including remarkableness of knowledge, competency, independence
and preparedness in task operation, attendance on duties and responsibilities, function of the Board of Directors and
vision availability in adding long-term value to the undertaking business operation.
2. Self-Assessment of the Board of Directors contains six topics including structure and qualification of the Board of
Directors, roles, duties and responsibilities of the Board of Directors, practices of the Board of Directors, communication
of the Board of Directors, relations of the Board of Directors and Executive, preparation and execution of the Meeting
of the Board of Directors and Sub-Committees.
However, the Management shall propose Assessment Form to the Meeting of the Board of Directors to review
Assessment Form to be appropriate, complete and in line with the criteria prescribed by the governance agencies.
After completion of assessment by TCG Board of Directors, the Management shall summarize assessment result and
then report to the meeting and improve the operation for more efficiency.
The average score of performance appraisal of TCG Board of Directors in 2018 for individual self- assessment was
93.18% which was regarded as efficient in excellent criteria. The average score of self- assessment of the Board of
Directors was 94% which was regarded as efficient in excellent criteria.
		 The Management concluded assessment result and proposed to the meeting of TCG Board of Directors for
consideration and opinion. The said result has been applied as framework of consideration and review on dutiful
operations, problems and obstacles, and taken for analysis on function of the directors. In addition, suggestions have
been taken for further operational improvement and development.
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Structure of TCG Board of Directors
Board of
Directors

Executive
Committee

Audit
Committee

Risk
Management
Committee

CG&CSR
Committee

Investment
Committee

Nomination
and
Remuneration
Committee

Information
Technology
Committee

Employee
Welfare
Committee

TCG Board of Directors
TCG Board of Directors as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mr. Surachai
Danaitangtrakul
Chairman
		 2. Mr. Prasit
Wasupath
Director
		 3. Mrs. Aunchalee
Tengpratip
Director
		 4. Mrs. Prisana
Praharnkhasuk
Director
		 5. Mr. Vasant
Thienhom
Director
		 6. Mr. Bundit
Anantamongkol
Director
		 7. Miss Wimol
Chatameena
Director
		 8. Mrs. Tongurai
Limpiti
Director
		 9. Miss Wanna
Noparbhorn
Director
		 10. Mr. Banyong
Visatemongkolchai
Director
		 11. Mr. Rak
Vorrakitpokatorn
Director
The following are the details of changes of the directors during the year.
No.

Name List of Directors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mr. Nitid Manoonporn
Mr. Montri Tirakothai
Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree
Mrs. Tongurai Limpiti
Miss Wanna Noparbhorn
Mr. Banyong Visatemongkolchai
Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn

Position Holding Term
Beginning

1 January 2018
1 January 2018
26 March 2018
23 January 2018
23 January 2018
25 October 2018
17 December 2018

Ending

Cause

24 March 2018
Retirement
31 July 2018
Resignation from the office
16 December 2018
Retirement
Until present
Enter the office
Until present
Enter the office
Until present
Enter the office
Until present
Enter the office

Executive Committee
Executive Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mr. Prasit
Wasupath		 Chairman of the Executive Commitee
		 2. Miss Wimol
Chatameena		 Member of the Executive Committee
		 3. Mr. Banyong
Visatemongkolchai		 Member of the Executive Committee
		 4. President			 Member of the Executive Committee
		 5. Vice President, Office of the Directors		 Secretary of the Executive Committee
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The Executive Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Screen and propose to the Board of Directors to request for approval on updating guarantee criteria and claim
payment criteria.
2. Screen and propose to the Board of Directors to request for approval on changes in guarantee fee rate.
3. Screen and propose to the Board of Directors to request for approval on organizing TCG’s organizational structure.
4. Screen and propose to the Board of Directors to request for approval on the establishment of TCG branch office.
5. Approve guarantee of credit with financial limit of more than Baht 15 million but not over than Baht 30 million
for normal project and propose to the Board of Directors for acknowledgement, with the exception of the approval
of guarantee for Risk Participation Project and Portfolio Guarantee Scheme that the Board of Directors has authorized
the Director and the President to give approval.
6. Approve any product or service procurements of TCG that are beyond the scope of authority of the Director
and the President in giving approval and which shall be in line with what is assigned by the Board of Directors.
7. Approve and give authorization of approval for product/project operated by TCG under the fees and criteria
and project objectives approved by the Board of Directors.
8. Execute other tasks assigned by the Board of Directors.

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mrs. Prisana
Praharnkhasuk
Chairman of the Audit Committee
		 2. Mrs. Aunchalee
Tengpratip
Member of the Audit Committee
		 3. Mr. Vasant
Thienhom
Member of the Audit Committee
		 4. Vice President, Internal Audit Department
Secretary of the Audit Committee
The Audit Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Prepare the internal audit charter of the Audit Committee to be consistent with the scope of TCG’s operating
responsibilities and which shall be approved by the Board of Directors and audited at least once a year.
2. Verify the efficiency and effectiveness of internal control process, good corporate governance process and risk
management process.
3. Verify to ensure that TCG has reliable and accurate financial reporting.
4. Audit TCG’s operations to ensure they are proper in accordance with the laws, rules, regulations, work method,
resolution of the cabinet, announcements or directives concerning TCG’s operation.
5. Verify to ensure that TCG has efficient internal audit system and consider the independence of Internal Audit
Unit.
6. Consider related party transactions or transactions with potential conflict of interest or opportunity of
corruptions which may adversely affect the operation of TCG.
7. Propose suggestions to the Board of Directors in considering the appointment, removal, promotion of rank and
position, and performance appraisal of the Head of Internal Audit Unit.
8. Coordinate with the auditor concerning the audit results and possibly advise for verification or auditing of any
transactions that are deemed necessary, including proposing the auditor’s remuneration to the Board of Directors.
9. Report the overall performance of the Audit Committee concerning internal audit to the Board of Directors at
least once per quarter within the period of sixty days starting from the ending date of each quarter. All such reports,
with the exception of the performance report in Q4, shall be included in the Annual Performance Report and
submitted to the Ministry of Finance for acknowledgement within the period of ninety days starting from the ending
date of TCG’s accounting year.
10. Evaluate the performance of the Audit Committee concerning internal audit at least once per accounting
year, including reporting the evaluation result, problems and obstacles as well as improvement plan to the Board of
Directors for acknowledgement.
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11. Disclose the Annual Performance Report of the Audit Committee and remuneration of the auditor in TCG’s
Annual Report.
12. Perform other tasks as required by law or assigned by the Board of Directors.

Risk Management Committee
Risk Management Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Miss Wimol
Chatameena
Chairman of the Risk Management Committee
		 2. Mr. Bundit
Anantamongkol
Member of the Risk Management Committee
		 3. President		
Member of the Risk Management Committee
		 4. Vice President, Risk Management Department
Secretary of the Risk Management Committee
Risk Management Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Formulate risk management policy to be proposed to the Board of Directors for consideration on the overall
risk management which must cover different types of significant risks such as credit risk, strategic risk, operational risk,
market risk, liquidity risk and undertaking reputation impact risk.
2. Formulate risk management policy that is in line with corporate strategy covering assessment, monitoring and
supervision of TCG’s risk quantity at appropriate level.
3. Govern and control the execution of risk management in accordance with the formulated risk management
policy.
4. Review the appropriateness and adequacy of risk management policy and process as well as the effectiveness
of risk management process and its compliance with the formulated policy.
5. Consider and review risk factors, and determine risk appetite level and risk tolerance level interval.
6. Formulate the investment policy and investment limitation, liquidity management policy, selection policy for
fund management company and the asset custodian and propose to the Board of Directors for approval.
7. Appoint the Sub-Committee and Working Team as deemed appropriate.
8. Regularly report the Audit Committee in the matter required for improvement and correction to be consistent
with the formulate policy and strategy.
9. Execute risk management-related tasks as assigned by the Board of Directors.

Corporate Governance & Corporate Social Responsibility (CG&CSR) Committee
Corporate Governance & Corporate Social Responsibility (CG&CSR) Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted
of the following listed members:
		 1. Mr. Vasant
Thienhom
Chairman of the CG & CSR Committee
		 2. Miss Wanna
Noparbhorn
Member of the CG & CSR Committee
		 3. President 		
Member of the CG & CSR Committee
		 4. Vice President, Legal & Compliance Department
Secretary of the CG & CSR Committee
									
Corporate Governance & Corporate Social Responsibility (CG&CSR) Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Propose policies concerning good corporate governance, corporate compliance with rules and corporate social
responsibility to the Board of Directors.
2. Provide counsel to the Board of Directors concerning good corporate governance and corporate compliance
with rules and corporate social responsibility.
3. Consider and review TCG’s guidelines and principles of good corporate governance, corporate compliance with
rules and corporate social responsibility of TCG on a regular basis to be consistent with international practice.
4. Encourage the Board of Directors, executives and employees to take part in good corporate governance, and
corporate compliance with rules and activities indicating the corporate social responsibility.
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5. Distribute good corporate governance and corporate social responsibility policy among subcommittees to
perform the duty of supporting good corporate governance and corporate social responsibility operations.
6. Consider and appoint a team to perform the duties concerning good corporate governance and corporate
compliance with rules, and another team to perform the duties concerning corporate social responsibility as deemed
appropriate.
7. Monitor the execution of good corporate governance, corporate compliance with rules, and corporate social
responsibility, to be reported to the Board of Directors and prepare annual report of good corporate governance and
corporate compliance with rules.
8. Execute other tasks concerning good corporate governance, corporate compliance with rules and declaration
of corporate social responsibility as assigned by the Board of Directors.

Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Nomination and Remuneration Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mrs. Aunchalee
Tengpratip
Chairman of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
		 2. Mrs. Prisana
Praharnkhasuk
Member of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
		 3. Mrs. Tongurai
Limpiti
Member of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
		 4. Vice President, Human Resources Department Secretary of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Nomination and Remuneration Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Formulate the nomination criteria, policy and procedure for Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice
President positions to be proposed to the Board of Directors for consideration and approval.
2. Select and nominate the qualified person for Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice President
positions to be proposed to the Board of Directors for consideration and approval.
3. Disclose the policy and detail of nomination process in Annual Report.
4. Formulate the policy of remuneration and other benefit payment including amount of remuneration and other
benefits given to Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice President positions under clear and transparent
criteria for proposing to the Board of Directors for consideration and approval.
5. Supervise Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice President to gain remuneration which is appropriate
for the duties and responsibilities given.
6. Formulate guideline of performance appraisal for Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice President
for consideration on adjustment of annual bonus under concern on related duties, responsibilities and risks.
7. Disclose the policy of remuneration determination, disclose remunerations in different forms, and prepare
remuneration determination report containing at least the detail of target, operation, and opinion of the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee in Annual Report.
8. Perform other tasks as assigned by the Board of Directors.

Employee Welfare Committee
Employee Welfare Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mr. Banyong
Visatemongkolchai
Chairman of the Employee Welfare Committee
		 2. Committee Member, Employer’s Representative
5 persons
		 3. Committee Member, Employee’s Representative
5 persons
Employee Welfare Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Consider and give opinions concerning the improvement of TCG’s operation efficiency as well as support and
develop labor relations.
2. Provide solutions for harmony and settlement of conflicts within TCG.
3. Consider for improvement of work regulation to ensure the best interests of the employers, employees and TCG.
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4. Consult and discuss to resolve problems or complaints raised by the employees or labor unions as well as
complaints relating to disciplinary punishment.
5. Consult and discuss to consider for improvement on working conditions.

Investment Committee
Investment Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Mrs. Tongurai
Limpiti
Chairman of the Investment Committee
		 2. Mr. Bundit
Anantamongkol
Member of the Investment Committee			
		 3. President		
Member of the Investment Committee
		 4. Vice President, Investment Department
Secretary of the Investment Committee
Investment Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Formulate investment policy, criteria and conditions for TCG’s private fund, including formulating liquidity
management policy and reviewing the formulated policies to ensure consistency with current market situation and
propose to the Board of Directors for approval.
2. Formulate investment strategy and practice to ensure TCG’s operations are executed under the determined
goals and investment framework approved by the Board of Directors.
3. Oversee and control investment-related operations to ensure it is in line with the investment policy and
limitation of TCG, including ensuring the adequacy and continuity of TCG’s financial liquidity.
4. Formulate selection criteria and procedure for fund management company and the asset custodian and criteria
for performance appraisal.
5. Report to the Board of Directors for acknowledgement of the selection results of fund management company
and the asset custodian and performance appraisal results for renewal or termination of contact.
6. Consider the appointment of Sub-Committee and Working Team as deemed appropriate.

Information Technology Committee
Information Technology Committee as at 31 December 2018 consisted of the following listed members:
		 1. Col. Dr. Jiaranai
Wongsa-ad
Chairman of the Information Technology Committee
		 2. Miss Wanna
Noparbhorn
Member of the Information Technology Committee
		 3. President		
Member of the Information Technology Committee
		 4. Vice President, Information Technology Department Secretary of the Information Technology Committee
Information Technology Committee has the scope of authority as follows:
1. Consider and formulate information technology development policy, strategy and direction that is in line with
operational direction of the organization, including overseeing information technology service to ensure it is in line
with good governance principle.
2. Consider the formulated Digital Plan to ensure consistency with the organization’s Enterprise Plan before
proposing to the Board of Directors for approval.
3. Monitor performance of information technology-related operation/project executed under the Digital Plan,
including giving advice or suggest solutions and reporting operational progress to the Board of Directors on quarterly
basis.
4. Consider information security policy and related information technology policy to ensure consistency with
governance criteria, related laws or standards before proposing to the Board of Directors for approval, including
ensuring compliance with information security policy and related information technology policy.
5. Consider the necessity and specifications of the required information technology-related parcels before
proposing for approval as per the procurement procedure of the organization.
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6. Appoint a Working Team or a group of individuals or relevant internal and external parties to set up a Working
Team to execute the tasks assigned by the Information Technology Committee.
7. Appoint a group of experts to give diagnostic consultation, give suggestions relating to information technology,
and supporting TCG’s operations as deemed appropriate.
8. Perform other tasks as assigned by the Board of Directors.

Board of Directors’ Meeting Attendance
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) yearly schedule the Board of Directors’ Meeting in advance. In 2018, the
Chairman of the Board of TCG scheduled the usual meetings on every Thursday of the fourth week of the month for
TCG Board of Directors and the Chairman of the Executive Committee scheduled the meetings on every Thursday of
the second week of the month for Executive Committee. However, special session of the meeting might be held as
deemed appropriate.
In 2018, there were 18 meetings of TCG Board of Directors, 12 meetings of the Executive Committee, 11 meetings
of the Audit Committee, 11 meetings of Risk Management Committee, 11 meetings of Corporate Governance and
Corporate Social Responsibility (CG&CSR) Committee, 10 meetings of Nomination and Remuneration Committee,
8 meetings of Employee Welfare Committee, 10 meetings of Investment Committee, 10 meetings of Information
Technology Committee and 6 meetings of Top Management Nomination Committee. The details are as follows:
Board / Committee
Name List of Directors

Nomination Employee
Information
MD
Risk
Board of Executive
Audit
CG&CSR
Investment
and
Management
Welfare
Technology Nomination
Directors Committee Committee Committee Committee Remuneration
Committee
Committee Committee
Committee Committee

Mr. Surachai Danaitungtrakul 17/18 Mr. Prasit Wasupath
17/17 12/12
Mr. Montree Tirakothai
7/8 6/6
Mrs. Prisana Praharnkhasuk 13/17 9/11
10/10
Mrs. Aunchalee Tengpratip 17/17 11/11
10/10
Mr. Vasant Thienhom
18/18 11/11
11/11
Mr. Bundit Anantamongkol 17/18 11/11
Miss Wimol Chatameena
15/18 11/12
11/11
Mrs. Thongurai Limpiti
17/18 8/10
Miss Wanna Noparbhorn
12/18 9/9
Mr. Banyong Visatemongkolchai 4/4 2/2
Mr. Nitid Manoonporn
4/4 3/3
3/3
3/3
Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree 11/13 8/8
5/6
5/6
Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn
1/1 1/1
1/1
1/1
-

6/6
2/2
-

10/10
10/10
1/1
6/8
1/1

10/10
1/1
6/8
1/1

6/6
6/6
6/6
5/6
-

Remark: The number of meeting attendance and the number of meetings held were defined in numerical ratios such as 2/3,
meaning that a director attended 2 meetings out of a total of 3 meetings held.
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Details of the Director’s Remuneration
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) determines remuneration for the directors based on the standard rate
specified by the State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO) in accordance with the Cabinet’s resolution, and carries out
the payment of monthly remunerations and meeting allowances to each member of the TCG Board of Directors,
Committees/Subcommittees/other Working Groups in accordance with the following rates and criteria:
1. Monthly remuneration
Not more than Baht 10,000 per month per person.
						
However, the Chairman of the Board shall be paid twice the amount
						
of the TCG’s director’s monthly remuneration.
2. Meeting allowance in the case of appointed person is per the following details: 		
		 2.1		 TCG’s Director
Not more than Baht 10,000 per time per person and not more than
						
once a month.
		 2.2		 TCG’s Director and is appointed as a member of other committee/sub-committees/working groups shall
				 receive meeting allowance of not more than Baht 10,000 per time per person and shall be paid only to
				 those directors who attended such meeting. However, each director shall attend meetings of no more than
				 2 committees in total and must attend by no more than once per committee.
		 2.3 External party
Not more than Baht 3,000 per time per person and shall be only
						
paid upon meeting attendance.
		
Nevertheless, the Chairman of the Board/Committee and Vice Chairman of the Board/Committee shall receive
meeting allowance at the rate of 25% and 12.5 of meeting allowance respectively.
Furthermore, the rule of Ministry of Finance on Audit Committee and Internal Audit Unit of State Enterprise B.E.
2555 (2012) prescribes that the Audit Committee shall receive remuneration on behalf of the member of the Audit
Committee apart from remuneration on behalf of the committee member of State Enterprise in monthly lump-sum
equaling to meeting allowance for the committee member of State Enterprise Committee.
In 2018, TCG paid remunerations to the directors according to the Letter of State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO)
No. Gor.Kor. 0803.2/Wor.85 dated on 6 August 2013 re: Meeting Allowance and Remuneration Rates for Private
Enterprise Committees totaling Baht 5,012,303.48, being divided into monthly remuneration totaling Baht 1,364,085.92
and meeting allowance by individual set of committee totaling Baht 3,648,217.56 as per the following details:
Board/Committee

TCG Board of Directors
Executive Committee
Audit Committee
Risk Management Committee
Corporate Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
Employee Welfare Committee
Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Investment Committee
Information Technology Committee
MD Nomination Committee
MD Remuneration Subcommittee

Remuneration for Directors (Baht)
Monthly Remuneration

1,364,085.92
-

Meeting Allowance

1,327,500.00
417,500.00
423,967.56
347,500.00
247,500.00
100,000.00
295,000.00
255,000.00
123,750.00
95,000.00
15,500.00

Remark : Meeting allowance for the Board/Committee includes meeting allowance for the directors/committee members from
the external party and the Secretary of the Audit Committee.
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The details of the meeting allowance classified by name list of directors (particularly the persons who are the
directors of TCG’s Board) are as follows:
Board of Directors

Remuneration for Directors (Baht)
Monthly Remuneration

Meeting Allowance

240,000.00
111,666.65
61,666.65
111,666.65
111,666.65
120,000.00
120,000.00
120,000.00
112,903.22
112,903.22
22,258.06
27,419.34
87,096.77
4,838.71

Mr. Surachai Danaitungtrakul
Mr. Prasit Wasupath
Mr. Montree Tirakothai
Mrs. Prisana Praharnkhasuk
Mrs. Aunchalee Tengpratip
Mr. Vasant Thienhom
Mr. Bundit Anantamongkol
Miss Wimol Chatameena
Mrs. Tongurai Limpiti
Miss Wanna Noparbhorn
Mr. Banyong Visatemongkolchai
Mr. Nitid Manoonporn
Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree
Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn

137,500.00
297,500.00
195,000.00
345,537.48
355,930.08
377,500.00
340,000.00
337,500.00
335,000.00
280,000.00
65,000.00
90,000.00
270,000.00
30,000.00

Remark: The above does not include meeting allowance and meeting allowances for Information Technology Committee
Advisor and Directors who are external parties.

Remuneration of Top Management
The first determination on the remuneration of TCG’s President shall follow the nomination procedure. The Board
of Directors shall appoint Top Management Remuneration Subcommittee to consider the appropriateness of the
determination on the remuneration rate. Regarding the annual increase of salary, TCG Board of Directors shall consider
and approve relevant programs and indicators including performance appraisal criteria for consideration on annual
increase of remuneration based on the level of achievement of indicators and the overall turnover of TCG.
The remuneration of TCG’s Vice President and the annual increase of salary shall be determined under the
discretion of the Director and President based on the knowledge, competence and performance of such individual
mainly in meeting organizational indicators, programs and targets and which shall be proposed to the Nomination and
Remuneration Committee and the Board of Directors for approval.
The remuneration for top management during the past three retroactive years is as follows:
Item

Remuneration
Welfare
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Total remuneration during 3
retroactive years (million Baht)

50.26
0.56
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Organizational and Manpower Structures
Organizational Structure
President

Senior Executive
Vice President

Senior Executive
Vice President

(Business Group)

(Strategy and Finance Group)

Executive
Vice President

Executive
Vice President

(Business Group)

Marketing
Branch
Internal Audit & Product
Administration
Development
Department
Department Department 1
Credit
Guarantee
Analysis
Department

(Strategy and Finance
Group)

Corporate
Strategy
Department

Accounting
and Finance
Department

Branch
Risk
Office
Administration Management Administration
Department 2 Department Department
Credit
Guarantee
Operations
Department

Senior Executive
Vice President

(Asset Management Group)

Executive
Vice President

(Asset Management
Group)

Executive Vice President
Information Technology
Department

Non-Performing
Guarantee
Management
Department

Information
Technology
Department

Office of the
Directors and
President

Claims
Department

Business
Process and
Efficiency
Development
Department

Human
Resources
Department

Debt
Collection
and Litigation
Department

Investment
Department

Legal and
Compliance
Department
Public
Relations
Department
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Manpower Structure

As at 31 December 2018, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) has total of 324 officers as follows:

Chain of
Command

Level

1
2
3
President
4
5
6
7
8
Strategy and 9
Finance
10
Group
11
12
13
14
Business
Group
15
16
17
Asset
18
Management
19
Group
20

Executive
Operation
Total
Level Officers Level Officers

Work Unit

Senior Executive Vice President
Branches Administration Support Group (Branch 1, 2)
Office of the Directors and President
Human Resources Department
Internal Audit Department
Legal and Compliance Department
Public Relations Department
Business Process and Efficiency Development Department
Information Technology Department
Credit Guarantee Operations Department
Corporate Strategy Department
Accounting and Finance Department
Office Administration Department
Risk Management Department
Branch Administration Department 1
Branch Administration Department 2
Credit Guarantee Analysis Department
Marketing and Product Development Department
Investment Department
Claims Department
Debt Collection and Litigation Department
Non-Performing Guarantee Management Department
Total

3
3
4
4
4
3
4
3
10
5
7
8
7
5
13
12
9
9
3
5
11
2
134

0
7
4
4
5
2
5
2
5
19
2
8
14
2
20
25
19
13
1
17
16
0
190

3
10
8
8
9
5
9
5
15
24
9
16
21
7
33
37
28
22
4
22
27
2
324

Remark : Executive Level Officer means the position of Vice President – Manager and Operation Level Officer means the
position of Assistant Manager – Service Officer.

Retroactive Employee and Officer Expenditure

TCG has set up the rates for employee and officer salary/wages in accordance with the criteria approved by
Ministry of Finance. Employee and officer welfares are determined by TCG’s Board of Directors whereas employee and
officer bonuses are determined based on TCG’s operating results evaluation criteria set up by TCG and the Ministry
of Finance. Summary of employee and officer expenditure for 3 retrospective years during 2016 – 2018 is as follows:
Expenditure
Prospective

2016
Permanent
Officer

Salary/Wages 161,747,851.35
Bonus
27,003,859.65
Welfare
43,504,971.96
Total
232,256,682.96
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2017
Employee

8,751,716.81
8,751,716.81

Permanent
Officer

175,334,793.36
71,776,671.71
42,576,766.91
289,688,231.98

2018
Employee

9,654,568.42
9,654,568.42

Permanent
Officer

Employee

188,657,676.76 10,059,487.33
66,559,932.31
47,194,705.61
302,412,314.68 10,059,487.33

Awards and Recognition

TCG 4.0 Strives to Supporting Thai SMEs

TCG strives to continuously fulfill its corporate vision and objectives of establishment
which include assisting SMEs entrepreneurs in obtaining wider access to more diverse
financial sources and credit types and strengthening confidence among financial
institutions in granting credits to small and medium enterprises. With strong commitment
to ceaselessly improve its operational performance, TCG has been proudly presented
with several honorary awards from State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO) under the
Ministry of Finance at the SOE Award 2018 which was organized under the concept of
“Collaborating – Shaping the Future” as follows:
1. Outstanding Corporate Management Award (Small and Medium Enterprise
Category) which is presented to any state-owned enterprise having outstanding corporate
management, efficient operational management, high level of competitiveness, including
the ability to create value-added to state-owned enterprise and generate sustainable
growth. The award is given based on the evaluation scores and previous operating
results of state-owned enterprise relating to six main work processes which include the roles of the Board of Directors,
risk management, internal control, internal audit, information management, and human resource management.

2. Strategic Collaboration: Collaboration for Development (Honorary Award) which aims to reflect service
integration under strong collaboration between Government Housing Bank (GHB), SME Development Bank (SME Bank),
and Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) to support general public in acquiring financial access, promoting
financial literacy and career/business opportunities through mutual sharing of information under “Build Home, Build
Career Opportunity Project”

These awards are also a proof of strong collaboration between Ministry of Finance, SEPO and TCG with aim to
continuously carry out and support TCG’s policies and operations to ensure that TCG is capable of achieving its new
corporate vision of “TCG is the key organization in providing credit guarantee service to SMEs to further promote the
development of national economy”.
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The Executive Committee’s Report
The Executive Committee is established under approval of the Board of Directors of Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG) to support the operation of TCG Board of Directors. At present, the Executive Committee consists
of three directors of TCG and the President as the members of the Executive Committee.
In 2018, the Executive Committee convened total of 12 meetings to perform duties determined in the order of the
appointment of the Executive Board, and Charter of the Executive Board, and regularly report the operating results
of the Executive Board to TCG Board of Directors. The essence can be summarized as follows:
1. Consideration on Enterprise Plan of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation for 2019 (2019 – 2023)
		 The Executive Committee gives precedence to consideration and screening enterprise plan, budget, manpower
of TCG for 2019 (2019 – 2023) to create clarity, appropriate and systematic fulfillment of TCG’s transaction
operations for maximum efficiency prior to proposing the meeting of TCG Board of Directors for further consideration
and approval.
		 In addition, the Executive Committee also made consideration on the presentation of Business Roadmap Model
(revised edition) 2018 – 2022.
2. Consideration on Guarantee of TCG
		 The Executive Committee considers the issues related to main transaction operations of TCG in part of credit
guarantee in the following various significant aspects, for instance:
		 Consider guarantee product development plan 2018.
		 Consider leasing and factoring credit guarantee programs, totaling Baht 2,000 million.
		 Consider Portfolio Guarantee Scheme, Phase 7.
		 Consider credit guarantee programs for Micro Entrepreneurs, Phase 3.
		 Consider Portfolio Guarantee Scheme per financial institution, Phase 5, totaling Baht 7,000 million.
		 Consider increasing of guarantee amount for general SMEs under SMEs Taweesub Program (Portfolio Guarantee
Scheme Phase 7) from Baht 10,000 million to Baht 30,000 million.
		 Consider reviewing of risk-based pricing model and screening for Credit Guarantee Program for Micro
Entrepreneurs Phase 3.
3. Monitoring on Compensatory Debt Collection
		 The Executive Committee places great importance on monitoring the collection of compensatory debt and
makes consideration on related matters to accelerate compensatory debt collection process. These significant
matters include:
		 Consider improvement of incentive measures for debt composition in 2018.
		 Consider extending of debt composition period as part of incentive measures for debt composition in 2018.
		 Consider debt composition for various projects.
		 Consider writing bad debt off from TCG’s accounts receivable.
4. Monitoring Overall Operation of TCG
		 The Executive Committee monitors overall operation of TCG on monthly basis by assigning the Management
to report the operational progress in terms of credit guarantee result, debt management as well as investment
management. The Executive Committee remarks and gives useful advices for the Management to apply as operational
guideline in the relevant part accordingly.
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			 Apart from monitoring the reporting of overall operations in the aforesaid various areas, the Executive
Committee gives precedence to regularly monitoring the execution of the Management in accordance with the
directed resolution of the Meeting of the Board of Directors, and the issues entrusted to the Management for
execution. In the year 2018, the Executive Committee performed the duties in monitoring the operating results
of significant issues, for instance:
		 Progress of operation execution under Business Process Redesign Project (BPR)
		 Progress of insurance money liability management
5. Other Issues
		 Review of significant policies or criteria such as credit guarantee policy, assets classification policy,
compensatory security reserve, and writing bad debt off.
		 Adjust Business Model of TCG based on economic benefits study by TDRI.
		 Review OFI Roadmap (2018 – 2020).
		 Prepare report in accordance with SEPA 2018 and OFI Roadmap (2019 – 2021).
		 Organizational restructuring.
		 Organize Long Service Award Program.
		 Criteria for yearly promotion salary increment.
		 Digital Operation Plan (2018 – 2022).
		 Adjust Compensatory Security Payment Committee.
		 Compensatory security reserve as of 31 December 2017.
From the roles and duties and execution of the Executive Committee, the operations of TCG therefore are in line
with the programs and achieve the determined objectives.

(Mr. Prasit Wasupath)
Chairman of the Executive Committee
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Corporate Governance & Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee’s Report (CG & CSR)
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) realizes the importance of corporate governance as a key factor in building
trust and confidence among the stakeholders, trade partners, customers, governing organization and the people and
has therefore continuously operated its business under strict compliance with good corporate governance principles
and with honesty, transparency and responsibility toward the society which is achieved through developing TCG’s
core competency and talents and supporting the community. The Board of Directors of TCG has appointed Corporate
Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility (CG & CSR) Committee consisting of the following members:
1. Mr. Vasant
Thienhom		
Chairman of the CG & CSR Committee
2. Miss Wanna
Noparbhorn		
Member of the CG & CSR Committee
3. President				
Member of the CG & CSR Committee
4. Vice President, Legal & Corporate Governance Department Secretary of the CG & CSR Committee
CG & CSR Committee has supported and promoted participation concerning corporate governance, corporate
social responsibility, anti-corruption and legal compliance through organizing various activities under the formulated
CG and Compliance Operation Plan 2018 and CSR Operation Plan 2018 such as:
Integrate Corporate Governance Policy, Corporate Social Responsibility Policy and Anti-Corruption Policy
to form a unified policy called “Corporate Governance, Corporate Social Responsibility and Anti-Corruption and
Misconduct Policy” to raise awareness regarding the overall management of the organization which aims to promote
sustainability development.
Encourage every personnel to develop proper knowledge and perform duties in compliance with CG principle
by organizing various training activities such as “Development of Virtuous Organization”, “Success Factors of Virtuous
Organization Development” and “New CG Code towards TCG’s Sustainability” with aim to driving TCG into becoming
a virtuous organization.
Organize “Empowering SMEs 4.0” activity to develop proper knowledge and understanding regarding Fintech
and financial access among SMEs entrepreneurs, Start-ups and students by collaborating with alliances namely
the Stock Exchange of Thailand, Office of Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion, Small and Medium Enterprise
Development Bank of Thailand, Mahidol University, Mae Fah Luang University, Suratthani Rajabhat University, etc.
In 2018, TCG organized a total of six “Empowering SMEs 4.0” activities in Bangkok and other provinces including
Suphan Buri, Chiang Rai, Chonburi and Surat Thani combined.
Develop and improve corporate governance performance through organizing knowledge development activities
concerning related rules and regulations and conduct regular auditing of such legal compliance.
Raise integrity and transparency index levels for TCG’s operating performance through organizing “TCG –
A Transparent and Anti-Corruption Organization for Supporting Thailand Sustainability Development” and raising
awareness among the employees regarding the importance of the prevention of all forms of corruption and
misconduct by requiring every director, executive and employee of TCG to regularly report conflict of interest
each year, including communicating and raising awareness among the employees regarding the reporting of any
misconduct and whistleblower protection to ensure clear and proper understanding.
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With strong commitment to operate its business in compliance with good corporate principle and demonstrating
corporate social responsibility and prevention against all forms of corruption while maintaining strict legal
compliance, TCG was presented with the following “SOE Awards” in 2018:
1. Award for Outstanding Corporate Management for Small and Medium Enterprise
2. Award for Organizational Development Excellence in Strategic Cooperation, Honorary Award Category, “Build
		 Home, Build Career Opportunity” Program
In respect to Integrity & Transparency Assessment (ITA), TCG managed to earn higher score each year. In 2018,
TCG scored a total of 88.24 points, marking outstanding level of morality and transparency and at the same time
demonstrating the continuous support and commitment of the Board of Directors and CG & CSR Committee in
making TCG an organization with efficient management and responsibility toward the society while striving to develop
corporate governance sustainability in accordance with international standard.

Mr. Vasant Thienhom
Chairman of Corporate Governance and
Corporate Social Responsibility (CG & CSR) Committee
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Corporate Governance
In 2018, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) has integrated its Corporate Governance policy, Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy and Anti-Corruption and Misconduct Policy into a unified policy to raise awareness regarding the
overall management of the organization which aims to promote sustainability development.

Equitable
Treatment

Value
Creation
Transparency

Responsibility
Ethics
Accountability

Participation

Corporate Governance

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation formulated Corporate Governance Policy in accordance with international
standard to provide guideline of practice for TCG’s Board of Directors, management and employees at every level.
The details are as follow:
1. Accountability on functional result (Accountability)
2. Sense of dutiful responsibility with sufficient capability and efficiency (Responsibility)
3. Equitable stakeholder treatment in good faith (Equitable Treatment)
4. Verifiable operational transparency and transparent disclosure of information to related parties (Transparency)
5. Value creation to business both in short-term and long-term (Value Creation)
6. Promotion and development of good governance and ethics in business operation (Ethics)
7. Participation and encouragement of opportunity distribution to public to share opinions participation (Participation)
The Board of Directors of TCG, the management and employees at every level performed their works with duty of
care and duty of loyalty in addition to conforming with the practical guideline of Corporate Governance Policy which
consisted of five sections as follows:
Section 1 Shareholders’ Rights and Equity
Section 2 Board of Directors’ Responsibility
Section 3 Roles of Stakeholders
Section 4 Disclosure of Information and Transparency
Section 5 Code of Conduct

Corporate Social Responsibility

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) carried out its operations and transactions responsibly, fairly and with
full effort by taking into account the best interest of all stakeholders, shareholders, and trade partners, including
the community and society in the overall. In addition, TCG does not support any enterprises of which its business
operation causes environmental impact or not basde on good corporate governance principle.
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Anti-Corruption and Misconduct

TCG continuously operates its business on the basis of honesty and transparency and in strict compliance with
related laws and regulations, including adhering to anti-corruption and misconduct measures by not demanding/
accepting or offering any form of benefits to related parties of TCG, such as state officials, trade partners, customers,
etc., that may lead to corruption and misconduct or may damage the image and reputation of TCG. In addition
to collaborating with other agencies or organizations in supporting a fight against corruption and misconduct, TCG
also defines that all directors, executives and employees of TCG shall have the following roles and responsibilities
concerning anti-corruption and misconduct as follows:
1. Perform duty with honesty, commitment and promote cooperation in fighting against all forms of corruption and
misconduct.
2. Adhere to corporate value of “Talent, Co-operation, Good Governance” to build an organization culture that
prohibits all forms of corruption and misconduct.
3. Prioritize organizational interest rather than personal interest to prevent conflict of interest

Corporate Governance and Compliance Operational Plan

In 2018, TCG defined operational plan and activities in good corporate governance and compliance with related
rules under three aspects of strategies as follows:
Strategy No. 1: Enhancing the efficiency of Corporate Governance which is implemented through the following
activities.
1. Organize training activities to provide knowledge relating to the rules of BOT and laws relating to TCG’s
operation such as complying with laws relating to the protection and suppression of money laundering, providing
knowledge on personal information, etc.
2. Continuously verify operational performance based on rules starting from compiling set of regulations,
communicating, verifying, monitoring and reporting such as adherence to Information System Security Standard,
adherence to procurement rules and regulations, adherence to the rules or practice defined by the Bank of Thailand
such as requesting approval for appointment of President, authorized person and advisor, including maintaining
proper market conduct and reporting conflict of interest, etc.
Strategy No. 2: Encouraging personnel to develop knowledge and perform duties in compliance with
corporate governance principle which is implemented through the following activities:
1. Review related policies and practices, including integrating Corporate Governance Policy, Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy and Anti-Corruption Policy into a unified policy and disseminated via communication channels
of TCG, such as intranet and website of TCG, so that every personnel can acknowledge and comply with to ensure
maximum interest of TCG and every stakeholder group.
2. Organize activity to develop knowledge on corporate governance and business conduct and ethics. In 2018,
Professor Dr. Kasem Wattanachai, President of Foundation Of Virtuous Youth, was invited as a keynote speaker for the
event on the topic of “Development of Virtuous Organization” including the Director of Sufficiency Economy Learning
Centers, Foundation of Virtuous Youth on the topic of “Success Factors of Virtuous Organization Development” and
Director of Corporate Governance Promotion Department, Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on
the topic of “New CG Code toward TCG Sustainability” in order to drive TCG into becoming a virtuous organization
with sustainable development.
3. Regularly disseminate articles or issues concerning corporate governance among the executives and employees
of TCG via the intranet on monthly basis.
4. Arrange a seminar session on the topic of “TCG’s Corporate Governance” as part of new employee orientation
activity, including conducting a survey on corporate governance knowledge for continuous improvement.
Strategy No. 3: Raise integrity and transparency index levels for TCG’s operating performance which is
implemented through the following activities:
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1. Organize “TCG – A Transparent and Anti-Corruption Organization for Supporting Thailand Sustainability
Development” and promoting morality and transparency in every operation of the organization by participating in
Integrity & Transparency Assessment (ITA) initiated by NACC. In 2018, TCG scored 88.24 and continuously improving
each year, marking relatively high level of morality and transparency of TCG.
2. Require every executive and employee to report their conflict of interest as per the determined procedure
within the month of December each year. The audit results revealed no conflict of interest.
3. Communicate and raise awareness among the employees to realize the importance of prevention of all forms
of corruption and misconduct, including the reporting any misconduct or illegal actions, and whistleblower protection
through various articles apart from formulating Anti-Corruption Policy and related practices.

Roles of Stakeholders

TCG realizes the rights and roles of every group of stakeholders, both internal and external, and ensures equitable
treatment among every stakeholder group within the scope of legal rights by defining it as part of its Corporate
Governance Policy and disseminated through various media, such as TCG website, in order to raise awareness and
confidence among the stakeholders regarding the protection of stakeholders’ rights and equitable treatment,
including encouraging cooperation between TCG and stakeholders in creating stability and sustainability of small and
medium enterprises and the overall country as follows:
1. Code of Best Practice towards Shareholders
		 TCG focuses on achieving good returns through its business operation as well as continuous growth, including
maintaining stable and strong financial position level, including operating business with carefulness, transparency and
in strict compliance with related rules and regulations, reinforcing competitive potential and adhering to the Code of
Business Ethics.
2. Code of Best Practice towards Government Sector
		 As a state-owned enterprise under the governance of Ministry of Finance, TCG supports all operations of
government sector and complies with the criteria and policy of the governance agencies, including encouraging
and supporting collaboration in various activities of government agencies in order to jointly enhance the country’s
economic growth and stability.
3. Code of Best Practice towards Customers
		 TCG is committed to provide customer service with willingness and full extent of capability as well as with
equality and fairness. Personnel with knowledge and expertise is also provided for giving advice to customers in
courteous and gentle manner to ensure the best customer service experience while complaint system is established
for appropriate correction of issues with care and justice.
4. Code of Best Practice towards Creditors
		 TCG is committed to comply with every term and condition as agreed with each group of creditors in order to
maintain the reputation and credibility of TCG among all creditors and all groups of stakeholders.
5. Code of Best Practice towards Business Partners
		 TCG determines that the employees who are involved in purchasing or selling of TCG assets as well as all
types of TCG products and services shall adhere to the maximum interest of TCG without concern on personal
interests or interests of friends, and not causing misunderstanding or incomplete data acquisition by business
partners.
6. Code of Best Practice towards Business Allies
		 TCG is committed to follow the agreements or collaboration established with business allies of TCG for overall
mutual benefits.
7. Code of Best Practice towards Competitors
		 TCG has no policy to compete with other competitors by means of slandering, defamation on distortion of facts.
8. Code of Best Practice towards the Society and Environment
		 TCG acts as a role model citizen and acts by concerning on its duties and responsibilities towards society and
country, including supporting public interest activities, mutually developing society, community and environment,
and cooperating and supporting government policies for the benefit of the overall country.
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		 To ensure concrete outcome of social and environmental operations and maximum environmental and social
benefits, the Board of Directors and management of TCG therefore realize the importance of carrying out its social and
environmental activities in accordance with the formulated Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Policy and Annual
Operation Plan of TCG.
9. Code of Best Practice towards Employees
		 By realizing the value of human resources as a major driving force of an organization, TCG therefore selects and
maintains knowledgeable and competent personnel by offering fair and reasonable remuneration for its personnel.
At the same time, personnel development is also emphasized through training plans whereas learning process is
developed in various forms in order to give the opportunity of self-learning and lifelong learning among employees.
At TCG, personnel development is carried out in order to focus on creating professional employees who possess
essential knowledge and skills for operational success which in turn leads to sustainable development and allowing
TCG to becoming a learning organization.

Disclosure of Information and Transparency
CORPORATE
COMMUNICATION

ANNUAL
REPORT

MEDIA
CALL CENTER

ADVERTISEMENT

WEBSITE
RADIO
		 TCG prioritizes the significance of proper, complete and transparent disclosure of information in consistency
with Official Information Act B.E. 2540 (1997), and therefore formulates as practice on disclosure of information.
The review on the said practice is scheduled on yearly basis for building the trustworthiness among all groups of
stakeholders. Furthermore, TCG arranges news information service channel pursuant to Section 7 and Section 9
for continuous information dissemination to ensure that every stakeholder can access TCG information such as:
1. Public disclosure of news information, for instance, Annual Report, website of TCG www.tcg.or.th, Call Center,
advertising media by means of TV, radio, newspaper and magazine, as well as website of Electronic News Information
Center of Office of the Official Information Commission http://www.oic.go.th/INFOCENTER3/347/
2. Disclosure of news information to the employees via internal communication system (Intranet), internal wire
broadcasting and public relations board, etc.
		 TCG on behalf of state enterprise under Ministry of Finance and as government agencies pursuant to Official
News Information Act B.E. 2540 (1997), continuously discloses news information of TCG to people in accordance with
the said law for public benefit in access to news information of TCG as follows:
1. Disclosure of Procurement-Related Information
		 TCG complies with Government Procurement and Supplies Management Act B.E. 2560 (2017) and related
laws, including publicizing procurement-related information on its website. The contents comprise of cost estimate
announcements, drafted TOR announcement, invitation announcement, announcement of list of awarded bidder,
summary of procurement result, and summary of report on procurement complaint to facilitate the search of news
information of TCG procurement.
2. Disclosure of TCG Information and Customer Information to Requesting Agencies and External Parties
		 TCG gives full cooperation with the agencies in lawful authority in requesting the audit of information or call for
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evidential documents such as Ministry of Finance, Bank of Thailand, the Office of Auditor General of Thailand, Office
of the National Anti-Corruption Commission, Revenue Department, Law Execution Department, and the court, etc.
TCG provides information under laws and news information disclosure policy of TCG.

Contact Information, Complaints and Corruption Whistleblowing
and Expression of Opinions

		 TCG has arranged channels to facilitate all groups of stakeholders to enable to contact for enquiries,
complaining, whistleblowing, giving opinions or suggestions via the following channels:
							 Complaining to request for fairness to the President, Tel. 0-2890-9911
							 Office of Directors and President, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG),
								 Charn Issara Tower 2, 16th-18th Floor, 2922/243 New Petchburi Road,
								 Bangkapi, Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310
							 Call Center: 0-2890-9999 (Time 8.30 hrs. - 17.00 hrs.)
							 Tel: 0-2890-9988
							 Fax: 0-2890-9900, 0-2890-9800
							 Website: www.tcg.or.th
							 Hot Line for whistleblowing of clue or complaints
								 on corruption: 0-2890-9977 and 0-2890-9955
The employees can complain and suggest their opinions at Human Resources Department and perform
whistleblowing of corruption clues or complaints at Hot Line, Tel. 0-2890-9977 and 0-2890-9955

Whistleblowing Procedure and Whistleblower Protection

TCG defines whistleblowing procedure and whistleblower protection as mechanism and channel for employees
of TCG and stakeholders to report complaints concerning any behaviors that may cause infamous conduct or
official rules, including any actions that may cause violation against laws or financial misconduct, misappropriation,
corruption and fraud.
Whistleblowers can submit complaints to the President (Top Management) or Chairman of the Audit Committee,
or Chairman of TCG Board of Directors as the case may be. Unless it is complaint against the President, the
whistleblower shall complain to the Chairman of the Audit Committee or Chairman of the TCG Board of Directors.
TCG shall keep name and issue of the whistleblower as confidential within the scope permitted by law whereas
every procedure of investigation is also carried out in confidential manner to ensure protection of the whistleblower
or complainant.

Code of Conduct and Business Ethics

TCG emphasizes the importance of correct and proper practice during operation among every level of personnel in order to ensure efficiency as well as raising credibility among all groups of stakeholders. Hence, the Code of
Conduct and Ethics for the management, employees and directors of TCG have been defined and prepared in a form
of handbook to be distributed among all personnel so that each person is aware of and mainly adhere to such code
while on duty

Conflict of Interests

TCG formulates Conflict of Interest Policy to ensure the executives, employees and directors act in strict
compliance with good corporate governance principles and avoid performing any acts which may be in conflict with
the interests of TCG, whether directly or indirectly. The executives, employees and directors of TCG are required
to submit Conflict of Interest Report on yearly basis whereas the department in charge shall verify the conflict of
interests of the executives, employees and directors and present it to the Director and President, Corporate
Governance and Corporate Social Responsibility (CG & CSR) Committee and the Board of Directors of TCG as proof
that TCG and every personnel of TCG realized the importance of prevention of conflict of interests and have strictly
adhered to such policy.
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Risk Management Committee’s Report

		 The Risk Management Committee of TCG consists of 3 Directors of TCG and 1 Director and President, totaling
3 members. The executive who is responsible for risk management shall perform as secretary of Risk Management
Committee.
		 TCG Board of Directors in Meeting No. 14/2017 resolved to appoint members of Risk Management Committee,
effective from 7 December 2017, as follows:
		
		
		
		

Miss Wimol
Chatameena
Director of TCG
Mr. Bundit
Anantamongkol
Director of TCG
President		
Director and President
Vice President of Risk Management Department

Chairman of the Risk Management Committee
Member of the Risk Management Committee
Member of the Risk Management Committee
Secretary of the Risk Management Committee

		 The Risk Management Committee performed its duties within the scope of duties and responsibilities specified
in the Charter of Risk Management Committee as entrusted by TCG Board of Directors. In 2018, Risk Management
Committee held total of 11 meetings with 31 issues for consideration and 71 issues for acknowledgement. The
operating results of Risk Management Committee were regularly reported to the Audit Committee and TCG Board of
Directors on quarterly basis. The essence of performed works can be summarized as follows:
1. Review risk management policy covering different types of risks such as credit risk, strategic risk, market risk,
liquidity risk and operational risk, as well as business continuity management policy, policy on service usage from
outsourced service provider, and internal control policy to ensure consistency with current situation and criteria for
governance on specialized financial institution and other relevant criteria of Bank of Thailand (BOT).
2. Define risk management policy to ensure consistency with corporate strategies covering assessment, monitoring
and governing risk quantity of TCG to be at appropriate level.
3. Govern and control risk management pursuant to the defined risk management policy, give advice for increase
in risk management efficiency, and monitor and review adequacy of risk management system and internal control of
TCG.
4. Consider risk and appropriateness of investment policy as well as limitation of investment, and liquidity policy
for earning return on setting target under acceptable risk level.
5. Develop tools and system of risk management and internal control to ensure it is consistent with current
situation and in line with the Criteria and Guideline of Governance of Bank of Thailand (BOT), Ministry of Finance, and
international standard.
6. Oversee the management and employees of TCG to ensure proper understanding on risk management and
internal control throughout the organization for promoting internal risk management culture.

(Miss Wimol Chatameena)
Chairman of Risk Management Committee
31 December 2018
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The Audit Committee’s Report
		 The members of the Audit Committee appointed by the Board of Directors of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
(TCG) on 10 May 2018 in replacement of the existing set of Audit Committee consisted of:
1. Mrs. Prisana
2. Mrs. Aunchalee
3. Mr. Vasant
4. Mr. Wiroj

Praharnkhasuk
Tengpratip
Thienhom
Sittijaroenrung

Chairman of the Audit Committee
Member of the Audit Committee
Member of the Audit Committee
Secretary of the Audit Committee

The Audit Committee performed its duties in accordance with the Charter of the Audit Committee, including
governing the adequacy of internal control system, financial reporting, compliance with relevant regulations and
policies, internal audit, risk management, compliance with code of conduct, reporting on conflict of interest and
compliance with good governance policy.
		 During 2018, the Audit Committee held 11 meetings and mutually convened the meeting with the
Management, top executives of the organization and auditors from the Bank of Thailand and State Audit Office of
the Kingdom of Thailand with emphasis on developing good corporate governance process. The Committee reported
meeting results and suggested the Board of Directors every time for execution in the matters deemed appropriate
which can be summarized as follows:
1. Financial Report
		 The Audit Committee reviewed quarterly and yearly financial reporting, considered the analysis of operating
results and financial position of TCG, gave useful suggestions to ensure the adequacy, accuracy, reliability and
compliance with International Financial Reporting Standard and generally accepted accounting standard of financial
statements and disclosure of essential aspect information, and gave precedence to preparedness to support the
revision of International Financial Reporting Standard for Financial Instruments (IFRS 9).
2. Efficiency and Effectiveness of Internal Control, Corporate Governance ss and Risk Management Processes
		 The Audit Committee regulated the internal control system through auditing and assessing the internal control
system pursuant to the criteria of the Ministry of Finance re: internal control standard and practice for state
organization B.E. 2561 (2017), including ensuring the appropriateness and effectiveness of internal audit to ensure that
the organization has efficient human resource management and adequate risk management. The Audit Committee
acknowledged risk assessment results, risk management performance, risk indicators, including giving suggestions for
maximizing efficiency, computer system and data security system management to ensure that the internal control
system shall help preventing or abating contingent risks. In addition, the Audit Committee also monitored the
improvement and correction of the Management relating to internal control, risk management and governance. To
support information technology changes, TCG also developed and improved information technology security system
in accordance with the determined standards.
3. Compliance with Related Laws, Rules and Regulations of TCG and Regulatory Bodies
		 The Audit Committee audited compliance with related laws, regulations, policies and practices, including
promoting good governance by verifying conflict of interests and complying with good governance policy, as well as
formulating compliance policy as guideline of practice in controlling the operations of TCG to ensure it is in line with
relevant rules and developing risk management system in the area of compliance with rules to ensure its efficiency,
effectiveness and consistency with the practices of relevant state agencies. In addition, the Audit Committee
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monitored progress as per the advice of the Internal Auditor and monitored improvements and corrections as per the
audit results of the Bank of Thailand and State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand.
4. Internal Audit Governance
		 The Audit Committee audited and approved the Charter of Internal Audit to consider the appropriateness
of role and responsibility, scope of duty, rights, duties and independence of the internal audit operation, as well
as approved the audit plan 2018 and revised Internal Audit Operation Handbook 2018. To ensure the reliability of
internal audit operation, internal audit quality assessment was implemented and internal audit performance efficiency
improvement plan 2018 was also formulated. In addition, the Audit Committee continuously promoted and
supported professional skills and knowledge development of the Internal Auditor.
5. Relationship with Management and Auditor
		 It is the Audit Committee’s policy to meet and exchange the opinions with the Management from Senior
Executive Vice President to Vice President of Department/Office Level at least once a year/ In 2018, one meeting was
held with the executives to discuss and exchange opinions concerning the business, potential risks, internal control
and corporate governance, including the improvement of TCG’s works to achieve higher efficiency. Furthermore,
regular meetings were held to discuss about audit practice, findings and suggestions of the auditor from the Office of
the Auditor General of Thailand.
6. Maintenance of the Audit Committee’s Quality
		 The Audit Committee reviewed the Charter of the Audit Committee and conducted self-assessment in
accordance with best practice of State Enterprise Policy Office, Ministry of Finance to ensure efficient operations of
the Audit Committee, including regularly reporting the performance of the Audit Committee to the Board of Directors
of TCG and giving opinions and suggestions for improvement of risk governance and internal control processes.
The Audit Committee performed its role and responsibility stipulated in the Charter of the Audit Committee
by exercising professional skills and knowledge, carefulness and having adequate independence, as well as giving
constructive opinions and suggestions for the best interest of every stakeholder group, considering main operations
performed by Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) and holding meetings with relevant executives, the internal
auditor and auditor from the Office of the Auditor General of Thailand. The Audit Committee is of the opinion that
TCG’s financial statement is correct, reliable and in compliance with the generally accepted accounting standard,
including having in place good corporate governance system, adequate risk management, as well as appropriate and
effective internal control and internal audit systems. 				
				
		
								
(Mrs. Prisana Praharnkhasuk)
Chairman of the Audit Committee
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The Nomination and Remuneration Committee’s Report 2018
TCG Board of Directors resolved to appoint the Nomination and Remuneration Committee consisting of TCG
directors as follows:
		 1. Mrs. Aunchalee
		 2. Mrs. Prisana
		 3. Mrs. Tongurai

Tengpratip
Praharnkhasuk
Limpiti

Chairman of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Member of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Member of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee

The Nomination and Remuneration Committee executes in various areas based on Corporate Governance
Code under the duties and responsibilities prescribed in Charter of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
and complies with the assignment given by TCG Board of Directors in formulating criteria, policies and procedures in
recruitment, selection and nomination of the candidates to hold the position of Executive Vice President and Senior
Executive Vice President, and formulating remuneration and other benefit payment policy to Executive Vice President
and Senior Executive Vice President to be proposed to TCG Board of Directors for consideration and approval on
determination of guideline and performance appraisal of Executive Vice President and Senior Executive Vice President
for consideration and adjustment of annual bonus as well as other executions as assigned by TCG Board of Directors.
In 2018, the Nomination and Remuneration Committee held total of 10 meetings. Every committee member
attended the meeting and considered important matters, including executed works which were passed for
consideration and consent from TCG Board of Directors as follows:
1. Formulate criteria, policy and method for nomination of candidates for Executive Vice President and Senior
		 Executive Vice President positions.
2. Select and nominate qualified candidates for Executive Vice President position by considering qualifications,
		 skills, knowledge, experience, leadership and vision and attitude towards the organization for the best interest
		 of TCG’s operations and management efficiency.
3. Formulate appropriate criteria and guideline of performance appraisal for Senior Executive Vice President
		 position that is consistent with the given roles and responsibilities, including considering annual salary
		 increment that is appropriate with the given roles and responsibilities and based on past performance to ensure
		 fairness and create work incentive.
4. Review the Charter of Nomination and Remuneration Committee to ensure consistency with good governance
		principle.

Mrs. Aunchalee Tengpratip
Chairman of Nomination
and Remuneration Committee
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Corporate Social Responsibility Implementation (CSR)

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) has continuously commenced social activity implementation on the basis
of TCG vision and mission framework since 2005 under awareness of duties as government agency that must give
priority to development of social and community sustainability, and creation of benefits for the stakeholders of TCG,
particularly SMEs entrepreneurs, to efficiently ensure business survival which will in turn result in Thailand’s strong
and sustainable social and economic growths.
Apart from creating good corporate image by operating business in accordance with code of conduct and in
environmental-friendly manner, TCG also carried out corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities with emphasis
on the development of the organization, community and society, promotion of both internal and external social
participation, raise awareness and encourage employee participation, as well as exercising TCG’s potential and expertise in developing the country and overall society to help strengthen sustainability development.
		 TCG gives priority to building corporate sustainability and takes part in supporting economic growth by formulating
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Policy as part of its corporate governance and within the scope of corporate
mission with emphasis on assisting small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and encouraging the Board of Directors,
executives and employees of TCG to participate in community and social development activities. Nevertheless, TCG is
well aware that sustainable corporate growth must depend on various internal and external factors and has therefore
formulated corporate social responsibility policy and practice as follows:
1. Apply King Bhumibol’s philosophy of sufficiency economy in carrying out social development activities to
support and drive the organization, society and community toward sustainable development and self-sufficiency.
2. To focus on cooperation by making as part of TCG’s organizational culture. Hence, TCG demonstrates its
corporate social responsibility by cooperating with numerous organizations in developing the customers and
community,as well as supporting its employees to participate in social development activities with emphasis on
promoting employee’s engagement, fostering voluntary mind among the employees, and encouraging them to take
part in social service activities for community development and resolving social problems.
3. Adopt corporate social responsibility practice as part of business process management, or also known as CSR - In
Process, by demonstrating TCG’s potential and capabilities in driving social development and strengthening community.
4. To operate business based on good ethics by focusing on the growth of SMEs entrepreneurs and developing
the potential and quality of life of the overall society and community covering every dimension namely education
development, social and environmental development, upholding religion, and employee’s engagement. Every activity
carried out focuses on driving the executives and employees to take part in social development and at the same time
fostering voluntary mind among the employees in helping the society both inside and within the organization.
As a state-owned specialized financial institution agency that plays a vital role in assisting and supporting SMEs
entrepreneurs to access financial sources, TCG has performed corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities in pursuant
to the framework of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Policy to focus on the perception of society and community
on TCG intention in demonstrating responsibility toward the country, society, economy and participation in sustainably
strengthening local entrepreneurs, including supporting the society and community to promote sustainability
development and raising awareness among the target groups regarding TCG’s roles and responsibility.
TCG realized that sustainable growth must be achieved through operating business responsibly toward the society.
Hence, its social and community development mainly focuses on implementing CSR – In Process by strengthening the
potentials of SMEs entrepreneurs to enable sustainable growth and successful business operation, including promoting
the development of financial management knowledge and widening access to financial sources to continuously increase
opportunity for entrepreneurs and at the same time develop the community and society to have more stable financial
growth as well as suitable and efficient financial planning and investment.
In 2018, TCG performed its corporate social responsibility (CSR) through organizing “Empowering SMEs 4.0” activity
to develop proper business and financial knowledge as well as knowledge of financial access and Online Business 4.0
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among SMEs entrepreneurs, Start-ups and students to ensure they have the required knowledge and skills to become
a successful entrepreneur in the future. The activity was carried out in collaboration with public and private agencies
with aim to develop knowledge and understanding regarding business operation, financial management, financial
access among entrepreneurs or business owners, and ensuring their readiness for the digital market and how to achieve
business growth in Thailand 4.0 era. At the same time, raise awareness and promote the cooperation of TCG, allied
organizations, local community, customers and relevant target groups, including creating good corporate image for TCG
as a state-owned agency which conducts its business under strict code of conduct and with social responsibility. TCG
organized a total of six “Empowering SMEs 4.0” activities as follows:
No. 1 :

On 1 June 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under an activity
called “TCG in cooperation with The Management team of the Provincial
office of the Controller General (KorBorJor). Suphanburi for Vocational
Knowledge Enhancement toward Startup Club Development” by
collaborating with KorBorJor. Suphanburi to enhance knowledge and
understanding on financial matters and financial access in the digital age
among students to ensure they have essential knowledge and skills for
becoming a successful SMEs and Start-up entrepreneurs in the future. The activity was held at Suphanburi
Technical College, Muang District, Suphanburi Province where the Governor of Suphanburi Province chaired the
opening ceremony.
No. 2 :

On 28 August 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under
an activity called “Special Loans for Increasing Financial Access of
entrepreneurs” by collaborating with the Stock Exchange of Thailand
(SET) and SME Development Bank to give knowledge on financial matters
and financial access among SMEs entrepreneurs and Social Enterprises
(SE). The activity was held at Sukree Kaewcharoen Convention Center,
Stock Exchange of Thailand.
No. 3 :

On 1 September 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under an activity called “FinNext Experience – A New Step toward SMEs
4.0” by collaborating with College of Management, Mahidol University to
enhance knowledge and understanding on Fintech and financial access
among students and entrepreneurs toward becoming successful SMEs and
Start-ups in the future. The activity was held at College of Management,
Mahidol University located on Vibhavadi Road.
No. 4 :
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On 12 October 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under
anactivity called “Smart Online for Stimulating Start-up in 4.0 Era” by
collaborating with School of Management, Mae Fah Luang University to
develop knowledge and understanding on online business and online
market in 4.0 era including with workshops, financial management and
financial access among students to ensure they have essential knowledge
for becoming a successful SMEs and Start-ups in the future. The activity
was held at Mae Fah Luang University, Chiang Rai Province, where Prof.
Puwaret Saisamut, Digital Marketing and Social Media Strategy Advisor
and Specialist, Department Of Industrial Promotion and Digital Economy
Promotion Agency (DEPA), was invited to attend as keynote speaker.
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No. 5 :

On 4 December 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under
an activity called “Smart Online for Stimulating Start-up in 4.0 Era:
Roop Pung Tung Ma” by collaborating with Office of Small and Medium
Enterprise Promotion (OSMEP) to develop knowledge and understanding
regarding online business, photography for online marketing and content
development including workshops, financial management and financial
access among SMEs and Start-ups. The event was held at Chon Inter
Hotel, Chonburi Province, where Prof. Thanakrit Chayapuwapak (Khru Golf),
Digital Marketing Expert, was invited to join as keynote speaker.
No. 6 :

On 20 December 2018, TCG organized “Empowering SMEs 4.0” under
an activity called “Smart Online for Stimulating Start-up in 4.0 Era”
by collaborating with Suratthani Rajabhat University, Suratthani University,
to develop knowledge and understanding regarding online business and
online marketing in 4.0 era including with workshops, financial management
and financial access among the students of the Faculty of Management
Sciences to ensure they have the essential knowledge to becoming a
successful SMEs and Start-ups in the future. The event took place at
Banchongburi Hotel, Suratthani Province.

In developing and assisting society and community, TCG aims at continuously encouraging financial management
learning and preparing local entrepreneurs or business owners for the digital market to ensure continuous business
growth in Thailand 4.0 era, including access to financial sources to create opportunity to the target group with
awareness that it is the task of TCG in creating knowledge and understanding, building financial immunity to the
entrepreneurs, encouraging community and society to have firm financial foundation, enabling for proper and efficient
financial and investment planning, resulting in the improvement of the entrepreneur’s financial condition and quality
of life. This is deemed as important foundation for strong and sustainable economic development of the country.
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Risk Management and Organizational Management
Risk Management

TCG always gives precedence to risk management so that the organization can be efficiently successful in
accordance with setting objectives and operational target, leading to value addition to the organization and
stakeholders and secure and sustainable growth. TCG manages risk by applying ERM-Integrated Framework of COSO
determined by State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO), Ministry of Finance, and practical guideline of Bank of Thailand
(BOT) as framework of risk management guideline. At the same time, risk management policy and guideline under
regular review on appropriateness and adequacy to be consistent with environment of business operation. The
corporate risk management system is continuously developed to ensure efficient risk management and consistency
with international standard covering five significant risks including credit risk, strategic risk, operational risk, market risk,
and liquidity risk.

Risk Management Structure
Board of Directors
Audit Committee

CG&CSR Committee

Internal Audit Department

Executive Committee
Director and President

Risk Management Committee
Risk Management Sub-Committee

Management
Credit Guarantee
Committee
Internal Control
System Team

Strategic Risk

Claims Payment
Committee

Investment ComDebt Collection and
mittee
Compromise Committee
Business Continuity
Management Team

Product Development
Team

Credit Risk

Market Risk

Liquidity Risk

Operational Risk

Risk Owner
Risk Management Department

Appropriate risk management structure is determined together with clearly stated roles, duties and responsibilities
of the Board of Directors, Management, Risk Owner Work Units, and relevant work units.
TCG’s Enterprise-Wide Risk Management Process includes formulation of risk management policy that supports
key corporate strategy, identification of risk that may prevent the organization from attaining operational objectives
and targets, determination of severity level criteria under individual risk factor classification that is related to Risk
Boundary acceptable by the organization, targeting in term of expected severity level of all risk factors, assessment of
risk levels, determination of risk management plan used in maintain risks under acceptable level, and monitoring and
reporting risk management result, as well as concrete and regular assessment of risk management, preparation of Risk
Map indicating the complete relationship of risk and impact, and determination of Key Risk Indicator, Risk Appetite
Level and Risk Tolerance Level Interval of all risk factors for monitoring and ensuring risk management results are in
acceptable level and in line with the determined target. In addition, trainings, communication and reinforcement of
knowledge and understanding relating to risk management are continuously organized and executive for the
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executives and employees in all levels to ensure that risk management is part of corporate culture. At the same time,
risk management awareness of the officers is surveyed to maximize risk management efficiency.
In 2018, TCG managed risks in various areas as per the following summary:
1. Credit Risk Management
		 Credit risk (credit guarantee) means risk that occurs when a client who is granted for credit guarantee by TCG is
unable to repay the debt to the lending financial institution or risk that is resulted from potential event of the client’s
default until causing TCG’s inability to pay compensatory security. This may affect the status of capital and revenue
of TCG.
		 TCG reviewed credit guarantee policy and reviewed credit risk management policy (credit guarantee) as part
of risk management policy of TCG, and reviewed operational guideline of credit risk management for appropriate,
adequate and efficient credit risk management process in supporting and controlling risk under risk level acceptable
by the organization whereas credit guarantee policy has still executed in the risk controllable manner to be in
acceptable level by launching credit guarantee product in type of Portfolio Guarantee Scheme and continuous
guaranteeing. This is the form of guarantee with limitation of NPGs (Non-Performing Credit Guarantees) debt quantity,
contingent loss and clear identification of guarantee duration. At the end of 2018, credit guarantee obligation was
98.66% of total guarantee obligations under close monitoring on payment of compensatory security and control of
risk that will occur from guarantee.
		 Monitoring, controlling and supervising NPGs debtors are deemed as significant part of credit risk management.
The monitoring measure for NPGs debt reduction has been carried out by reducing existing NPGs debts and new NPGs
debts occurred during 2018 to find preventive and corrective guidelines for ensuring that NPGs debts are in line with
the target and to assist SMEs with enough solvency potentials, as well as seeking guideline of damage abatement
for TCG. In respect to the debtors that have already been paid by TCG for compensatory security, compensatory
debt collection has been accelerated particularly for new debtors by applying the guideline of debt negotiation and
composition with potential debtors, legal measure in debt settlement acceleration, and incentive measure for
accelerating the debtors to close account and settle debts, or issuing Debt Settlement Stimulation Campaign, as well
as hiring external company for compensation debt collection.
		 In addition, credit risk management tools are developed and improved, for instance, 1) development of Credit
Scoring Model for customer screening and setting of the rate of Risk Based Pricing Fee and studying the feasibility of
application of the developed Credit Scoring Model for customer screening and setting the rate of Risk Based Pricing
Fee for credit-related guarantee products (hire-purchase and leasing), 2) setting Key Risk Indicator and closely
monitoring the occurred risk level, and 3) Stress Testing by simulating possible crisis situation for assessment of capital
adequacy, etc. Moreover, credit guarantee is verified from work process from the beginning until ending of the process
in order to be in line with formulated policies, rules and criteria.
2. Strategic Risk
		 Strategic risk means risk which occurs from defining the strategic and operational plans as well as the
implementation of such plans in the manner that is unsuitable or inconsistent with internal factors and external
environment which may adversely affect revenue, capital or the survival of an undertaking.
		 TCG reviewed its strategic risk management policy which is part of risk management policy of TCG, and
reviewed practice of strategic risk management to ensure that TCG has appropriate, adequate and efficient strategic
risk management process in supporting and controlling risk within risk level acceptable by the organization. In
establishing Enterprise Plan, TCG continuously developed and improved its strategic risk management by adopting
COSO (ERM-Integrated Framework) risk management practice to support planning, conducting of project risk
assessment as per the defined Enterprise Plan, and formulation of risk management plan for significant projects under
governing and monitoring the operation to meet the defined targets, including determining of key risk indicators for
giving early risk warnings to prevent the operating results from failing to meet the defined target. Early Risk Warning
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Information System was developed and applied to enable prompt risk management whereas Portfolio View of Risk
was developed to be applied in managing risks that reflect risk tolerance level interval of each risk factor that may
affect the overall deviation interval which is within the scope manageable by corporate capability. Furthermore,
operating results were also monitored and forecasted using the said Portfolio View of Risk in evaluating risk impact
on achieving target. Meanwhile, the level of risk and the level of capital for operational support were constantly
evaluated to ensure that TCG has sufficient capital for handling any potential risk of business operation and
supporting future contingent damage. TCG also managed its Risk Based Capital and calculated Risk Weight Assets and
BIS Ratio based on Specialized Financial Institutions (SFIs) Governance Regulation of the Bank of Thailand.
3. Operational Risk
		 Operational risk means risk that may lead to damages as a result from the lack of good corporate governance
or good governance in the organization and improper control. Such risk may be related to internal operational
procedure, personnel, work system or external events and may impact revenue and capital of TCG.
		 TCG set up operational risk management process by requiring each work unit to identify, assess, control, monitor
and report related risks to the management according to the chain of command and relevant committees on regular
basis to inform them of risk level and their ability to maintain such risk in acceptable level through the use of key risk
management tools such as:
		 1) Control Self-Assessment (CSA)
			 This tool is used for identifying, assessing and controlling of risk, including key risk management planning
to ensure all related key risks are managed by TCG and that current risk management practice is adequate and
appropriate to allow control of risks within organizational acceptable level by reviewing at least once a year or every
time there is a significant change which may impact the operation of TCG.
		 2) Loss Incident Report
			 The purpose of this tool is to monitor operational risks, whether it be past or current incidents or losses.
These incidents or losses are documented via Operational Risk System to allow quick and easy reporting and to set
up systematic database for documenting incidents and losses resulting from operation to appropriately determine
corrective and preventive measures and at the same time to enable efficient monitoring of risk opportunity or trend.
		 3) Key Risk Indicators (KRIs)
			 This tool helps to indicate and signal any potential risks via Early Warning System (EWS) to allow monitoring
of the tendency of key risks that may occur due to failure or risks beyond corporate’s management capability, including
ensuring timely risk management.
		 4) Business Continuity Management (BCM)
			 This tool helps to make advance preparation and reduction of potential effects resulting from emergency
situations or crisis by setting up policy and guideline based on best practices and international standard covering
several key operations such as Risk Assessment (RA) which involves key risks that may potentially affect service
continuity of TCG, Business Impact Analysis (BIA) to prioritize key transactions, development of Business Continuity
Plan (BCP) and IT Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP), and performing regular testing to ensure continuity or timely
resumption of key transactions in case normal operation has been disrupted. In 2018, TCG conducted testing on its
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) and Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP), as well as key operations for supporting Disaster
Recovery Plan (DRP).
		 Furthermore, TCG formulated related policies, guidelines and operation handbooks to uplift operational risk
management efficiency of the organization. This includes Operational Risk Management Policy and Guideline which is
part of TCG’s risk management policy, Internal Control Policy and Guideline, Business Continuity Management Policy,
Outsourced Service Policy and Guideline, and Operational Incident or Loss Reporting Handbook.
		 All policies, guideline and operational handbooks are reviewed on yearly basis to ensure consistency with
current changes, such as TCG’s business operation, changes of rules and regulations by governing bodies, instability
or external threats, etc., to ensure among governing bodies, TCG’s committee members, executives, employees and
relevant stakeholders that TCG has in place appropriate and efficient operational risk management process.
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		4. Market Risk
		 Market risk means risk that TCG may be damaged due to change of the position value in statement of financial
position deriving from movement of interest rate, security price and exchange rate.
		 TCG reviewed market risk management policy which is part of risk management policy of TCG, and reviewed
practice of market risk management for appropriate, adequate and efficient market risk management process in
supporting and controlling risk under risk level acceptable by the organization. The investment policy is carefully
reviewed under regular monitoring and assessment process. The fund management operating result is reported
monthly to the Investment Management Committee and quarterly to Risk Management Committee. In 2018, TCG
has applied policy and restriction of investment (Strategic Asset Allocation: SAA) at investment weight in private debt
instruments not exceeding 22%of net asset value of the fund, investment weight in equity instrument not exceeding
20% of net asset value of the fund, investment in high dividend yield by no less than 80% and investment in Property
fund/REIT/Infrastructure fund not exceeding 5% of net asset value of the fund. Risk limit values such as values of VaR,
Beta and Duration of Portfolio, are properly determined, and Key Risk Indicator which signals early warning on return
management that may be below investment target is monitored. Moreover, Stress Testing in market aspect is quarterly conducted by simulating the possible crisis situation to assess capital adequacy. Stop Loss Policy is adapted to be
proper for nature of instrument. In case of significant change, all fund management securities companies that manage
fund shall propose the guideline of investment strategic adjustment to the Investment Management Committee for
consideration.
5. Liquidity Risk
		 Liquidity risk means risk resulting from TCG’s insolvency for debt and compensatory security to financial
institution due to inability to convert assets into cash in time or inability to acquire adequate capital or ability to
acquire capital but at unacceptable higher cost, possibly affecting TCG’s revenue and capital.
		 TCG reviewed liquidity risk management policy which is part of risk management policy of TCG, and reviewed
practice of liquidity risk management for appropriate, adequate and efficient risk management process in supporting
and controlling risk under risk level acceptable by the organization. TCG’s credit guarantee obligations are mostly
the guarantees in type of Portfolio Guarantee Scheme and based on compensatory security payment process. The
proportion of annual compensatory guarantee payment division is determined. TCG will know total amount which
must be paid in each year in advance, resulting in time available for liquidity preparation. The liquidity risk management
policy of TCG is prepared by determine liquidity maintenance framework being divided into two parts for clear liquidity
management, consisting of 1) liquidity for operation and payment of normal compensatory security of TCG, and 2)
liquidity for payment of compensatory security under determination of compensatory security payment condition
from revenue from guarantee fee received. Cash flow estimation was prepared on monthly, quarterly and yearly
basis for preparation of liquidity to be proper for payment period of time. The determination of Key Risk Indicator is
classified based on nature of compensatory security payment and closely monitoring of occurred risk value. Stress
Testing was conducted by simulation of possible crisis situation to assess liquidity level and ability to pay debt and
compensatory security. Liquidity emergency plan was established to support abnormal situation and crisis condition,
including communication and rumors management plan.

Internal Control

TCG gives precedence to the establishment of internal control system and continuous development and
improvement of work process to ensure consistency with current business environment. The Board of Directors of
TCG has formulated Internal Control Policy in line with the guideline prescribed in the Regulation of State Audit
Commission Re: The Determination of Internal Control Standard B.E. 2544 and criteria of Ministry of Finance Re:
Internal Control Standard and Practical Guideline for State Agencies B.E. 2561 by taking into account the following
internal control elements:
1. Control Environment
		 TCG operates its business by adhering to good corporate governance policy. The executives perform their duties
by upholding the highest level of honesty, transparency, and ethics in line with good corporate governance policy. In
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addition, regulation, policy, practical guideline and operational handbook have been established in writing to ensure
all operations are carried out in appropriate and consistent manner. Organizational structure and chain of command
have been clearly set up and power of authority has been distributed to enable flexible and appropriate operation.
TCG also gives precedence to the management and development of its personnel to enhance performance efficiency
and effectiveness and to ensure they have adequate knowledge, capabilities and skills to perform the assigned duties,
including determining guideline and process for performance evaluation such as determining performance indicators
and correlation between performance indicators, as well as monitoring and evaluating performance results, etc., to
ensure each personnel’s duty and responsibility as well as performance are in line with organizational objective and
target.
2. Risk Management
		 TCG determines the objectives for assessing internal control risks which may derive from work process, activity
or any other key corporate missions that haven’t been sufficiently covered by the internal control system or inability
to prevent operational defects. This is done by considering potential risks across every aspect including strategy,
operation, finance and compliance with relevant rules and regulations, including analyzing past and expected risk
situations or predicting potential risks that may occur in the future by considering its possibility and impact as part of
risk assessment to identify key risks and develop appropriate and adequate risk management measures.
3. Control Activities
		 TCG requires every work unit to provide operational handbook for use as reference, including identifying
control points for each activity and procedure as part of fundamental control activities of TCG to help reduce the
risk of failure, loss, and waste of assets or resources. TCG also gives precedence to the adequacy and effectiveness of
the internal control system by requiring each work unit to conduct Control Self-Assessment on yearly basis to seek
further improvements of existing internal control process and activity to maximize its efficiency and effectiveness by
also taking into account consistency with current risk level. For instance, any activities with risk level ranging from
medium / high / very high will be prioritized for improvement of internal control or risk management measures first.
In addition, communication with employees throughout the organization has also been executed to build positive
attitude towards compliance with the established control activities as part of normal daily operation.
4. Information Technology and Communication
		 TCG give precedence to establishment of reliable, accurate and ready-to-use information system in accordance
with information safety and security policy and practice to ensure efficient and secure use of information for
corporate internal management and continuity of operations, including proper management and prevention of
potential problems that may occur from improper use of information or threats that may damage the organization.
In respect to communication system, TCG focuses on providing and developing appropriate mode of communication
that is convenient and suitable for users and consistent with good internal control, including promoting internal
communication to ensure all personnel are informed of necessary information and to ensure consistency in term of
management by using various communication channels namely Intranet, E-mail, Line Official (TCG News) and social
media (TCG Facebook, Twitter), public relations via radio broadcasting, etc. TCG communicates with external parties,
such as external stakeholders, using appropriate channels based on each target group namely annual communication
and relationship building activity with financial institutions or promoting credit guarantee program by communicating
with the management of financial institution or communicating and building understanding among the SMEs regarding
its products by organizing Money Expo or exhibition booths.
5. Monitoring and Evaluation
		 TCG has set up a system for continuously and regularly monitoring and evaluating all on-going control
activities, including evaluating the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control system to ensure it is in
line with corporate objectives by conducting Control Self-Assessment throughout the organization. The responsible
person from each department/work unit must jointly consider the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control
system, identify related risks, seek improvement of current internal control to maximize its efficiency and effectiveness,
and report risk management and internal control performance results to relevant committees on regular basis. In
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addition, internal control system evaluation is independently carried out by at least once a year by the Internal Audit
Department to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the evaluation results and that the effectiveness of internal
control is in accordance with the defined internal control objectives.
		 In 2018, no significant defects have been reported in the internal control system after evaluating the five
elements of internal control.

Internal Audit

Internal audit is a process of providing assurance service and consulting service fairly and independently to add
higher value and improve TCG’s business operations. Currently, TCG mainly focuses on the changes relating to information technology and accounting standard and has therefore developed and improved its information technology
safety and security system as well as preparing for any changes concerning the accounting standards for financial
instruments (IFRS 9). Furthermore, internal audit plays a key role in good corporate governance process by supporting
the works of the Internal Audit Committee particularly the auditing of the internal control system, risk management
and compliance with relevant laws, rules and regulations.
The Internal Audit Department has established Internal Audit Charter and Operational Handbook to provide
practical guideline in accordance with professional standards practice and the internal audit criteria for state
enterprise. The Internal Audit Department shall perform its duty in accordance with the Annual Audit Plan approved
by the Audit Committee.
TCG conducts its internal auditing using Risk-Based Audit method and integration between the auditing of
information technology and other aspects to ensure the completeness and efficiency of the auditing, including formulating strategic audit plan and annual audit plan that are in line with the strategic plan of TCG and corporate risks by
using existing resources of the Internal Audit Department to optimal efficiency. The audit results are reported to the
management of the audited unit, including the Director and President, Audit Committee and TCG’s Board of Directors.
In addition, regular follow-ups on further improvements as per the given suggestions have also been carried out.
The quality of Internal Audit performance is continuously developed through internal audit quality assurance program conducted by external experts every 5 years as per international standard. TCG also gives precedence to the
development of Internal Auditor by encouraging them to continuously develop knowledge and skills according to the
required professional standards as well as knowledge and skills relating to information technology, including reviewing
and improving Internal Audit Handbook on yearly basis, auditing operational performance by evaluating satisfaction
level of the audited unit following the auditing process, as well as self-evaluation by Internal Auditor and evaluation by
the Audit Committee. All evaluation results will be analyzed to further improve the performance of Internal Auditor.

Key Work Process Improvement

Following the analysis of key work processes of TCG starting from product design and development, guarantee
process, post-guarantee process, claims payment process to debt collection and litigation process, TCG has set up work
process improvement plan covering three aspects including work process and policy, technology and work system,
and lastly personnel and duty. This work process improvement plan is divided into short-term programs which started
in 2018 since it can be executed and see results immediately and give medium-high benefits and long-term programs
(3-year) which aim to address corporate strategy and give high strategic benefits but requires longer duration.
Short-term Programs commenced in 2018 include:
1. Adjustment of power for approval of original project renewal
2. Determination of SLA for clear service and evaluation
3. Design for a new assignment to create effective knowledge
4. Centralizing customer data management and requesting consideration
5. Change of roles, duties and responsibilities of the working units
6. Payment management
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In 2018, TCG has also improved “Credit Guarantee Process” by cooperating with pilot financial institutions to improve the process of accepting requests for guarantees, approval of the guarantee and notification of the issuance
of guarantees to allow quicker approval and issuance process from 3 days to only 3 hours to enable more efficiency
and faster service that better respond to the needs of users.
“Post-Guarantee Process” and “Claims Payment Process” has been developed after receiving guarantees for job
applications and requesting claims payments via online system to enable higher convenience for financial institutions
to create requests to maximize work efficiency, quicker service, lower redundancy and data errors.

Information Technology Management

For the performance of information technology starting from 2017, TCG has received a policy to complete the
development of a new credit guarantee system (CGS: Core Guarantee System) within the year 2020 using Business
Process Re-design (BPR) which has been commenced in 2017 as the main requirement for system development. This
project has started purchasing in 2018 and in order to increase the chance of success in developing the CGS system
to meet the requirements at the specified time. Hence, TCG has been approved by the TCG Board of Directors to
arrange the consultant to manage the CGS project (Project Management Office) in parallel which is expected to start
within the first quarter of 2019.
The credit guarantee system currently used by TCG, or the MAGIC system, has been developed to improve stability
and efficiency in order to be used as a support plan while the CGS system remains incomplete. In 2017, TCG hired an
external system developer to implement the MAGIC system which was completed in 2018. In addition, there is a fine
tuning of the database and hardware upgrade plan of the system to be more efficient in order to be able to support
larger data volumes, including improvement of MAGIC System to support new transactions and requirements such
as Micro 3 PGS 7 Screening and Risk based Pricing, and development of connection between web service and SME
Bank to support the policy of approval and issuance of LG books within 3 hours which has been completed in 2018.
In the year 2018, the debt collection and litigation systems were raised to support the debt collection process to
be more efficient in line with the organization’s main goals. The debtor has been submitted to the National Credit
Information Company Limited (NCB) and has developed a debt collection system development plan. And ongoing
litigation in the year 2019.
In respect to information safety and security, TCG hired consultants to evaluate vulnerabilities and cyber threats,
including raising awareness concerning cyber security among its employees by organizing trainings. In addition, TCG is
under continuous surveillance according to ISO / IEC 27001: 2013 certificate, under the scope of “Information Security
Management System (ISMS) of Infrastructure Management System and Main Computer Center Management at the
Head Office of Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation To support the organization’s information system And
online application systems, including the issuance of guarantees by electronic means (e-LG)” .

Human Resource Management

In 2018, the important executions of Human Resources Department are as follows:

Human Resource Management
Personnel is the key to driving the organization toward achieving its goals. Hence, TCG has developed Human
Resource Management Plan as a guideline for caring of its employees and human resource management in
accordance with the business of TCG as defined in short-term and long-term Enterprise Plans as well as in accordance
with the guideline of state enterprise quality assessment system to ensure consistency with the internal and external
environment. TCG also gives precedence to employee remunerations and welfare to ensure they have good life
quality by determining appropriate salary structure and rate of remuneration to be able to compete with the market
and in line with the assigned duty and responsibilities, providing welfare and benefits for the employees and their
family, and giving assistance to support and improve the quality of life of employees in various aspects such as by
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organizing sports clubs and recreational activities, attending funerals by senior management to give moral support to
co-workers, and presenting Long Service Award to hardworking employees who are important driving forces of the
organization.
In respect to organizational structure and manpower management, TCG has made preparations for future
improvement to support the Road Map and implementing a strategic plan which focuses on supporting the adoption
of innovation and technology in line with Thailand 4.0 policy. This includes reviewing organizational structure by
adding additional work units relating to information technology and work system and process development to ensure
readiness for the rapidly changing technological trend. In addition, organizational restructuring has also been conducted
to ensure appropriateness and consistency by grouping related work units under the same line of work to enable
more effective management.

Human Resource Development
In 2018, Human Resources Department has carried out personnel development and trainings by focusing on
enhancing skills, knowledge, understanding of innovative concepts as well as financial technology that has changed
in Thailand 4.0 era. This includes organizing innovation training courses for employees from the level of Assistant
Director – Officer, including various courses which focus on personnel skills development to increase performance
efficiency, totaling 30 courses, and over 40 external courses by which employees must be selected to participate, all
of which aims to raise personnel competency level. In addition, from the ongoing development of staff groups in the
Candidates for Successor Program since 2016, there are 2 successors to replace the retired and transferred directors
in 2018.
The Human Resources Department also developed two important plans for fostering TCG’s corporate culture and
values which is the key to enhancing working atmosphere and creating engagement for employees as follows:
1. Plan to driving corporate culture through fostering corporate values
2. Plan to enhance the environment and work atmosphere by creating virtuous community within TCG
Both plans focus on creating the desired behavior within the organization under the corporate values of
T-Talent, C-Corporation, and G-Good Governance. If the employees have the desired behavior, it will create a
happy working environment and unifying community within TCG which will in turn create stronger loyalty and
bond within the organization. Human Resources Department has implemented both plans as well as monitored
and evaluated the activities carried out to reflect the effectiveness of the operation by assessing the level of
awareness and understanding in the desired behavior framework under each aspect of values. According to the
results, the mean score of the perception and understanding of employees is at 82.04% and the mean score of
satisfaction in organizing behavior promotion activities according to values in each area is at 81.24%. In addition,
a survey of desirable behaviors has been conducted in each area, which found that the average of the results of
behaviors is at 82.02%. Also, there is also an opportunity for employees to express their opinions / suggestions in
the evaluation form for organizing activities that will help strengthen values continuously. When considering the
cause of resignation due to management / environment within the department, management policy, command,
operational problems, conflict in the agency, it can be found that in the year 2018 there was a decrease in the
cause of the resignation on this issue.
Furthermore, Human Resource Department conducted survey and assessment on employee satisfaction and
engagement in 2018. The results revealed that the level of employee satisfaction in the overall is at 74.16% (average
value of 4.45) and the level of employee engagement in the overall is at 74.83% (average value of 4.49). Important
factors affecting the level of engagement include career advancement and command and control. However, Human
Resource Department will use this information to develop a plan for strengthening employee loyalty and bond in
the following year.
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Operating Results
Credit Guarantee

On behalf of the government financial institution, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) aims to widen
opportunity and support the access to financial sources to SMEs entrepreneurs and at the same time raising
confidence among public and private financial institutions using credit guarantee service of TCG to increasingly and
continuously approve credits to entrepreneurs, and to generate significant economic benefits both in term of adding
values to the economic system and worthiness of guarantee cost from government support (government budget)
compared with benefit acquired by the Government under Cost to Benefit Analysis.
In 2018, TCG has assisted all groups of SMEs nationwide to be accessible to financial sources. The accumulated
guarantee approval amount was Baht 757,297million, generating credits into the system of Baht 1,125,058 million,
and retaining the existing employment in economic system of 5.26 million persons under total of 469,077 supported
projects.

Credit Guarantee Operation
800,000

1,125,058

700,000

991,886

1,000,000

876,212

600,000
771,532

800,000

500,000

469,077
639,291

400,000

388,161

600,000

529,668

300,000

269,012

397,102

400,000

212,506
200,000
100,000
0

1,200,000

268,950

55,622

108,008

79,979

133,257

200,000

160,604

243,355

330,436

391,483

494,285

581,786

668,420

757,297

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

4.69

5.26

0

Retention of existing employment (million persons)
1.15

1.72

Guarantee Approval
Amount (Million Baht)

2.30

2.76

3.44

Supported Projects (cases)

4.02

Credit Entry into Economic
System (Million Baht)

Source : Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, complied by TCG Corporate
		 Strategy Department.
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		 In 2018, from aiming at supporting all groups of SMEs nationwide to be accessible to financial sources with financial strength via products and activities, as well as good collaboration from both public and private relation networks,
the credit guarantee result can be summarized as follows:
Result of Accumulated Credit Guarantee Approval under Regional Classification

Proportion based on guarantee approval amount
8.44%
8.56%
12.25%

41.55%

14.19%

Bangkok Metropolitan Region
Northeastern Region
Northern Region
Southern Region
Central Region
Eastern Region

15.01%

Proportion based on number of projects
9.01%
10.96%

30.71%

15.90%

16.34%

17.08%

Bangkok Metropolitan Region
Northeastern Region
Northern Region
Southern Region
Central Region
Eastern Region

		
		 Remark : Bangkok Metropolitan Region consists of Bangkok Metropolis, Samut Prakan, Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani, Samut
		 Sakhon and Nakhon Pathom.
		 Source: Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, compiled by TCG Corporate
		 Strategy Department.
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Accumulated Credit Guarantee Approval Result under Business Cluster Classification

Proportion based on guarantee approval amount

Service

percent 19.43

1.50%

0.89%

Product Manufacture and Other Trading percent 12.31

2.29%
2.37%
2.38%
2.42%

0.60%
0.57%

Food and Beverage

percent 9.76

Steel, Steel Product and Machinery

percent 9.59

Agriculture

percent 9.38

Chemical and Medical Supplies

percent 6.43

Automobile

percent 6.38

Consumer Goods

percent 4.23

Electric and Electronic Appliances

percent 3.74

Textile and Apparel

percent 3.10

Wood and Wooden Products

percent 2.63

Petrochemical and Energy

percent 2.42

Gem and Jewelry

percent 2.38

Pulp and Printed Matters

percent 2.37

Plastic and Plastic Product

percent 2.29

Other Mineral Products

percent 1.50

Rubber and Rubber Products

percent 0.89

Shoes and Leather

percent 0.60

Ceramics, Glass and Mirror

percent 0.57

2.63%
3.10%

19.43%
3.74%
4.23%

12.31%

6.38%
9.76%

6.43%
9.38%

9.59%

Proportion based on number of projects

		

1.02%

0.78%

1.03%

0.67%

1.06%
1.48%
1.74%
2.11%

0.50%
0.40%

3.81%

22.63%

4.80%
4.86%
5.47%
20.52%

6.75%
10.13%

10.24%

Product Manufacture and Other Trading percent 22.63
Service

percent 20.52

Food and Beverage

percent 10.24

Agriculture

percent 10.13

Consumer Goods

percent 6.75

Textile and Apparel

percent 5.47

Steel, Steel Product and Machinery

percent 4.86

Automobile

percent 4.80

Chemical and Medical Supplies

percent 3.81

Electric and Electronic Appliances

percent 2.11

Wood and Wooden Products

percent 1.74

Pulp and Printed Matters

percent 1.48

Petrochemical and Energy

percent 1.06

Gem and Jewelry

percent 1.03

Plastic and Plastic Product

percent 1.02

Shoes and Leather

percent 0.78

Other Mineral Products

percent 0.67

Rubber and Rubber Products

percent 0.50

Ceramics, Glass and Mirror

percent 0.40

Source: Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, compiled by TCG Corporate
		 Strategy Department.
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Yearly Credit Guarantee Approval
119,148

3.40

120,000

3.11

2.97

102,800

100,000
80,000
60,000

87,080

82,752

2.42

87,495

86,633

79,248

61,048
1.30

1.55

1.10

40,000
20,000
0

28,029

17,641

2011

2012

0.78
0.73

25,249

2013

Guarantee Approval Amount
(Million Baht)

80,917

56,507

52,446

24,357

88,878

2014

2015

2016

Number of Supported Projects

2017

2018

Average Guarantee Approval Amount
per Project (Million Baht)

Source: Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, compiled by TCG Corporate
Strategy Department.
Credit Guarantee Approval Result for 2018 under Regional Classification

Proportion based on guarantee approval amount
8.14%
8.60%
38.59%

13.43%

13.86%

Bangkok Metropolitan Region
Northeastern Region
Southern Region
Northern Region
Eastern Region
Central Region

17.38%

Proportion based on number of projects
11.96%

23.57%

11.00%

16.95%

17.68%

Bangkok Metropolitan Region
Northeastern Region
Southern Region
Northern Region
Eastern Region
Central Region

18.84%

		

Source: Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, compiled by TCG Corporate
Strategy Department.
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Credit Guarantee Approval Result for 2018 under Guarantee Approval Financial Limit Classification

Proportion based on guarantee approval amount

4.35%
2.55%
5.32%
4.65%

8.74%

12.97%

42.10%
19.32%

0 - 200,000
200,001 - 500,000
500,001 - 1,000,000
1,000,001 - 5,000,000
5,000,001 - 10,000,000
10,000,001 - 20,000,000
20,000,001 - 30,000,000
30,000,001 - 40,000,000

Proportion based on number of projects
0.95%
2.85%

0.19%
0.25%

16.47%

6.66%
7.42%

65.21%

0 - 200,000
200,001 - 500,000
500,001 - 1,000,000
1,000,001 - 5,000,000
5,000,001 - 10,000,000
10,000,001 - 20,000,000
20,000,001 - 30,000,000
30,000,001 - 40,000,000

Assistance Provision to SMEs Entrepreneurs

With reference to main task of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation or “TCG” with duties in granting credit guarantee
for assistance and enhancement of the opportunity of credit approval by financial institutions in financial limits
adequate for requirements to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) Entrepreneurs that lack of collateral, TCG also
enhances more confidence to financial institutions in credit approval.
According to the past overall operation as at 31 December 2018, TCG has guaranteed accumulated credits to
totaling 469,077 SMEs entrepreneurs in guarantee financial limit of Baht 757,297 million. The finding from data of
businesses that requested for credits whereas TCG is the guarantor indicated that SMEs could be granted for credits
from financial institutions for Baht 1,125 trillion or 1.49 times of accumulated guarantee approval amount. This led
to workforce employment totaling 5,260,724 persons, increasing from prior year by 566,401 persons. The approved
credits are distributed to different regions as follows: Bangkok Metropolitan Region for 41.55%, Northeastern Region
for 15.01%, Northern Region for 14.19%, Southern Region for 12.25%, Central Region for 8.56% and Eastern Region for
8.44%. It could be seen that credit guarantee of TCG is an important factor in strengthening national economy with
sustainability.
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Apart from the above core missions, TCG also gives precedence to building understanding and preparing SMEs
entrepreneurs for acquisition of the opportunity to perceive/recognize, acknowledge data and create understanding
in roles and duties of TCG, including data of product specification and service usage procedure. Hence, TCG focuses
on satisfying the financial need of the entrepreneur that has not yet been fulfilled as expected or those requiring
additional investment for use in operating business by enabling wider access to financial sources through various
activities as follows:

“Access to Financial Sources Fair” Activity
		“Access to Financial Sources Fair” Activity was organized to develop and strengthen SMEs entrepreneurs,
including creating wider access to financial sources and providing knowledge among SMEs entrepreneurs regarding
basic product information offered by TCG and financial institutions for the benefit of loan application. At the event,
local financial institutions in the areas were invited to participate in giving credit counsel, and also invited National Credit Bureau to mutually provide information to the entrepreneurs that require self-verification of their credit
information in order to completely facilitate the entrepreneurs that are seeking credits request. Moreover, seminar
session was organized to provide knowledge to SMEs across all regions of the country and to give chance for the SMEs
to share their experience regarding financial access and business expansion. Also, SMEs entrepreneurs that are current
customers of TCG were encouraged to organize exhibition booth for publicizing their products. In 2018, this activity
was organized 11 times with a total number of 2,637 participants. In addition, a total 796 entrepreneurs with credit
requirements and have the potential were selected though initial screening and sent to the financial institutions for
consideration and by which 168 entrepreneurs received loans, both with and without TCG’s credit guarantee.

“SMEs Financial Literacy Development” Activity
“SMEs Financial Literacy Development” Activity was organized to provide financial management knowledge to
SMEs entrepreneurs including Micro & Small SMEs nationwide. The activities and content of the activity was set up to
be consistent with each target group. For Micro SMEs, the focus is on providing knowledge training about initial preparation for loan request and basic sale techniques via E-Learning system using animation presentation. For Small-sized
SMEs, the focus is on “Become an Online Business Millionaire with TCG” training course, including online marketing,
E-Marketing, website development techniques and credit guarantees by keynote speakers. For Medium-sized SMEs,
the focus is on “Widening Access to Capital Market 4.0” training course, including risk management, international
trade, business risk management, and credit guarantee by keynote speakers. In 2018, the activity for Micro SMEs group
was attended by a total of 1,246 participants; the activity for Small-sized SMEs was organized 14 times with total
1,343 participants; and activity for Medium-sized SMEs was organized 1 time with total 28 participants, totaling 2,617
participants in the overall.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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“Call Welcome for PGS6 2018” Activity
“Call Welcome for PGS6 2018” Activity was organized to update customer information and raise awareness
among customer regarding TCG’s roles and services and how it is related to SMEs, including creating good relationship
by calling and updating customer information in the CRM system providing with reasons and incentives for using TCG
services. In 2018, a total of 10,865 customers received call welcome service from TCG branch offices.
“Customer Visit” Activity
“Customer Visit” Activity was organized to establish customer base and build good customer relationship,
including assessing important business trends and changes in the primary business of major customers that TCG
guarantees credit in the past year and high-risk customers (AML-CFT) according to KYC / CDD criteria. In 2018, TCG
branch offices visited a total 1,832 major customers, 80 high-risk customers (AML-CFT) as per KYC/CDD criteria by Site
Visit, which accumulates to a total of 1,912 customer visits.
“Credit Guarantee Clinic” Activity
“Credit Guarantee Clinic” Activity was organized to give advice and suggestion on how to prepare for loan
application among entrepreneurs, including examining basic qualifications according to general criteria that financial
institutions will use to consider loans for SMEs entrepreneurs who participated in the activity, who consulted with
TCG branch office, and who consulted via online service. In 2018, a total of 4,253 SMEs entrepreneurs used online
consultation service and 93 SMEs entrepreneurs consulted with TCG branch office, making a total of 4,346
participants. Also, a total of 902 SMEs entrepreneurs having credits requirement and business potential were selected
through initial screening and sent to financial institutions for consideration.
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Project Operation in Response to Government Policy
PGS credit guarantee scheme according to government policy
Accumulated Operating Results as of 31 Dec. 2018
No.

Project

Credit
Guarantee
Limit
(Million Baht)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (Phase 1)
Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (Phase 2)
Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (Phase 3)
PGS Logistics, Franchise, Direct Sales
PGS FLOOD SME Bank 2011
PGS Flood 2011
Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (Phase 4)
PGS New/Start-up SMEs
PGS_PIL55
PGS_PIL56
PGS5/56
PGS5/57
PGS5/58
PGS_PIL57
PGS_PIL58
OTOP and Community Enterprise
Policy Loan
PGS5 (Updated)
SMEs Prosperity Fund (PGS6)
Southern FLOOD SME Bank 2017
SMEs Transformation Loan
SMEs Prosperity Fund (PGS6 Updated)
Flood and Disaster SME Bank 2017
PGS7 SMEs State and Public Policy (Via KTB)
PGS7 SMEs One Book Entry
PGS7 SMEs Small Enterprise
PGS7 SMEs Received Loan via SFls
PGS7 SMEs General
PGS7 SMEs Agricultural Cooperatives via BAAC
Micro Entrepreneurs Phase 1
Micro Entrepreneurs Phase 2
Micro Entrepreneurs Phase 3
Start-up & Innovation

30,000
30,000
36,000
2,000
2,000
100,000
24,000
10,000
7,500
20,000
158,000
20,000
20,000
10,000
15,000
100,000
19,000
5,000
15,000
81,000
3,376
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
30,000
5,000
5,000
13,500
15,000
10,000

Cases
(LG)

7,473
10,152
11,066
460
604
6,670
7,647
3,421
3,160
3,780
18,239
21,030
15,098
46
4
221
4,378
27,090
6,923
632
4,085
21,147
938
723
861
6,692
1,161
2,052
49,950
167,946
8,997
1,212

Credit
Guarantee
Employment
Approval
(persons)
Limit
(Million Baht)

29,989
233,673
30,000
263,200
35,048
226,958
1,341
8,773
681
3,791
28,075
197,290
24,000
142,100
2,109
14,445
7,497
48,502
11,520
59,460
61,503
312,413
54,047
358,010
42,624
248,080
179
1,101
7
83
78
1,072
12,674
68,442
100,000 596,267
18,678
147,851
1,624
8,656
13,573
84,506
81,000
482,642
2,323
11,354
477
1,447
3,463
28,083
9,601
53,224
4,681
23,025
9,963
52,566
Under approval process
5,000
89,218
13,500
287,419
656
11,601
1,994
8,472

Guarantee
Approval
(Million Baht)

58,604
53,563
57,386
1,343
684
41,848
40,251
2,214
7,502
11,520
103,574
91,814
65,572
179
7
92
13,195
139,563
31,504
1,805
14,570
133,492
2,607
636
4,972
12,741
7,781
17,795
5,140
14,047
696
2,343

Remark: The project to help tourism operators affected by the rally and the Thai logistics project is included in the PGS 2
project.
Source: Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee System as of December 31, 2018, compiled by TCG Corporate
Strategy Department.
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TCG’s credit guarantee scheme or project, both completed and under approval process, also aims to help SMEs
to receive sufficient credit across all groups. Hence, the scope of operations in response to government policies and
the growth of SMEs in the country have been expanded by extending credit guarantees to small SMEs or Micro SMEs
through various programs as follows:

Credit Guarantee Programs of TCG from 2013 – 2018
Program

Micro
SMEs

2013
2014
Micro SMEs GSB Micro Entrepreneur phase 1
8 Jul 13
24 Jun 14 – 31 Dec 15
– 7 Jul 14
Credit limit 5,000 million Baht
Credit limit 3,000
million Baht

2015

2016
Micro
Entrepreneur
phase 2
23 Feb 16
– 30 Jun 18
Credit limit 13,500
million Baht

PGS (phase 5) OTOP and Community Enterprise
1
1
2013-2015
28 Jul 14 – 31 Dec 15
Policy Loan
Start up &
6 Feb 13
Credit limit 10,000 million Baht
20 Jul 15
Innovation
– 31 Dec 15
– 31 Dec 16
5 Jul 16
Credit limit
Credit limit
– 31 Dec 17
3,000 million
15,000 million Credit limit 10,000
Baht
Baht
million Baht
Responding

to
Government
Policy

TCG’s
operations

2017

2018
Micro
Entrepreneur
phase 3
24 Jul 18
– 23 Jul 20
Credit limit 15,000
million Baht

1
3
1
Southern
SMEs Prosperity
PGS 7
Flood 2017
Fund (PGS6
24 Aug 17
7 Feb 17
updated)
–
23 Jul 20
– 31 Jul 17
1 Aug 17
Credit limit
– 30 Jun 18
Credit limit
5,000 million
Credit limit
Baht
81,000 million 15,000 million
Baht
Baht

2
2
2
4
PGS 5 (updated) SMEs Prosperity
SMEs
Flood and
8 Sep 15
Fund (PGS 6) Transformation Natural Disaster
Loan
2017
22 Nov 16
– 31 Dec 16
21 Mar 17
1 Aug 17
–
31
Jul
17
Credit Limit
– 20 Jun 17
– 30 Apr 18
Credit Limit
100,000 million 19,000 million Credit Limit
Credit limit
100,000 million 3,376 million
Baht
Baht
Baht
Baht
BI SCBT
1
3
1
1
1
9 Sep 13
TCG Renew BI SCBT Y2014 BI CIMB THAI PGS Renew (16-19) PGS Renew
22 Jan 16
17 Mar 14
9 Sep 14
Y2015
(17-19)
– 8 Sep 14
–
31 Mar 19
–
31
Dec
17
–
8
Sep
16
25
Mar
16
1 Jan 17
Credit limit 6,000
Credit limit
Credit limit
Credit limit
– 24 Mar 18
– 31 Dec 20
million Baht
120,000 million 10,000 million Credit limit 2,000 120,000 million
Credit limit
Baht
Baht
Baht
million Baht
120,000 million
Baht
2
4
2
SMEs Halal
BI SCB Y2014 PGS per financial
Trade
1 Oct 14
institution
30 Apr 14
– 30 Jan 17
(phase 4)
– 29 Apr 16 Credit limit 1,000 1 Aug 15
Credit limit 1,000 million Baht
– 31 Jul 18
million Baht
Credit limit
10,000 million
Baht

2
BI SMEs BAAC
15 Dec 17
– 14 Dec 19
Credit limit 1,000
million Baht

1
PGS per financial
institution phase 5
1 Jul 18
– 30 Jun 19
Credit limit 5,000
million Baht
2
Leasing and
Factoring
1 Oct 18 – 30
Sep 20
Credit limit 1,000
million Baht

Source : Information from the Magic Loan Credit Guarantee system as of December 31, 2018, complied by TCG, Corporate
Strategy Department
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Other Operations in Response to Organizational Strategy
TCG has prepared annual and 5-year Enterprise Plans, operating plans and annual budgets through integration of
various concepts such as Strategy Map, Balanced Scorecard, Economic Profit, Risk Management and State Enterprise
Quality Assessment System (SEPA) to be able to achieve the defined goals and objectives according to the
Enterprise Plan. At the end of 2018, key operating results can be summarized as follows:
Operating Result

Target

Outcome Difference

Differential Analysis

1. Income from fees
(million Baht)

6,237.23 5,873.23 (5.84 %) Income earned from PGS project fee is lower than the
target but in the overall picture is still higher than the
previous year and is likely to increase
2. Operating expenses
529.75 472.92 (10.73) % Due to implemented tight cost management in
(million Baht)
accordance with the plan and priorities, including giving
cost warning to each department.
3. Bad debts and doubtful 8,815.51 6,566.52 (25.51) % Due to management of non-performing loans (NPGs)
accounts (million Baht)
both in terms of preventive and corrective measures to
reduce the burden of provisioning and possible damage
4. Operating profits
410.73 595.05 44.88 % Due to the management of operating expenses and
(million Baht)
debts with goals and high efficiency
5. Amount of debt
320
381 19.06 % By classifying debtors into groups, including planning
collection (million Baht)
and using tracking methods according to each target
6. Number of debt
2,240
3,482 55.45 % group, both at the central level and the branch, and
implementing debt monitoring and compromising
collection (cases)
strategies
7. Rate of NPGs correction
29.5%
30%
0.5% By evaluating customers, visiting and monitoring debt
for Non-PGS Projects (%)
repayment trends of each customer group, especially
8. Rate of NPGs correction
19%
22%
3.0% those with high risk of being NPGs, including providing
financial knowledge and closely coordinating with
for PGS Projects (%)
financial institutions and loan providers
9. Financial literacy
2,100
2,617 24.62 % Due to continuing training activities, including dividing
training using TCG’s
target groups and course content in accordance with
curriculum (cases)
each target group
10. Assessment of morality
85% 88.24% 3.24% According to the assessment criteria, TCG is considered
and transparency in the
to have a high level of integrity and transparency in
operation of state
operations.
agencies (ITA) (%)

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Analysis of Financial Position

Unit : Million Baht
Change
(%YoY)

Statement of Financial Position

2018

2017

Total Assets
Cash and Related Party Transaction of Bank and Money Market – Net
Investment – Net
Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under
Government Policy Transaction
Other Assets
Total Liabilities
Advance Guarantee Fee and Claims Reserve
Governmental Subsidy and Governmental Loss Compensation for
Projects
Other Liabilities
Shareholders’ Equity

23,625.94
165.72
22,556.22
771.27

20,647.43
468.66
16,988.20
3,044.42

14.43
(64.64)
32.78
(74.67)

132.73
14,957.35
10,025.23
4,764.47

146.15
12,120.80
8,914.80
3,005.85

(9.18)
23.40
12.46
58.51

167.65
8,668.60

200.15
8,526.63

(16.24)
1.67

Remark: Significant transactions have been particularly presented. The detail can be viewed from financial statements of TCG.

Assets

As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s total assets of Baht 23,625.94 million, increasing from 2017 for Baht 2,978.51
million or an increase of 14.43%, consists of current assets of Baht 23,493.21 million, increasing from 2017 for Baht
2,991.93 million or an increase of 14.59%. The increased assets were partially the increase of annual fiscal budget
TCG received from the Government for loss compensation of Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) under the resolution
of the Cabinet, subsidy and fee for SMEs totaling Baht 7,480.76 million. During the year, TCG gained total guarantee
fee of Baht 4,179.72 million and claims payment refund for Baht 379.29 million. During the year, TCG paid loss
compensation for the projects under guarantee of TCG for SMEs to the lending financial institutions for Baht 5,804.14
million. Receivables waiting for governmental compensation under government policy transaction decreased for Baht
2,273.15 million, and net private funds decreased from previous year for Baht 310.86 million. In 2018, other operating
expenses were totaling Baht 472.92 million and dividend payments were totaling Baht 262.74 million.
TCG’s net capital asset was totaling Baht 22,556.22 million, consisting of private funds totaling Baht 9,837.50
million and bond investment and long-term deposit totaling Baht 12,718.72 million, increasing from 2017 by Baht
5,568.02 million or 32.78% due to increase from investment in bond and long-term deposit under yearly yield of TCG
at 1.773% of average rate of return on investment, and private funds under yearly yield of TCG at 0.12% of average
rate of return on investment

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s liabilities were totaling Baht 14,957.35 million, increasing from 2017 by Baht
2,836.55 million or 23.40. Upon estimation of liability proportion, 14.50% or Baht 2,169.26 million was advance guarantee fee and 31.85% or Baht 4,764.47 million was governmental guarantee fee subsidy and loss compensations for
PGS Projects, 52.52% or Baht 7,855.97 million was claims reserve that increased from 2017 by Baht 994.62 million or
14.50%, and 1.12% or million 167.65 Baht was other liabilities, consisting of other liabilities and employee benefit obligation. According to provision of total claims reserve totaling to Baht 7,855.97 million, it is divided into total claims
reserve for normal projects in the ratio of 100% of net guarantee obligation in line with the criteria of the Bank of
Thailand in total amount of Baht 1,355.67 million, decreasing from 2017 by Baht 260.90 million or 16.34%, and claims
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reserve for Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Projects in the ratio of 100% of recognized revenues based on duration
in total amount of Baht 6,520.30 million, increasing from 2017 by Baht 1,255.52 million or 23.85%.
TCG’s total shareholders’ equity was totaling to Baht 8,668.60 million, increasing from 2017 by Baht 141.97 million
or 1.67% as the part of increase from net profit earned from operating results in 2018 totaling Baht 595.05 million. In
2018, dividend payment was made to the shareholders totaling Baht 262.74 million whereas profit appropriation for
legal reserved fund in the ratio of 10% of net profit was totaling to Baht 59.51 million, resulting in balance of TCG’s
unappropriated retained earnings for Baht 1,743.56 million, and loss from valuation of available-for-sale investment
value for Baht 190.34 million in the year.
As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s shareholders’ equity was totaling Baht 8,668.60 million, and accumulated guarantee obligation was totaling Baht 373,828.19 million, increasing from 2017 by Baht 19,960.18 million. However, during
the year, guarantee obligation increased by Baht 88,672.75 million and guarantee obligation decreased due to credit
line cancellation and reduction and claims repayment totaling Baht 68,712.57 million.
Unit : Million Baht
Profit and Loss Statement

2018

2017

Total Revenues
Total Operating Expenses
Gross Profit
Less Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Operating Profit
Profit (Loss) from Valuation of Available-for-Sale Investment Value
Total Comprehensive Profit

6,581.32
472.92
6,108.40
(5,513.35)
595.05
(190.34)
404.71

6,955.67
452.72
6,502.95
(5,824.84)
678.11
76.91
755.02

Change
(%YoY)

(5.38)
4.46
(6.07)
(5.35)
(12.25)
(347.48)
(46.40)

Revenues and Expenses

From the overall operation for 2018, TCG’s total revenues were totaling Baht 6,581.32 million, decreasing from
2017 by Baht 374.35 million or 5.38%, being divided into a decrease in net gain from investment totaling Baht 240.25
million or 57.24%, net guarantee fee revenue totaling Baht 153.13 million or 2.46%, and revenue from interest
received totaling Baht 15.77 million or 6.08%; and an increase in other operating revenues totaling Baht 34.79 million
or 57.10%; and a decrease in revenue from governmental loss compensations totaling to Baht 333.81 million, or
21.18% whereas the said decrease was equal to claims reserve for 100%. In part of total expenses of Baht 5,986.27
million, they consist of bad debts and doubtful accounts totaling Baht 5,513.35 million and other operating expenses
totaling Baht 472.92 million, decreasing from 2017 by 4.64%, being divided into employee-related expense totaling
66.07% and operating expenses and other expenses totaling 33.93%.

Comprehensive Profit and Loss

In 2018, TCG’s total gross profit before amortization of bad debts, doubtful accounts, and claims were totaling
Baht 6,108.40 million, decreasing from 2017 by 6.07%. After adjustment of amortization of bad debts and doubtful
accounts, TCG’s net operating profit was Baht 595.05 million or 8.88 Baht of Earnings per Share, decreasing from 2017
by 1.24 Baht per share or decreasing in Earnings per Share by 12.25%. Total comprehensive profit and loss was totaling
Baht 404.71 million.
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Significant Financial Ratio
Profit and Loss Statement

Return on Asset (ROA)
Return on Equity (ROE)
Net Profit Margin
Cost To Income
NPGs to Outstanding Obligation
BIS Ratio

Unit : Percent
2018

2.69
6.92
9.04
7.75
13.59
92.92

2017

3.38
8.26
9.75
8.03
13.42
57.66

Change
(%YoY)

(0.69)
(1.34)
(0.71)
(0.28)
0.17
35.26

Return on Asset (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE). The decrease operating profit by 12.25% but increased
assets by 14.43% resulted in TCG’s ROA at 2.69% and ROE at 6.69% in the end of 2018.
Net Profit Margin. As at the end of 2018, TCG decreased operating profit by 12.25% YoY. The fluctuation of
investment market situation resulted in decrease in net investment profit by 57.24%, and decrease in return on
revenue from interest by 6.08%. In addition, net profit to total revenues in 2018 was estimated to be Net Profit Margin
at 9.04% which was similar to 2017 of which its ratio was at 9.75%.
Cost to Income. Even though operating profit in 2018 decreased by 12.25% but Cost to Income also decreased
by 7.75%, in decreasing ratio when compared with 2017 of which its ratio was at 8.03%.
NPGs to Outstanding Obligation. In 2018, TCG’s proportion of NPGs to outstanding obligation was similar to
2017 and consistent with yearly increasing credit guarantee obligation.
BIS Ratio. TCG’s BIS Ratio as at the end of 2018 was 92.92%, increasing from 2017 due to decrease in risk weight
asset during the year. This reflected the improvement of TCG’s level of stability and credit guarantee capacity for
SMEs.
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Report of the Board of Directors’ Responsibility
for Financial Reports

TCG’s Board of Directors gives precedence to and realizes on its obligation on behalf of the directors who are
responsible for financial statements and financial information presented in annual undertaking report. Therefore,
such financial statements preparation has been governed in accordance with Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles and Standards under proper accounting policy and regular observance by adhering reality and reasonability,
accuracy, completeness, and carefulness principles so that TCG’s performance can be truly reflected. In addition, the
performance has been reported and the significant information has been continuously, adequately and transparently
disclosed for shareholders’ benefits.
TCG’s Board of Directors establishes and sustains effective and proper risk management system, internal control
system, internal audit, and governance for assurance on adequate, complete and accurate financial statements in
asset preservation as well as prevention on significant corruption or unusual operation.
TCG’s Board of Directors appoints Audit Committee and Independent Committee to perform the governance
and verification on reliability and accuracy of the financial reports. Risk Management Committee consisting of the
knowledgeable and competent committee members is appointed to perform the proper and adequate governance
on internal audit control. Therefore, we have been confident that the aforesaid TCG’s financial statements have been
reliable. The Audit Committee has expressed their opinion in the Audit Committee Report and the Risk Management
Committee has expressed their opinion in the Risk Management Committee Report. These Reports have already been
presented in this Annual Report.
TCG’s financial statements have been audited by the auditor of Office of the Auditor-General of Thailand. In the
said audit, TCG has provided the information and documents used to supplement the bookkeeping pursuant
to the auditor’s request so that the auditor can audit and express the opinion in accordance with auditing
standards. The auditor’s opinion has been appeared in the Auditor’s Report which has already been presented in
the Annual Report.
The opinion of TCG’s Board of Directors indicated the adequacy, appropriateness and ability to create the
reasonable confidence of TCG’s overall internal control system by the way that TCG’s financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2018 has been legally reliable in accordance with generally accepted accounting standards
and relevant regulations.

(Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul)
Chairman

(Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn)
President
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The Auditor’s Report

Presented to the Shareholders of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Opinion
State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand has audited the financial statements of Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (the Corporation) constituting Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2018, Comprehensive
Profit and Loss Statement, Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity and Statement of Cash Flow for the Year
then Ended as well as notes to financial statements and notes to significant accounting policy summary.
State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand is of the opinion that these aforesaid financial statements
have fairly and accurately presented Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation’s financial position as at 31 December
2017 and overall operation and cash flow for the year then ended in materiality in accordance with the financial
reporting standards.
Criteria in Opinion Expression
State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand performs the audit in accordance with state auditing standards
and auditing standards. The responsibilities of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand are mentioned in the
paragraph under “The Auditor’s Responsibility on Financial Statements Audit” Section in the Report of State Audit
Office of the Kingdom of Thailand. State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand is independent of the Corporation
in accordance with the state auditing standards and Professional Ethics Requirement of the Federation of Accounting
Professions in the part concerning financial statements audit. Other ethical responsibility is also complied in accordance
with the state auditing standards and the aforesaid Ethics Requirement. State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand
has believed that the audit evidences obtained by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand has been adequate
and proper for application as the criteria in opinion expression of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand.
Other Information
The Management is responsible for other information including information presented in Annual Report,
but excluding Financial Statements and Auditor’s Report presented in that Annual Report. The Management will
prepare Annual Report for State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand after the date specified in this Auditor’s
Report.
The opinion of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand on financial statements covers none of other
information. No confidence has been confirmed by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand regarding other
information.

State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand
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The responsibility of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand in relation to financial statements audit
includes reading and considering whether or not other information is in significant conflict in materiality with financial
statements or knowledge acquired from the auditing of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand, or material
misstatement appears in other information.
In case where State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand summarizes that such Annual Report contains
material misstatement after reading the Annual Report, State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand must
communicate the responsible governing party about the said matter.
The Management and Responsible Governing Party’s Responsibility on Financial Statements
The Management is responsible for fairly accurate preparation and presentation of these financial statements
in accordance with financial reporting standards and responsible for internal control of which the Management
considers as necessary so that the financial statements can be prepared without the material misstatement either
occurred from fraud or error.
Regarding financial statements preparation, the Management is responsible for evaluating the Corporation’s
capacity in continuous operation and disclosure of related information as deemed appropriate, including the
implementation of accounting basis of continuous operation, unless the Management intends to close down the
Corporation or discontinue operation or is unable to continue operation.
The assigned party is responsible for governance on the process of financial reports preparation of the
Corporation.
The Auditor’s Responsibility on Financial Statements Audit
The purpose of the auditing by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand is to acquire reasonable
confidence whether or not the financial statements are free from material misstatement either occurred from fraud
or error, and to present the Auditor’s Report which also includes the opinions of State Audit Office of the Kingdom
of Thailand. Reasonable confidence is high level of confidence. However, it is unable to always guarantee whether
or not the auditing operation in accordance with the state auditing standards and the auditing standards is free from
material misstatement. Such misstatement may either occur from fraud or error and is considered to be material upon
reasonable forecast that individual or aggregate transaction(s) of misstatement will have impact on the economic
decision-making of the user of these financial statements due to the use of the aforesaid financial statements.
In auditing by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand in accordance with the state auditing standards
and the auditing standards, the professional discretion, observation and suspicion are exercised by State Audit Office
of the Kingdom of Thailand throughout the audit process. The operation of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of
Thailand shall also include:
• Identify and assess risks from material misstatement, either occurred from fraud or error, in the financial
statements, design and perform based on the audit method in order to handle such risks and acquire adequate and
appropriate audit evidences as basis for expression of opinion of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand. Risks
of non-detection of material misstatement which is the result of fraud are much higher than that those occur from
error since fraud may involve with conspiracy, forgery, intentional omission of information presentation, misstatement,
or internal control interference.

State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand
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• Understanding internal control system that is related to auditing in order to design proper audit method for
the situation but not for the purpose of opinion expression toward the effectiveness of the Corporation’s internal
control.
• Assess the appropriateness of the accounting policy applied by the Management, including the reasonability
of the accounting estimate and disclosure of related information prepared by the Management.
• Conclude the appropriateness of the application of accounting basis for continuous operation of the
Management and from the acquired audit evidences to conclude whether or not there are any material uncertainties
in relation to the events or situations that may cause significant doubts toward the Corporation’s capacity in
continuous operation. In the case where State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand summarizes that there is
material uncertainty, and it must be stated in the Auditor’s Report of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand by
commenting on the disclosure of related information in the financial statements. In case of disclosure of inadequate
information, the opinion of State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand will also change accordingly. The
conclusion given by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand depends on the audit evidences acquired up to
the date specified in the Auditor’s Report prepared by State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand. However, future
events or situations may cause the Corporation’s to discontinue its continuous operation.
• Assess the overall presentation, structure and contents of the financial statements, including disclosure
of information whether or not the financial statements presents transactions and events in form of proper and fair
presentation of information.
State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand has communicated with the responsible governing party
regarding the scope and duration of audit operation under the plan, including significant issues detected from
auditing, and significant errors in the internal control system in case of detection by State Audit Office of the
Kingdom of Thailand during auditing.

(Mrs. Chitra Mekapongpanh)
Director of Procurement and Investigative Audit Office No. 5

(Mr. Sattawat Boonkoy)
State Auditor, Senior Professional Level

State Audit Office of the Kingdom of Thailand
28 February 2019
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Financial Statements and Notes to Financial Statements
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2018

Unit : Thousand Baht
Note

2018

2017

Assets
Cash
Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Givent to Financial Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Givent to Financial Institution
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
Net of Total Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to
Financial Institution
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
under Public Service Account
Portion of Non-Governmental Loss Compensation
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts under Public Service Account
Portion of Governmental Loss Compensation
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts under Public Service Account
Net of Total Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial
Institution under Public Service Account
Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public
Service Account
Net Property, Plant and Equipment
Net of Other Intangible Assets
Net of Other Assets
Total Assets

4.1
4.2
4.3

77.52
165,640.47
22,556,222.77

89.09
468,573.60
16,988,201.96

4.4
4.6

7,721,651.84
(7,721,651.84)
-

7,114,456.97
(7,114,456.97)
-

4.5.1
1,034,956.76 1,010,205.53
4.7.1 (1,034,956.76) (1,010,205.53)
4.5.2 28,728,273.51 23,907,857.33
4.7.2 (28,728,273.51) (23,907,857.33)
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11

771,270.27

3,044,419.85

88,338.65
104,391.24
38,748.84
35,327.89
5,643.63
6,425.41
23,625,942.15 20,647,429.04

Notes to financial statement are part of these financial statements.
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Statement of Financial Position (Continued)
As at 31 December 2018

Unit : Thousand Baht
Note

Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity
Advanced Guarantee Fee Received
Governmental Fee Subsidy
Governmental Loss Compensation of PGS Projects
Employee Benefit Obligations
Compensatory Security Reserves
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Shareholders’ Equity
Share Capital
Registered Capital
68,399,467 Ordinary Shares at 100 Baht per share of par value
Issued and Paid-Up Capital
67,024,730 Ordinary Shares at 100 Baht per Share of par value
Other Compositions of Shareholders’ Equity
Retained Earnings (Deficit)
Appropriated
Legal Capital Reserve
Unappropriated
Total Shareholders’ Equity
Total Liabilities and Shareholders’ Equity

4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17

4.18
4.19

4.20

2018

2017

2,169,258.46 2,053,448.27
224,173.71
340,443.55
4,540,292.33 2,665,410.49
48,119.01
43,943.77
7,855,968.23 6,861,348.65
119,532.15
156,204.20
14,957,343.89 12,120,798.93

6,839,946.70

6,839,946.70

6,702,473.00
(73,446.19)

6,702,473.00
116,894.69

296,015.00
236,510.40
1,743,556.45 1,470,752.02
8,668,598.26 8,526,630.11
23,625,942.15 20,647,429.04

Notes to financial statement are part of these financial statements.

Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul)
Chairman
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Profit and Loss and Other Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018
Note

Operating Revenues
Revenue from Interest
Total Revenue from Interest
Revenue from Gaurantee Fees
Revenue from Guarantee Fee under Public Service Account
Revenue from Guarantee Fees
Net Compensatory Security
Total of Net Guarantee Fees
Revenue from Compensation under Public Service Account
Compensatory Security under Public Service Account
Net Revenue from Compensation under Public Service Account
Net Investment Gain
Other Operating Revenues
Total Operating Revenues
Other Operating Expenses
Employee-Related Expense
Director Remuneration
Plant and Equipment-Related Expenses
Others
Total of Other Operating Expenses
Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Net Profit
Other Comprehensive Profit (Loss)
Subsequent Reclassified Transaction into Profit or Loss
Gain (Loss) from Measurement of Available-for-Sale Investment Value
Total Net of Other Comprehensive Profit (Loss)
Total Comprehensive Profit
Earnings per Share
Basic Earnings per Share

4.25

Unit : Thousand Baht

2018

2017

243,738.33
243,738.33
882,382.85
4,990,850.14
5,873,232.99
189,146.10
6,062,379.09
1,242,321.83
(1,242,321.83)
179,478.33
95,720.47
6,581,316.22

259,507.99
259,507.99
984,360.22
4,409,022.19
5,393,382.41
822,123.43
6,215,505.84
1,576,127.53
(1,576,127.53)
419,731.18
60,934.66
6,955,679.67

312,471.80
10,000.36
62,063.65
88,388.73
472,924.54
5,513,345.71
595,045.97

299,342.80
6,293.75
59,441.46
87,645.28
452,723.29
5,824,841.42
678,114.96

4.19

(190,340.88)
(190,340.88)
404,705.09

76,913.62
76,913.62
755,028.58

4.34

8.88

10.12

4.28

4.26
4.27

4.30
4.29

Notes to financial statement are part of these financial statements.

Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul)
Chairman

Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn)
President
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Statement of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018
Unit : Thousand Baht

Note

Balance as at 1 January 2017
Legal Reserve
Dividend Paid
Total Comprehensive Profit (Loss)
Balance as at 31 December 2017
Balance as at 1 January 2018
Legal Reserve
Dividend Paid
Total Comprehensive Profit (Loss)
Balance as at 31 December 2018

4.20
4.19

4.20
4.21
4.19

Other
Compositions of
Retained Earnings
Shareholders’
(Deficit)
Equity
Issued and
Paid-Up
(Below) Capital
Capital
Surplus from Appropriated
Change in
and Legally Unappropriated
nvestment
Reserved
Value

6,702,473.00
6,702,473.00

Total

39,981.07 168,698.90 986,455.05 7,897,608.02
67,811.50 (67,811.50)
(126,006.49) (126,006.49)
76,913.62
678,114.96 755,028.58
116,894.69 236,510.40 1,470,752.02 8,526,630.11

6,702,473.00 116,894.69 236,510.40 1,470,752.02 8,526,630.11
59,504.60 (59,504.60)
(262,736.94) (262,736.94)
(190,340.88)
595,045.97 404,705.09
6,702,473.00 (73,446.19) 296,015.00 1,743,556.45 8,668,598.26

Notes to financial statements are part of these financial statements.

Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul)
Chairman
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(Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn)
President
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Statement of Cash Flow
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018

Unit : Thousand Baht

Cash Flow from Operating Activities
Net Profit
Adjusted Entry of Net Profit in Cash Receipt (Payment) from Operating Activities
Depreciation and Amortization
Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Decrease in Compensatory Security
Compensation Guarantee under Public Service Account
Other Operating Revenues - Revenues from Other Fees
Employee Benefit Obligation
Net Investment Gain
(Gain) Loss from Asset Disposal
Net Revenue from Interest
Cash Receipt from Interest
Operating Profit before Change in Operating Assets and Liabilities
(Increase) Decrease in Operating Assets
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution under Public
Service Account
Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public Service
Account
Other Assets
Increase (Decrease) in Operating Liabilities
Advanced Guarantee Fee Received
Governmental Subsidy of Guarantee Fee
Governmental Loss Compensation of PGS Projects
Fee Waiting for Payment to Debtor in Return
Cash Payment for Employee Benefit
Other Liabilities
Net Cash Received from (Used in) Operating Activities

2018

2017

595,045.97

678,114.96

31,787.19
5,513,345.71
(189,146.10)
1,242,321.83
(56,930.61)
4,175.24
(179,478.33)
8.64
(243,738.32)
133,379.78
6,850,771.00

31,283.62
5,824,841.42
(822,123.43)
1,576,127.53
(25,564.88)
4,269.72
(419,731.18)
874.50
(259,507.99)
210,540.58
6,799,124.85

(631,931.83) (701,015.61)
(4,883,212.52) (5,121,095.39)
2,273,149.58 (1,291,618.74)
3,812.88

(2,374.73)

122,649.37 (158,187.05)
(123,109.01) (1,082,976.47)
1,874,881.84 1,130,853.72
(4,857.58)
(2,846.72)
(3,825.05)
(2,540.66)
(27,989.43)
28,901.63
(1,400,431.75) (7,202,900.02)
5,450,339.25 (403,775.17)

Notes to financial statements are part of these financial statements.
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Statement of Cash Flow (Continued)
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018

Unit : Thousand Baht
Note

Cash Flow from Investment Activities
Cash Payment in Investment
Cash Payment from Purchase of Property, Plant and Equipment 4.2.2
Cash Payment from Purchase of Other Non-Intangible Assets
4.2.3
Cash Payment from Investment
Cash Receipt from Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment
Net Cash Received from (Used in) Investment Activities
Cash Flow from Financing Activities
Cash Payment for Dividend
Net Cash Used in Financing Activities
Net Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and Cash Equivalents as at 1 January
Cash and Cash Equivalents as at 31 December
4.2.1

2018

2017

(18,704,421.62)
(6,850.38)
(10,234.60)
13,231,002.49
3.00
(5,490,501.11)

(20,733,772.42)
(6,219.91)
(19,886.59)
21,234,994.22
838.00
475,953.30

(262,736.94)
(262,736.94)
(302,898.80)
468,616.79
165,717.99

(126,006.49)
(126,006.49)
(53,828.35)
522,445.14
468,616.79

Notes to financial statements are part of these financial statements.

Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul)
Chairman
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Signed ..............................................................................
(Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn)
President
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Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation

Notes to Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2018
1. General Information and Operation of TCG

1.1
			
			
			
			
			

General Information
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) was founded as juristic person according to Small Industry Credit
Guarantee Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991) which has been effective since 30 December 1991, and Small
Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act (No. 2) B.E. 2017 (2017) which has been effective since 31 August
2017. The Headquarter is located at 2922/243 Charn Issara Tower 2, 17th-18th Floor, New Petchburi Road,
Bangkapi, Huay Kwang, Bangkok 10310.

1.2 Operating Information
			 TCG was established for performing credit guarantee service and operation in relation to small industry
			 obligation (industrial engagement, handicraft manufacture, or other business engagements as determined
			 by the Board. However, they must be in the nature of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) owned only
			 by private sector parties that possess fixed assets according to the number determined by Ministerial
			 Regulation) so that they can be granted for more amount of credits from the financial institutions, and credit
			 distributions can be accelerated nationwide, resulting in more benefit toward social and economic
			 development of the country.
			 At present, TCG has extended credit guarantee service base to cover factoring transaction, hire-purchase
			 transaction, letting transaction in type leasing, and other transactions with nature similar to credit granting as
			 prescribed in the notification of the Minister, and transfer of right of claim relating to credit guarantee the
			 business of small industry for other person or any executions relating to such right of claim. However, transfer
			 of right of claim shall be in accordance with what is prescribed by the Board of Directors.
			 TCG grants credit guarantees which are classified into two groups of the following projects.
				 1.		 Normal Project means the credit guarantee project granted by TCG for credit guarantee under mutual
						 consideration between TCG and financial institution on individual customer, and consideration on
						 liability of compensatory security payment according to the condition of each letter of guarantee
						 guaranteed by TCG. There are four forms of normal projects as follows:
							 1.1 Normal-Type Guarantee
							 1.2 NPL-Type Guarantee
							 1.3 Guarantee Line Allocation-Type Guarantee to Borrower (MOU)
							 1.4 Risk Participation (RP) - Type Guarantee
				 2.		 Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Project means the credit guarantee project granted by TCG for credit
						 guarantee in the nature of Portfolio Guarantee Scheme and liability of compensatory security payment
						 is determined according to the condition of each project.
2. Criteria of Financial Statements Preparation and Presentation

2.1 Criteria of Financial Statements Preparation
			These financial statements have been prepared according to Financial Report Standard and Accounting Practical
			 Guideline promulgated by Federation of Accounting Professions under Accounting Act B.E. 2543 (2000), applying
			 Format of Financial Statements Presentation as prescribed by Bank of Thailand for Specialized Financial
			 Institution pursuant to Notification of Bank of Thailand No. SorKorSor. 1/2559 dated 29 June 2016 on Preparation
			 and Notification of Financial Statements of Specialized Financial Institutions.
			 Federation of Accounting Professions has revised several issues of financial reporting standards which are
			 effective from the accounting period beginning on or after 1 January 2018. The said observance of the newly
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG)
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			 issued and revised financial reporting standards has had no impact in materiality toward accounting policy,
			 calculation method and overall operation or financial position of TCG.
2.2 Application of Accounting Estimates
			 In preparation of financial statements to be in line with Financial Reporting Standards, the executives shall
			 exercise their discretions on various respects of estimates and assumptions that affect the determination on
			 accounting policy and reporting of the sum in relation to assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses and
			 disclosure of information for contingent assets and liabilities. The actual occurred result may be different
			 from estimation.
			 Estimates and assumptions applied in financial statements preparation shall be continuously reviewed. The
			 adjustment of estimates is recorded in the said accounting period that is reviewed and in the future period
			 that is affected.
			 The information pertaining to the estimates of uncertainties and significant assumptions applied in
			 compliance with accounting policy that contains the materiality for recognition of the sum in TCG’s financial
			 statements are disclosed in Notes to Financial Statements as follows.
						4.3 Net Investment
						 4.6 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts – Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
						 4.7 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts - Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
							 under Public Service Account
						 4.8 Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public Service Account
						 4.9 Net Property, Plant and Equipment
						 4.10 Net of Other Intangible Assets
						 4.15 Employee Benefit Obligation
						 4.22 Credit Guarantee Obligation for Small Industry
2.3 Measurement of Fair Value
			 From 1 January 2018, TCG has observed according to Financial Reporting Standards TFR 13 (Revised 2016)
			 on Measurement of Fair Value. The observance based on this standard has no materiality impact toward
			 operating results reported in financial statements. The main conceptual framework of the new accounting
			 policy regarding measurement of fair value is as follows.
			 Measurement of Fair Value
			 Fair value is the price acquired from sales of assets or payment for transfer of liabilities between principle
			 market participants as at value measurement date. In the event of no principle market, the most
			 advantageous market where can be entered by TCG in value measurement date, is applied. TCG’s fair valuation
			 of asset which is non-financial asset is under the assumption that the said asset generates maximum economic
			 benefit.
			 TCG measures fair value applying fair value hierarchy that reflects the materiality of the information used in
			 valuation as follows:
			 Level 1 Bid-Ask Price in the market with liquidity for the same assets or liabilities is referred.
			 Level 2 Other directly or indirectly observable information apart from information in Level 1 of the same
			 assets or liabilities, and Bid-Ask Price either in the market with or without liquidity of similar financial tools or
			 from valuation techniques using directly or indirectly observable information, are referred.
			 Level 3 Unobservable information including in the event of asset or liability value measurement from
			 valuation technique, without use of observable information and information that has materiality impact
			 toward fair value, are referred.
			 The transfer and change of fair value hierarchy occurs upon change of source or observable level of the
			 information used in measurement of fair value.
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2.4
			
			
			

Currency Used in Operation and Presentation of Financial Statements
These financial statements have been prepared and presented in Thai Baht currency which is the currency
used in operation of TCG. All financial information is presented in Thai Baht currency. The fraction is rounded
off. The million Baht digit has been presented in notes to financial statements or unless otherwise specified.

2.5 Compliance with Updated Accounting Standards, Financial Reporting Standards, Interpretation of
Accounting Standards and Interpretation of Financial Reporting Standards
			 Federation of Accounting Professions has promulgated various issues of updated accounting standards,
			 financial reporting standards, interpretation of accounting standards and interpretation of financial reporting
			 standards which are effective for financial statements beginning on or after 1 January 2019 as follows.
							
			 TAS 1		
			 TAS 2		
			 TAS 7		
			 TAS 8		
			 TAS 10
			 TAS 12
			 TAS 16
			 TAS 17
			 TAS 19
			 TAS 20
			 TAS 21
			 TAS 23
			 TAS 24
			 TAS 26
			 TAS 27
			 TAS 28
			 TAS 29
			 TAS 33
			 TAS 34
			 TAS 36
			 TAS 37
			 TAS 38
			 TAS 40
			 TAS 41
							
			 TFRS 1
			 TFRS 2
			 TFRS 3
			 TFRS 4
			 TFRS 5
			 TFRS 6
			 TFRS 8
			 TFRS 10
			 TFRS 11
			 TFRS 12

Accounting Standard
(Revised 2018) Presentation of Financial Statements
(Revised 2018) Inventories
(Revised 2018) Cash Flow Statement
(Revised 2018) Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors
(Revised 2018) Events after Reporting Period
(Revised 2018) Income Taxes
(Revised 2018) Property, Plant and Equipment
(Revised 2018) Leases
(Revised 2018) Employee Benefits
(Revised 2018) Accounting for Governmental Grants and Disclosure of Governmental Assistance
(Revised 2018) The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange
(Revised 2018) Borrowing Cost
(Revised 2018) Related Party Disclosure
(Revised 2018) Accounting and Reporting of Retirement Benefit Plans
(Revised 2018) Separate Financial Statements
(Revised 2018) Investment in Associates and Joint Venture
(Revised 2018) Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economics
(Revised 2018) Earnings per Share
(Revised 2018) Interim Financial Reporting
(Revised 2018) Impairment of Assets
(Revised 2018) Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
(Revised 2018) Intangible Assets
(Revised 2018) Investment Property
(Revised 2018) Agriculture
Financial Reporting Standards
(Revised 2018) First time Adoption of TFRS
(Revised 2018) Share-Based Payment
(Revised 2018) Business Combinations
(Revised 2018) Insurance Contracts
(Revised 2018) Non-Current Assets Held for Sale and Discontinued Operations
(Revised 2018) Exploration for and Evaluation of Mineral Resources
(Revised 2018) Operating Segment
(Revised 2018) Consolidated Financial Statements
(Revised 2018) Joint Arrangements
(Revised 2018) Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities
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			 TFRS 13 (Revised 2018) Fair Value Measurement
			 TFRS 15				
Revenue from Contracts with Customers
							 Accounting Standards-Based Interpretation
			 SIC 10		 (Revised 2018) Governmental Assistance – No Specific Relating to Operating Activities
			 SIC 15		 (Revised 2018) Operating Leases – Incentives to Lessee
			 SIC 25		 (Revised 2018) Income Taxes – Changes in The Tax Status of an Entity or its Shareholders
			 SIC 27		 (Revised 2018) Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease
			 SIC 29		 (Revised 2018) Service Concession Arrangements : Disclosures
			 SIC 32		 (Revised 2018) Intangible Assets – Website Cost
							 Financial Reporting Standards-Based Interpretation
			 TFRIC 1 (Revised 2018) Changes in Existing Decommissioning, Restoration, and Similar Debts
			 TFRIC 4 (Revised 2018) Determining whether an Arrangement contain a lease
			 TFRIC 5 (Revised 2018) Rights to Interest arising from Decommissioning, Restoration, and Environmental
										
Rehabilitation Funds
			 TFRIC 7 (Revised 2018) Applying the Restatement Approach under Accounting Standards TAS 29
										
(Revised 2018) on Financial Reporting in Hyperinflationary Economics
			 TFRIC 10 (Revised 2018) Interim Financial Statements and Impairment
			 TFRIC 12 (Revised 2018) Service Concession Arrangements
			 TFRIC 14 (Revised 2018) Restrictions of Assets According to Benefit Program, Requirement of Minimum
										
Capital and Interaction of these Transactions for Thai Accounting Standard TAS 19
										
(Revised 2018) on Employee Benefits
			 TFRIC 17 (Revised 2018) Distributions of Non-Cash Assets to Owners
			 TFRIC 20 (Revised 2018) Stripping Cost during Production Period for Surface Mining
			 TFRIC 21 (Revised 2018) Levies
			 TFRIC 22 			
Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration
			Issues which will be effective on or after 1 January 2020
							 Accounting Standards
			 TIS 32					
Financial Instruments : Presentation
							 Financial Reporting Standards
			 TFRS 7				
Financial Instruments : Disclosures
			 TFRS 9				
Financial Instruments
							 Financial Reporting Standards-Based Interpretation
			 TFRIC 16				
Hedges of a Net Investment in a Foreign Operation
			 TFRIC 19				
Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments
			 TCG has been prepared in applying the said newly revised Accounting Standards, Financial Reporting Standards,
			 Accounting Standards-Based and Financial Reporting Standards-Based Interpretation. The management of
			 TCG has been considering the contingent material impact toward TCG financial statements upon observance.
3. Summary of Significant Accounting Policy

3.1 Revenue Recognition
			 3.1.1 Revenue from guarantee fee is recognized upon approval on guarantee limit of project credit by yearly
						 advance collection based on determined rate and average of recognition according to time proportion
						criteria.
			 3.1.2 Revenue from Interest
						 Interest received from credit granting money is recognized on cash basis.
						 Revenue from interest of bank and money market inter-transaction is recognized on accrual basis.
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						 Revenue from investment-derived interest is recognized on accrual basis with real rate of interest.
3.2 Expense Recognition
			TCG recognizes employee-related expenses, director’s remuneration, plant and equipment-related expenses,
			 and other operating expenses on accrual basis.
3.3 Cash
			 Cash means petty cash, cash on hands and cash transaction during collection.
3.4 Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
			 It means bank deposit and investment with not over than 3 months term, and cash equivalents.
3.5 Investment
			 TCG has classified two investment groups consisting of long-term investment or private fund and liquidity
			 management investment under the following determination of policy framework.
			Policy of Private Fund Investment
			 It is long-term investment emphasizing on security deposit investment whereas investment is allocated based
			 on acceptable risk which is low level to moderate level. Therefore, financial instrument and government
			 debt instrument are mostly invested. In addition, equity instrument is invested to enhance the opportunity
			 in creation of high return on investment.
			 The nature of investment is for the purpose emphasizing on realization of return on investment or benefit in
			 form of interest and dividend. Moreover, it may be sold to earn excess profit at the time of opportunity
			 support and investment strategy in a certain flexible level, causing ability to adjust to be proper for the
			 changing situation of money market and capital market. The term of security holding term may be below 1
			 year (holding as available-for-sale security). However, fund investment turnover ratio is determined to be not
			 more than 4 rounds per year and divided into not more than 4 rounds per year of stock investment turnover
			 ratio, not more than 4 rounds per year of bond investment turnover ratio, and not more than 2 rounds per
			 year of private debenture investment turnover ratio (excluding the exceptional event such as compliance
			 with Stop Loss Policy, etc.).
			
			 3.5.1 Investment in Debt Instrument and Equity Instrument
			 Marketable debt instrument and equity instrument which are held to be available for sale are classified
			 as available-for-sale investment and presented with fair value. Unrealized gain or loss from change in fair
			 value is presented in other comprehensive gain (loss) in profit and loss statement and other comprehensive
			 profit and loss statement, and accumulated amount is presented in other compositions of shareholders’
			 equity. Upon impairment of securities or disposal of securities, TCG shall reverse entry of unrealized gain or
			 loss from change in fair value prior to recognition of loss from impairment, and gain or loss from disposal of
			 securities in profit and loss statement, and other comprehensive profit and loss statement. In case of interest
			 earning-type investment, interest will be recorded in profit or loss using the method of real interest rate.
			 Debt instrument under TCG’s intention to hold with held-to-maturity ability is classified as held-to-maturity
			 investment. Held-to-maturity investment is presented with amortized cost price deducted with loss from
			 investment impairment. The variance between purchased cost price and redemption price of debt instrument
			 is amortized using the method of real interest rate throughout the remaining term of debt instrument.
			 The investment in equity instrument, which is not marketable security, is regarded as general investment and
			 presented with cost price deducted with allowance for impairment (if any).
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			 Investment in marketable equity instrument and unit trust which is listed security is classified as available-for
			 -sale investment and its fair value is presented with latest bid of Stock Exchange of Thailand or closing price
			 of other stock exchange where the said instrument is traded as at the reporting date.
			 Types of instruments invested by TCG are as follows.
			 Debt instrument. It is the investment in government debt securities such as government bond, Bank of
			 Thailand Bond, treasury bill, state enterprise bond and debenture issued by state enterprise or issued by
			 firm private sector, and convertible debenture. Moreover, it includes commercial bank deposit, bill of
			 exchange or promissory note and certificate of deposit, etc.
			 Equity Instrument. It is the investment in ordinary share or preference share issued by firm institution with
			 good return on investment. The investment is considered particularly in listed companies which are the
			 members of the Group of SET 100 Index Securities or are other listed securities with similar characteristic, or
			 warrant for purchase of ordinary share or preference share or warrant for purchase of share for capital
			 increase with Transferable Subscription Right (TSR).
			 Recording of Instrument Transaction as of Reporting Date
			 Debt instrument applies closing price of the instrument announced on website of Thai BMA to be recorded
			 as market price for comparison with amortized cost price and recorded as profit or loss of the instrument.
			 Equity instrument applies closing price of the instrument announced on website of SET Index to be recorded
			 as market price for comparison with average cost price and recorded as profit or loss of the instrument.
			 Recognition of Net Asset Value (NAV) is calculated from calculated total asset value deducted with fund
			 management expense, asset depository fee and other expenses (such as bond transfer fee).
			 3.5.2 Sale of Investment
			 At the time of sale of investment, variance between net realized amount and book value including gain or
			 loss from valuation of the relevant security which has been recorded in shareholders’ equity is recorded in
			 gain or loss.
			 In case where some part of holding investment is sold, weighted average method shall be applied in
			 calculation of cost of sold investment and holding investment.
			Investment Policy for Liquid Money Management
			 Liquid money means liquid asset required by TCG to maintain for expenditure spending sufficiency based on
			 the objective of liquidity management.
			 Liquid asset means deposit or liquid and secure financial instrument required by TCG to maintain for
			 operating sufficiency and ability to support payment of compensatory security such as all types of deposits,
			 promissory notes, bill of exchange, bond, treasury bill, money market fund with investment policy in
			 consistency with scope of TCG investment, and other financial instruments approved by TCG Board.
			 Source and Use of Liquid Money
			 1. Source means guarantee fee, money withdrawal from private fund which is managed by management
				 company, receipt of compensatory security in return, interest received, interest from guaranteed debtor,
				 Cabinet resolution-based compensation, and other incomes, etc.
			 2. Source of Use means operating expense, investment expense and compensatory security.
3.6
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Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
Debtor guarantee compensation given to financial institution is incurred at the time that any amount of
money of which TCG pays for obligation-based compensatory security to the lender (financial institution)
shall be granted for sub-right to claim debt settlement, and right to claim collateral with SMEs equaling to
paid amount of guarantee obligation-based compensatory security. The transactions of debtor guarantee
compensation given to financial institution are recognized as follows.
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			 3.6.1 Debtor guarantee compensation given to financial institution is classified by TCG based on type of
						 project into two projects as follows.
						 3.6.1.1 Normal Projects (Non – PGS Projects)
								 1. Normal-Type Guarantee. The transaction is recognized with amount of money according
									 to obligation-based responsibility plus interest from default date until litigation date or not
									 more than the condition according to guarantee specified in letter of guarantee.
								 2. NPL-Type Guarantee. The transaction is recognized with amount of money according to
									 obligation-based responsibility plus interest from default date until the date of absolute
									 execution of case.
								 3. Guarantee Line Allocation-Type Guarantee to the Borrower (MOU). The transaction is
									 recognized with amount of money according to guarantee-based responsibility plus interest
									 from default date until litigation date or not more than 180 days as specified in letter of
									 guarantee.
								 4. Risk Participation (RP)-Type Guarantee. The transaction is recognized with amount of money
									 according to responsibility for half of loss portion (loss portion is equal to outstanding debt
									 obligation deducted with value of saleable collateral) plus interest from default date until
									 litigation date but not more than 180 days.
						 3.6.1.2 Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Projects
								 Debtor guarantee compensation given to financial institution for Portfolio Guarantee Scheme
								 Projects is recognized at the time of litigation from 1 year from issuance date of letter of
								 guarantee or submission date of request to receive debt settlement in bankruptcy case with
								 SMEs in court process within guarantee term. TCG guarantee liability is limited to debt principal
								 of guaranteed credit and limited to guarantee obligation which is NPG of each Portfolio
								 Guarantee Scheme Project not exceeding the percentage rate specified in each project of
								 average guarantee obligation as at expiry date of guarantee term. TCG shall consider paying
								 compensatory security according to the obligation of guarantee issued to each SMEs in full
								 amount of guarantee obligation.
			3.6.2 Debtor guarantee compensation given to financial institution under Public Service Account for Portfolio
						 Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Project being approved from the Cabinet’s resolution. After TCG has paid
						 for whichever amount of guarantee obligation-based compensatory security, TCG will be granted for
						 right to claim debt settlement and right to claim collateral with SMEs equaling to the paid amount
						of guarantee obligation-based compensatory security. Debtor guarantee compensation given to financial
						institution is recognized at the time of litigation after 1 year from issuance date of letter of guarantee
						 or submission date of request to receive debt settlement in bankruptcy case with SMEs in court
						 process within guarantee term. TCG guarantee liability is limited to the debt principal of guaranteed
						 credit and limited to guarantee obligation which is NPG of each Portfolio Guarantee Scheme not
						 exceeding the percentage rate specified for each project of average guarantee obligation as at expiry
						 date of guarantee term. TCG will consider paying compensatory guarantee according to the obligation
						 of guarantee issued to each SMEs in full amount. The project guarantee obligation under Public Service
						 Account is classified into 2 portions as follows.
						 3.6.2.1 Guarantee debtor of the project that is paid for governmental loss compensation. TCG will be
								 paid for actual occurred loss compensation but not exceeding financial limit approved from
								 the Cabinet’s resolution. This group of debtor consists of both of the part paid from money
								 received from guarantee fee and money given by the Government for compensation. The
								 compensation shall be considered for payment on actual occurred loss. Thus, total loss
								 amount of the whole project for the debtor of the project which is assisted by the Government
								 shall be estimated. In paying compensatory guarantee, TCG shall pay in deadline in the
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								 guarantee criteria by paying from the money of guarantee fee in the first priority. If loss still
								 occurs over than accumulated guarantee fee, TCG shall take money in part of which the
								 Government resolves to compensate based on actual occurred loss but not exceeding
								 approved financial limit for payment in the second priority.
						 3.6.2.2 Guarantee debtor for the project that is unpaid for governmental loss compensation is the
								 project which is approved from TCG Board to guarantee under public service account. TCG
								 shall establish compensatory security reserves from revenue from guarantee fee which is
								 recognized in each accounting period in equal amount. In paying compensatory guarantee,
								 TCG shall pay in deadline in the guarantee criteria by paying from the money of guarantee
								 fee received only. TCG is not paid for project loss compensation for this Cabinet’s resolution
								 -based project from the government.
			Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
			 As all of TCG’s guarantee debtors are the debtors whereas:
			 1) Financial institution and/or TCG sued the said debtor or submitted the application for distribution of asset
				 in the case of which the debtor was sued by other creditor, and the execution and order of the court was
				 issued but the debtor had none of any asset for debt settlement; or
			 2) Financial institution and/or TCG sued the said debtor or submitted the application for receiving debt
				 settlement in the case of which the debtor was sued by other creditor in bankruptcy case and there were
				 debt composition with the debtor. The court issued the acceptance order for composition of the said debt
				 composition, or the debtor was judged to be the bankrupt and the first asset partition was performed.
			 Pursuant to the Notification of Bank of Thailand No. SorNorSor. 5/2559 dated 10 June 2016 on Criteria for
			 Classification and Retention of Reserve of the Financial Institution, the said nature of asset is determined to
			 be classified as loss-classified asset. The TCG Executive Committee passed the third resolution No. 3/2544
			 dated 29 March 2001 to establish allowance for doubtful accounts of guarantee debtors in the rate of 100%
			 since guarantee debtors are the unsecured debtors. Therefore, it is quite certainly possible to be
			 uncollectible. Revenue from interest shall be recognized at the time that the debtor’s payment is received.
			 Receivables shall be written off as bad debt and the said transaction shall be recognized as bad debt in
			 Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement.
			 Bad debt received in return shall be recorded as other incomes in Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement.
3.7 Writing Bad Debt Off
			 TCG’s Regulation of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation on Writing Bad Debt Off from Receivable Account B.E.
			 2544 (2001) is as follows.
			 1. Bad debt with the following nature of debt
				 It is the debt from business operation.
				 It is the debt of which its prescription is still valid with evidence that can be litigable.
			 In case of debt of which its prescription is invalid or debt of which the submission deadline for request to
			 receive debt settlement in bankruptcy case is overdue, fact inquiry result shall be reported in consideration
			 on writing bad debt off to indicate cause and judgment from Inquiry Committee appointed by the Director
			 and President and/or debtor status and asset verification result shall be reported until being conclusive.
			 2. Writing bad debt off from receivable account shall be performed as follows.
				 2.1 Not more than 100,000 Baht of ground of debt is monitored for debt collection to settle debt
				 2.2 Not more than 500,000 Baht of ground of debt
				 2.3 More than 500,000 Baht of ground of debt and over
			 In writing off bad debt under 2.2 and 2.3, TCG shall monitor for debt collection under case proceedings as
			follows.
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In every civil case, TCG shall monitor for debt collection and institute the case against every debtor to
the court until absolute execution by asset detection and execution until debtor has none of any assets
for debt settlement.
In bankruptcy case in case of no asset in the case, TCG shall proceed to the stage of the court’s order
of discharge of bankruptcy.

3.8 Compensatory Security Reserves
			 Compensatory security reserves are derived from guarantee obligation guaranteed by TCG for SMEs as follows.
			 1. Obligation which is the lender’s off-statement of financial position transaction (the debtor of the financial
				 institution) being classified as sub-standard, doubtful, and doubtful loss classified assets; or
			 2. Obligation which is the lender’s off-statement of financial position is recognized as provision according to
				 Accounting Standards TAS 37 upon conformity to all clauses of condition as follows.
				 2.1 Current obligation incurs as the result of past circumstance whether that obligation is legal obligation
						 or inferring obligation.
				 2.2 It is quite certainly possible for TCG to lose resources with economic benefit toward the business or
						 payment of the said obligation.
				 2.3 The obligation can be reliably valuated.
			 As TCG is not the lender or credit grantor, it shall establish compensatory security reserves by referring to
			 the performed asset classification of the financial institution which is lender or credit grantor under the
			 Notification of Bank of Thailand No. SorNorSor. 5/2559 dated 10 June 2016 on Criteria of Classification and
			 Separation of Reserve of Financial Institution. The following essence has been summarized.
			 Compensatory security reserves is the provision of the contingent liabilities derived from the participation of
			 TCG in accepting SMEs guarantee obligation with lending financial institution. TCG’s criteria of compensatory
			 security reserve establishment for obligation of non-performing debt for normal projects and Portfolio
			 Guarantee Scheme (PGS) projects are as follows.
			 3.8.1 Normal Projects
						 TCG has appropriated compensatory security reserves for non-performing debtors of the normal
						 projects as follows.
						 1.1 Pass classified asset and special mention classified assets are not appropriated by TCG for
							 compensatory security reserves.
						 1.2 Sub-standard classified asset, doubtful classified asset, doubtful loss classified asset are
							 appropriated by TCG for compensatory security reserves in the rate of 100%.
							 The calculation method for separation of compensatory security reserves is classified according
							 to calculation method for liability into two groups as follows.
							 Group 1 includes guarantee in type of normal-type guarantee project, NPL (Non-Performing
							 Loan)-type guarantee project, and guarantee line allocation-type guarantee to the borrower
							 (MOU) project. The criteria of separation of compensatory security reserves for obligation are as
							 follows.
							 The separation of compensatory security reserves is calculated from 100% of guarantee liability
							 obligation for debtors in sub-standard classification (Grade C), doubtful classification (Grade D) or
							 doubtful loss classification.
							 Group 2 Participation (RP)-Type Guarantee Project has the criteria of separation of compensatory
							 security reserve for obligation as follows.
							 The separation of compensatory security reserves is calculated from 100% for variance between
							 book debt balance and present value of cash flow realizable from debtor or present value of cash
							 flow realizable from sale of collateral (according to the procedure determined by Bank of Thailand).
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			 3.8.2 Establishment of compensatory security reserves for off-statement of financial position obligation for
						 Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Projects is as follows.
						 Portfolio Guarantee Scheme Project is the project that determines maximum loss which is Non						 Performing Guarantee (NPGs) Obligation based on the determined rate in each Portfolio of average
						 guarantee obligation as at expiry date of guarantee on separation of compensatory security reserve
						 for Portfolio Guarantee Scheme Project. Compensatory security reserve is appropriated in the amount
						 equaling to recognition of revenue from net guarantee fee in that year.
						 For establishment of compensatory security reserve under the measure of the governmental project,
						 the Cabinet’s resolution has determined loss compensation amount for each project to TCG. TCG will
						 recognize this amount as compensatory security reserve on loss from the Government and recognize it
						 as revenue from governmental loss compensation in the same time when indicator shows that
						 compensatory security reserve in each quarter is lesser than recognition of revenue from accumulated
						guarantee fee.
						 TCG shall establish compensatory security reserve for PGS Project from estimate of contingent loss but
						 not exceeding the liability which must be paid by TCG to the lending financial institution of SMEs under
						 the criteria of guarantee for each project. In establishment of reserve, TCG shall separate reserve
						 establishment as follows.
						 1.1 Compensatory security reserve shall be appropriated according to recognition of revenue in each
							 accounting period as recognition of revenue from guarantee fee received by TCG for the whole
							 project from SMEs and from the part paid by the Government for guarantee fee in lieu of SMEs.
						 1.2 In compensatory security reserve from loss compensation under governmental policy project,
							 TCG shall appropriate the reserve of governmental loss compensation if compensatory security
							 reserve according to recognition of revenue from accumulated guarantee fee is inadequate for
							 paying compensatory security in each quarter, TCG shall take the variance from recognition of
							 revenue from accumulated guarantee fee deducted with accumulated compensatory security
							 paid to be appropriated as compensatory security reserve under public service account and
							 recognized as revenue from compensation under public service account in equal amount. In case
							 where the Government has not yet allocated this portion of loss compensation to TCG and TCG
							 must reserve the said amount, TCG shall post the Government to be receivables waiting for
							 governmental compensation under public service account.
3.9
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Acknowledgement of Debt
The debtor of which TCG pays for compensatory security to the lending financial institution in collection of
debt with the debtor apart from legal proceedings, TCG shall ask debtor to acknowledge debt prior to
proceedings with the ground of debt which is acknowledged by the debtor that TCG has guaranteed credit of
the debtor with the lending financial institution and TCG pays compensatory security to that lending
financial institution based on the principle (the principle means amount of money and a certain amount of
interest paid by TCG to the financial institution under the right in the condition of each letter of guarantee or
each Portfolio. In acknowledgement of debt, the debtor agrees to reimburse principle and interest of the
principle in percentage prescribed by law).

3.10 Allowance for Debt Restructuring
			 TCG’s debt restructuring procedure is as follows.
			 1. Pay full amount of principle and interest.
			 2. Pay full amount of principle but request for interest reduction.
			 In debt restructuring, TCG shall take variance between ground of debt prior to debt restructuring and ground
			 of debt after debt restructuring which is derived from variance of interest, to be reduced with allowance for
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			 compensation to the financial institution from debtor guarantee, and recognized as allowance for debt
			 restructuring of compensation given to financial institution from debtor guarantee in statement of financial
			position.
3.11 Receivable Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public Service Account
			 Public service account-based project is initiated from the Cabinet’s resolution by assigning TCG to execute
			 according to the governmental policy to be consistent with economic development. The execution in each
			 project according to the Cabinet’s resolution will determine the assistance by dividing into guarantee fee
			 subsidy and project loss compensation.
			 Guarantee fee subsidy is the money in part which is assisted by the Government by paying guarantee fee in
			 lieu of SMEs to TCG. According to this guarantee fee money, in the event that the Government has not yet
			 paid the budget of this part of subsidy to TCG as at SMEs credit guarantee date, TCG shall post the
			 Government as receivable waiting for compensation as revenue from accrued guarantee fee received from
			 the Government equaling to amount of money which is recognized as revenue from guarantee fee in each
			 accounting period.
			 Governmental loss compensation for guaranteed project is the part of which the Government pays
			 compensation for actual occurred loss to TCG to compensate the guaranteed project but not exceeding
			 maximum loss financial limit specified by the Cabinet’s resolution. TCG shall recognize the amount of loss
			 compensation particularly for the transaction with amount of variance incurred from revenue from
			 accumulated fee which is lesser than amount of accumulated compensatory security payment as at the end
			 of any period (considering from Clause 3.8 (1.2)). TCG shall post the Government as receivable of accrued
			 governmental loss compensatory security in the variance amount as at the end of that period.
3.12 Property, Plant and Equipment
			 Property, plant and equipment are presented in Statement of Financial Position with cost price deducted
			 with accumulated depreciation.
			 Cost price including direct cost related to acquisition of asset, other direct costs related to acquisition of
			 asset so that the said asset shall be available for the purpose, cost of demolition, removal and restoration of
			 the asset location and cost of borrowing, is regarded a cost of asset. The purchase of copyright for software
			 which is the significant part of functional system of equipment shall be recorded as part of equipment.
			 The composition for each item of property, plant and equipment with unequal useful life shall be recorded
			 in separate item in property, plant and equipment.
			 The expenses relating to addition, renewal or improvement of assets that causes the substantial increase
			 in the current replacement cost of asset will be combined to be cost price of asset. In part of repair cost and
			 maintenance cost, they are recognized as expenses in the occurred accounting period. Profit and loss from
			 disposal of property, plant and equipment is the variance between net return received from disposal and
			 book value of property, plant and equipment and recognized in other revenues or other expenses in profit
			 or loss.
			 Consequent Occurred Capital Expense
			 The consequent occurred expense related to property, plant and equipment are additionally recorded in
			 related asset account if it is quite possible that TCG will be economically gainful in the future from the said
			 asset, and can reliably measure cost value of that transaction. In case where it is not within the aforesaid
			 condition, it shall be recorded as expense in the occurred period.
			Depreciation
			 Depreciation is calculated from deterioration value of the plant and equipment transaction consisting of cost
			 price of asset or other replacement cost deducted with balance value of asset.
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			 Depreciation is recorded as expense in profit or loss and calculated using Straight-Line Method according
			 to estimated useful life of each item of asset as follows.
									 Type of Asset
  Useful Life
										 Plant 			 20
Years
										 Office Furniture and Fixture		 5 - 10 Years
										 Office Equipment		 5
Years
										 Computer and Equipment		 3
Years
										 Vehicle		 5
Years
										 Improvement of Office Building		 5 - 10 Years
3.13 Intangible Assets
			 Intangible assets with limited useful life are presented in Statement of Financial Position with cost price
			 deducted with accumulated amortization and allowance for asset impairment.
			 Consequent Occurred Capital Expense
			 The consequent occurred expense is recorded as intangible asset if it is quite possible that TCG will be
			 economically gainful in the future from the said transaction, and cost value of that transaction is reliably
			 measurable. In case where it is not within the aforesaid condition, it shall be recorded as expense in the
			 occurred period.
			Amortization
			 Amortization is recorded as expense in profit or loss and calculated using Straight-Line Method. Most of them
			 reflect the format and duration which is expected to be gainful in the future from those assets. Intangible
			 assets are started to be amortized when those assets are ready to avail. The estimated useful life of each
			 type of asset is as follows.
										 Package Software		 3 - 10 Years
			 The impairment of intangible assets with uncertain useful life is systematically assessed as at every reporting
			 day. Amortization method, duration which is expected to be gainful, and value balance are annually
			 reviewed and revised as appropriate.
3.14 Leases
			 Leases of property, plant and equipment whereas the lessee bears almost of risk and return of ownership
			 is deemed as financial leases and recorded as capital expense with fair value of the leased asset or
			 net present value of the amount payable based on lease depending upon whichever value is lesser. The
			 said payable amount is allocated between financial liabilities and expenses in order to acquire fixed
			 interest rate for outstanding liabilities under separate consideration on each contract. The financial lease			 based obligation which is deducted with financial expense is recorded as liability. The part of interest
			 paid is recorded in Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement throughout lease term so that interest rate
			 in each period is fixed interest for balance of outstanding liability. Depreciation of the asset acquired
			 based on financial lease is calculated throughout useful life of leased asset or lease term depending on
			 whichever duration is lesser.
			 Asset lease with most of risk and return of ownership belongs to the lessor and is classified as operating
			 lease. The payment under operating lease is recorded as expense in Comprehensive Profit and Loss
			 Statement using Straight-Line Method throughout lease term. The expense occurred from cancellation of
			 operating lease prior to expiration of lease term such as fine payable to the lessor is recorded as expense in
			 accounting period with lease cancellation.
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3.15 Impairment
			 TCG’s book asset is reviewed as at every reporting date whether there is indicator of impairment. In case
			 where there is indicator of impairment, value of asset which is expected to be returned is estimated. The
			 value which is expected to be returned is estimated in the same period of each year.
			 Loss from impairment is recognized at the time that book value of asset or book value of asset unit that
			 generates cash higher than the returning value. Loss from impairment is recognized in Profit and Loss and
			 Other Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement unless at the time of entry reversal of additional valuation
			 of asset for the same piece of asset which has ever been recognized in shareholders’ equity and impaired
			 later. In this case, shareholders’ equity shall be recognized.
			 At the time of decrease in fair value of available-for-sale financial asset which is recorded in other
			 comprehensive profit and loss under obvious impairment of the said asset, loss balance which has ever been
			 recorded in other comprehensive profit and loss is recorded in profit or loss without adjustment of the said
			 financial asset balance. Loss balance recorded in profit or loss is the variance between present book value
			 and fair value of asset deducted with loss from impairment of that financial asset which has ever been
			 recognized in profit or loss.
			 Calculation of Value Expected to be Returned
			 The value of financial asset expected to be returned for available-for-sale security is calculated referring to
			 fair value.
			 The value of non-financial asset expected to be returned means the value from use of asset or fair value of
			 asset deducted with cost of sale depending upon whichever value is higher. In valuation from use of asset,
			 it is calculated by estimation of cash flow which will be received in the future, its value is discounted to be
			 present value using discount rate prior to concern on income tax in order to reflect value which may be
			 valuated in current market and varied according to time and risk against asset. The value expected to be
			 returned for asset which generates none of cash inflow independently from other asset is considered together
			 with asset unit that generates cash related by that asset.
			 Reversal of Impairment Entry
			 The entry of loss from financial asset impairment is reversed at the time of consequent increase in value
			 expected to be returned. That increase is directly related to loss from impairment which has ever been
			 recognized in profit or loss. The entry reversal is recorded in profit or loss. The entry reversal of financial asset
			 which is classified as available-for-sale security is directly recognized in other comprehensive profit and loss.
			 The loss from impairment of non-financial asset which has ever been recognized in previous period is valuated
			 as at every issuance date of report whether there is indicator of impairment. The entry is reversed if there
			 is change in estimation used in calculation of value expected to be returned. The entry of loss from
			 impairment is reversed just as much as the book value of asset does not exceed book value after deduction
			 of depreciation or amortization as if loss from impairment has never been recorded before.
3.16 Employee Benefit Obligations
			 Short-term employee benefit recognizes value expected for payment as expense in profit or loss at the time
			 that the employee works for TCG.
			 According to Retirement Benefit – Defined Benefit Program for Employee pursuant to Labor Law and
			 Employment Policy, TCG shall pay compensation upon retirement. According to Thai Accounting Standards
			 TAS 19 (Revised 2017) on Employee Benefits, the provision of obligation for liability of employee retirement
			 benefit and reward payment, and the provision of employee benefits, are calculated based on actuarial
			 science principle with Projected Unit Credit Method. The information from experience is applied as the factor
			 in estimation from present value of cash flows of benefits expected to be required for payment in the future.
			 The discount is calculated with rate of return of Thai government bond of Thai Bond Market Association and
			 presented as part of provisions of liabilities. The increase or decrease in variance from estimations based on
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			 actuarial science principle that is adjusted in value to be proper for TCG in each accounting period shall be
			 recognized as expense or revenue in that period. The liability of the whole amount of past employee
			 benefits was adjusted with deficit brought forward at the beginning of 2011 and the calculation factor is
			 reviewed every year.
			 Actuarial Gain/Loss from estimation based on actuarial science principle is recognized into retained earnings
			 through other comprehensive profit and loss in the occurred period in the whole amount and recognized as
			 part of retained earnings.
			 Retirement Benefit – Money Contribution Program
			 Money contribution program is the benefit program whereas TCG pays contribution in certain amount to
			provident fund which is another separate undertaking without legal obligation by TCG or additional contribution
			 payment requirement by inference. The portion of which TCG pays contribution into provident fund is recorded
			 as expense in Comprehensive Profit and Loss Statement for accounting period of transaction occurrence.
			 Provident fund of TCG employee was registered for provident fund of the employee pursuant to Provident
			 Fund Act B.E. 2530 (1987) whereas the employee pays contribution into fund in the rate of 5 – 15% of
			 employee salary and TCG pays contribution in the rate of 5 – 10% of employee salary based on service term
			 of TCG’s employee. MFC Asset Management Public Company Limited is the fund manager.
3.17 Income Tax
			 TCG was founded pursuant to Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991) as juristic
			 person pursuant to the said Act. TCG is not within the nature of “the company or partnership of juristic
			 person” pursuant to Section 39 of Fiscal Code. Therefore, TCG is not subject to the requirement for paying
			 corporate income tax under Part 3 Article 3 of Fiscal Code. The undertaking of the Corporation is exempt for
			 specific business tax pursuant to Royal Decree (Issue No. 257) B.E. 2535 (1992) and exempt for stamp duty
			 under (19) of Section 6 of Royal Decree (Issue No. 10) B.E. 2500 (1957) which was revised by Royal Decree
			 (Issue No. 258) B.E. 2535 (1992).
3.18 Earnings per Share
			 Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing net profit or loss for the year of the ordinary shares with
			 weighted average number of issued and paid-up ordinary shares.
3.19 Revenue and Expense under Public Service Account (PSA)
			 TCG executes revenue and expense from public service account TCG as follows.
			 Revenue presents transaction from revenue from project guarantee fee approved by the Cabinet’s resolution
			 and other related revenues.
			 Expense presents related expense transaction, and proportional allocation transaction for guarantee
			 obligation of each project as at the ending period of each accounting period.
3.20 Capital Maintenance
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s risk weighted asset whereas the ratio of total tier 1 capital to total risk weighted
			 asset was according to the criteria, procedure and condition prescribed by Bank of Thailand as follows.
				 Paid-Up Registered Capital
				 Legal Capital Reserves
				 Net Profit Balance after Appropriation
				 TCG considered and assessed the composition of asset taken for calculation of tier 2 capital maintenance
				 pursuant to Notification of Bank of Thailand No. SorKorSor. 7/2016 dated 11 October 2016 on Criteria of
				 Specialized Financial Institution Capital Supervision which is effective from 1 January 2017 onwards and has
				 no impact on risk weighted asset (BIS Ratio) of TCG.
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			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG has classified capital as follows.

Unit : Million Baht

2018

Tier 1 Capital
Paid-Up Capital
Legal Capital Reserves
Net Profit Balance after Appropriation
Total Tier 1 Capital

2017

6,702.47
236.51
1,208.02
8,147.00
2018

Capital Ratio
Ratio of total tier 1 capital to total risk weighted asset

6,702.47
168.70
860.44
7,731.61
Unit : Percent
2017

92.92

57.66

3.21 Risk Management
			 Risk Information
			 1. Credit risk
			 Credit risk (credit guarantee) means risk that occurs when a client who is granted for credit guarantee by TCG
			 is unable to repay the debt to the lending financial institution or risk that is resulted from potential event of
			 the client’s default until causing TCG’s possibility to pay compensatory security. This may affect the status
			 of capital and revenue of TCG.
			 TCG has determined credit guarantee target to ensure the fulfillment of mission and conformity to public
			 sector’s policy under consideration on economic risk and situation. TCG has launched credit guarantee
			 product in type of Portfolio Guarantee Scheme in the form of risk-controllable guarantee under continuous
			 development and improvement of credit risk management tool such as Credit Scoring Model to be proper,
			 accurate and up to date so that it can be applied to promote credit guarantee to be more effective. In
			 addition, risk limit in monitoring and controlling NPGs (Non Performing Credit Guarantees) which is considered
			 as significance of credit risk management under implementation of NPGs debt preventive and corrective
			 measure to be in line with target and aid provision to SMEs which have enough solvency potentials, resulting
			 in TCG’s loss abatement. Moreover, Stress Testing has been conducted to assess capital sufficiency impact.
			 2. Market Risk
			 Market risk means risk that TCG may be damaged due to change of the position value in Statement of
			 Financial Position derived from movement of interest rate and security price negatively affecting TCG’s
			 revenue and capital.
				 2.1 Interest Rate Risk
						 Interest rate risk is the risk caused from change in interest rate, possibly affecting both current and
						 future change in financial instrument value or financial asset value of TCG and affecting TCG’s revenue
						 and capital. Therefore, investment structure is managed to be consistent with direction of interest
						 rate and risk is managed through significant risk management tool such as determination of Key Risk
						 Indicator (KRI) to ensure that investment management return is in line with determined target.
				 2.2 Equity Price Risk
						 Equity price risk is the risk caused from change in price of security in type of equity instrument or
						 capital stock that results in both current and future change in TCG’s financial instrument value or
						 financial asset value that affects TCG’s revenue and capital.
						 TCG’s policy and restriction of investment (Strategic Asset Allocation : SAA) includes investment weight
						 in equity instrument for not more than 15% of investment and risk control under determination of
						 risk limit values such as proper values of VaR, Beta and Duration of Portfolio as well as determination
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						 of Key Risk Indicator which signals trigger of investment management return of asset management
						 company that may not be on target.
			 Moreover, Stress Testing in market aspect is quarterly conducted under consideration on overall impact of
			 market risk including interest rate and equity price risks to ensure that TCG will be able to support contingent
			 damage in crisis.
			 3. Liquidity Risk
			 Liquidity risk means risk caused from TCG’s insolvency for debt and compensatory security to financial
			 institution due to inability to convert assets into cash in time or inability to acquire adequate capital or ability
			 to acquire capital but at unacceptable higher cost, possibly affecting TCG’s revenue and capital.
			 TCG’s liquidity risk management is responsible by Investment Management Department to administer and
			 manage TCG’s liquidity and determine risk management framework and tool for use in risk identification,
			 assessment, control, monitoring and reporting to ensure that the liquidity position is proper and adequate in
			 supporting TCG’s operation both in normal situation and crisis situation.
			 4. Operational Risk
			 Operational risk means risk that will cause damage as a result from lack of good corporate governance or
			 organizational governance and good control. This may be related to internal operational procedure,
			 personnel, work system or external factor and affect TCG’s revenue and capital.
			 Operational risk management of TCG is executed through continuous and systematic risk identification,
			 assessment, control, monitoring and reporting process. The significant risk management tools such as Control
			 Self Assessment (CSA), Key Risk Indicator (KRI) and Loss Incident Information Reporting, are applied. In
			 addition, risk control measure and so on are executed. The objective includes enhancement of operational
			 risk control and monitoring potentials to be in proper level, risk management ability without delay prior to
			 damage occurrence against TCG and TCG’s clients, and Business Continuity Management to ensure the
			 continuity of TCG business operation under emergency situations.
4. Additional Information

4.1 Cash

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Cash
Total

2017

0.08
0.08

4.2 Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction

Unit : Million Baht

2018
On Demand With Term

Domestic
Commercial Bank
Specialized Financial Institution
Total
Add Accrued Interest Receivable
Total Domestic

162.95
2.69
165.64
165.64

0.09
0.09

-

Total

162.95
2.69
165.64
165.64

2017
On Demand With Term

165.34
3.18
168.52
168.52

300.00
300.00
0.05
300.05

Total

165.34
303.18
468.52
0.05
468.57

			 As at 31 December 2018, net bank and money market inter-transaction was Baht 165.64 million, consisting of
			 saving deposit and demand deposit receipt in the annual interest rate between 0.12 - 1.00%.
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			Supporting Information for Statement of Cash Flow
			4.2.1 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Cash
Cash Equivalents
Current Account
Savings Account
Fixed
Total

2017

0.08

0.09

0.09
165.55

0.12
168.40
300.00
468.61

165.72

														
			4.2.2  Cash for Purchasing Cost of Property, Plant and Equipment
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Payable for Purchasing Cost of Property, Plant and Equipment at the Beginning Period
Purchasing Cost of Property, Plant and Equipment
Less Cash Payment for Purchasing Cost of Property, Plant and Equipment
Payable for Purchasing Cost of Property, Plant and Equipment at Ending Period
			4.2.3 Cash for Purchasing Cost of Other Intangible Assets

2017

0.03
8.97
(6.85)
2.15

1.81
4.44
(6.22)
0.03

Unit : Million Baht

Payable for Purchasing Cost of Other Intangible Assets at the Beginning Period
Purchasing Cost of Other Intangible Assets
Less Cash Payment for Purchasing Cost of Other Intangible Assets
Payable for Purchasing Cost of Other Intangible Assets at Ending Period

2018

2017

0.06
10.19
(10.23)
0.02

4.14
15.81
(19.89)
0.06

4.3 Net Investment
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s net investment was Baht 22,556.22 million and Baht 16,988.20
			 million, respectively, as per below details.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Government Bond
Not over than 1 Year-Term Fixed Deposit
Investment in Private Fund
Accrued Interest Receivable
Total

12,718.72
9,837.50
22,556.22

2017

3,434.04
3,390.00
10,148.36
15.80
16,988.20

			 Private fund investments were Baht 9,837.50 million, mostly consisting of investment in available- for-sale
			 securities under fair value presentation as per below details.
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4.3 Net Investment (Continued)

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Bank Deposit
Saving Deposit
Fixed Deposit
Certificate of Deposit
Investment in Other
Securities, Bonds, and Treasury
Bills
Government Bonds
Bank Issuing Bonds
State Enterprise Bonds
Guaranteed by Ministry
of Finance

Cost Price

Fair Value

Price Presented
in Financial
Statements

Cost Price

Fair Value

91.90
86.88
100.89
279.67

91.90
86.88
100.89
279.67

91.90
86.88
100.89
279.67

5.88
41.57
47.45

5.88
41.57
47.45

2,720.60
3,236.72

2,716.18
3,233.74

2,716.18
3,233.74

4,137.54
2,247.23

4,150.84
2,249.29

4,150.84
2,249.29

298.63
6,255.95

299.14
6,249.06

299.14
6,249.06

200.38
6,585.15

203.26
6,603.39

203.26
6,603.39

2.00
1,996.84
1,998.84

2.00
1,996.84
1,998.84

6.62
1,777.32
1,783.94

6.64
1,798.10
1,804.74

6.64
1,798.10
1,804.74

1,364.74
85.58

1,364.74
85.58

1,281.66
2.65

1,355.44
3.03

1,355.44
3.03

1,450.32

1,450.32

268.64
1,552.95

272.33
1,630.80

272.33
1,630.80

122.72

122.72

143.81

143.81

143.81

(263.11)
(81.83)
9,837.50 10,031.47

(81.83)
10,148.36

(81.83)
10,148.36

Debentures
Bank Debentures
2.00
Non-Financial Institution Debentures 1,999.86
2,001.86
Shares
Ordinary Shares
1,432.79
Warrant for Purchase of Shares
81.07
Property Fund/Trust/
Infrastructure Fund
1,513.86
Receivables from Sales of
Securities and Other Receivables 122.72
Payable from Purchase of
Securities and Other Payables
(263.11)
Total
9,910.95
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(263.11)
9,837.50

Price Presented
in Financial
Statements

5.88
41.57
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4.3 Net Investment (Continued)
			 Private Fund Investments
						 They are presented in fair values and classified for presentation by individual fund manager.
2018
ONE

Bank Deposit
Saving Deposit
Fixed Deposit
Certificate of Deposit
Investment in Other Securities, Bonds,
and Treasury Bills
Government Bond
Bank Issuing Bonds
State Enterprise Bonds Guaranteed
by Ministry of Finance
Debentures
Bank Debentures
Non-Financial Institution Debentures
Shares
Ordinary Shares
Property Fund/Trust/Infrastructure Fund
Receivables from Sales of Securities and
Other Receivables
Payable from Purchase of Securities and
Other Payables
Total

SCBAM

89.28

K-ASSET

1.83
86.88

100.89
190.17

88.71

0.79

91.90
86.88
100.89
279.67

893.31
974.64

1,010.64
970.68

812.23
1,288.42

2,716.18
3,233.74

5.24
1,873.19

110.90
2,092.22

183.00
2,283.65

299.14
6,249.06

-

-

2.00
1,996.84
1,998.84

-

0.79

Total

-

640.05
640.05

716.74
716.74

2.00
640.05
642.05

507.18
5.05
512.23
0.31

417.39
46.98
464.37
17.35

440.17
33.55
473.72
105.06

1,364.74
85.58
1,450.32
122.72

(3.60)
3,212.35

(16.63)
3,362.76

(242.88)
3,262.39

(263.11)
9,837.50

						 They are presented based on fair value and classified by individual fund manager.

Unit : Million Baht

2017
ONE

Bank Deposit
Saving Deposit
Fixed Deposit

SCBAM

0.70
0.70

0.88
41.57
42.45

K-ASSET

4.30
4.30

Total

5.88
41.57
47.45
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4.3 Net Investment (Continued)

Unit : Million Baht
2017
ONE

Investment in Other Securities, Bonds,
and Treasury Bills
Government Bond
Bank Issuing Bonds
State Enterprise Bonds Guaranteed
by Ministry of Finance

Receivables from Sales of Securities and
Other Receivables
Payable from Purchase of Securities and
Other Payables
Total
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

K-ASSET

Total

1,305.26
773.23

1,389.86
720.04

1,455.72
756.02

4,150.84
2,249.29

5.37
2,083.86

111.44
2,221.34

86.45
2,298.19

203.26
6,603.39

5.02
567.11
572.13

6.64
1,798.10
1,804.74
1,355.44
3.03
272.33
1,630.80

Debentures
Bank Debentures
Non-Financial Institution Debentures
Shares
Ordinary Shares
Warrant for Purchase of Shares
Property Fund/Trust/Infrastructure Fund

SCBAM

1.62
657.30
658.92

573.69
573.69

495.61
123.83
619.44

57.46
501.06

416.23
3.03
91.04
510.30

29.13

66.16

48.52

143.81

(8.26)
3,383.79

(51.96)
3,352.74

(21.61)
3,411.83

(81.83)
10,148.36

-

443.60
-

Private fund investments are the part of investments in available-for-sale securities. TCG has engaged asset
management companies to manage by investing in debt instruments for 85%, equity instruments for 15% of
net asset value of the funds. However, the investment has been in line with investment policy and limitation
passed from the approval consideration of TCG’s Board. The fund manager have charged private fund
management fee at the rate of 0.04% per annum of net asset values of the funds.
As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, expense as private fund management fee was Baht 5.81 million and Baht
5.42 million, and revenue derived from financial management was Baht 185.29 million and Baht 425.15
million, respectively.
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4.4 Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution

Unit : Million Baht

2018

Beginning Balance
Add Paid Compensatory Security
Less Received Compensatory Security in Return
Less Adjusted - Cancelled Payment of Compensatory Security
of Previous Period
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
Ending Balance of Receivables
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution

2017

7,114.46
690.97
(54.04)

6,486.86
742.49
(40.66)

(5.00)
(24.74)
7,721.65
(7,721.65)

(0.82)
(73.41)
7,114.46
(7,114.46)

-

-

			 TCG was paid for compensatory security from receivables and recorded interest received for Baht 14.11
			 million and Baht 30.08 million, respectively. Interest of debtor guarantee compensation given to financial
			 institution for the year ended 31 December 2018 and 2017 was Baht 546.14 million and Baht 504.42 million,
			respectively. TCG did not record to recognize as account revenue due to quite certain uncollectible possibility.
			 TCG will recognize as revenue upon receiving payment from debtor.
4.5 Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution under Public Service Account
4.5.1 Portion of Non-Governmental Loss Compensation
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Paid Compensatory Security
Less Received Compensatory Security in Return
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
Ending Balance of Receivables
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
			
			
			
			
			
			

1,010.21
32.78
(6.16)
(1.87)
1,034.96
(1,034.96)
-

2017

785.45
228.94
(4.18)
1,010.21
(1,010.21)
-

TCG was paid for compensatory security from receivables and recorded interest received for Baht 2.90 million
and Baht 4.34 million, respectively. Interest of debtor guarantee compensation given to financial
institution - portion of non-governmental loss compensation for the year ended 31 December 2018 and
2017 was Baht 77.22 million and Baht 67.00 million, respectively. TCG did not record to recognize as
account revenue due to quite certain uncollectible possibility. TCG will recognize as revenue upon receiving
payment from debtor.
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			4.5.2 Portion of Governmental Loss Compensation

Unit : Million Baht

2018
2017
						
Beginning Balance
23,907.86
19,039.63
Add Paid Compensatory Security
5,080.39
5,008.11
Less Received Compensatory Security in Return
(220.83)
(111.59)
Less Adjusted - Cancelled Payment of Compensatory Security of
Previous Period
(2.98)
(0.18)
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
(36.17)
(28.11)
Ending Balance of Receivables
28,728.27
23,907.86
Less Allowance for Doubtful Accounts
(28,728.27)
(23,907.86)
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
						
					 TCG was paid for compensatory security from receivables and recorded interest received for Baht
					 81.25 million and Baht 115.97 million, respectively. Interest of debtor guarantee compensation given to
					 financial institution - portion of governmental loss compensation for the year ended 31 December 2018
					 and 2017 was Baht 1,957.39 million and Baht 1,583.93 million, respectively. TCG did not record to
					 recognize as account revenue due to quite certain uncollectible possibility. TCG will recognize as
					 revenue upon receiving payment from debtor.

4.6 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts – Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, allowance for doubtful accounts – debtor guarantee compensation given
			 to financial institution was as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Increased during the Period
Less Reversed Entry
Less Adjusted - Cancelled Payment of Compensatory Security of
Previous Period
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
Ending Balance

2017

7,114.46
690.97
(54.04)

6,486.86
742.49
(40.66)

(5.00)
(24.74)
7,721.65

(0.82)
(73.41)
7,114.46

4.7 Allowance for Doubtful Accounts – Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, allowance for doubtful accounts – debtor guarantee compensation given
			 to financial institution was as follows.
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			4.7.1 Portion of Non-Governmental Loss Compensation
			

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Increased during the Period
Less Reversed Entry
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
Ending Balance

2017

1,010.21
32.78
(6.16)
(1.87)
1,034.96

			4.7.2 Portion of Governmental Loss Compensation

785.45
228.94
(4.18)
1,010.21
Unit : Million Baht

2018

Beginning Balance
Add Increased during the Period
Less Reversed Entry
Less Adjusted - Cancelled Payment of Compensatory Security of
Previous Period
Less Wrote Off Bad Debts
Ending Balance

2017

23,907.86
5,080.39
(220.83)

19,039.63
5,008.11
(111.59)

(2.98)
(36.17)
28,728.27

(0.18)
(28.11)
23,907.86

4.8 Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public Service Account
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, receivables waiting for governmental compensation under public service
			 account were Baht 771.27 million and Baht 3,044.42 million, respectively, consisting of the following.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Accrued Revenue from Guarantee Fee Receivable
Accrued Governmental Loss Compensation for Projects Receivable
Total

660.00
111.27
771.27

			Accrued Revenue from Guarantee Fee as per below details

Projects under Governmental
Compensation
- PGS PIL/56
- PGS PIL/57
- PGS PIL/58
- PGS 5 (Revised)
- PGS 6 Prosperity Fund (Revised)

172.87
(172.87)
2.89
(2.89)
0.13
(0.13)
36.18 384.34 (411.07)
125.69 1,097.58 (948.97)

781.57
2,262.85
3,044.42
Unit : Million Baht

2018
Beginning
Increase Decrease
Period

2017

2017
Ending Beginning Increase Decrease Ending
Period
Period
Period

9.45
274.30

172.87
2.89
0.13
72.56 644.34 (680.72)
125.69
-

172.87
2.89
0.13
36.18
125.69
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4.8 Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public Service Account (Continued)
Unit : Million Baht
2018

2017

Beginning
Increase Decrease
Period

- PGS 7
- PGS Micro Entrepreneurs
- PGS OTOP and Community
Enterprise
- PGS POLICY LOAN
- PGS Start-up&Innovation
- PGS SMEs Transformation Loan
- PGS Flood and Disaster SME
Bank 60
- PGS Southern Flood SME Bank 60
Total Projects under
Governmental Compensation

Ending Beginning Increase Decrease Ending
Period
Period
Period

41.00

109.32
77.27 (116.51)

109.32
1.76

283.97
2.32
98.18

46.76 (330.73)
13.57
170.44 (85.65)

15.89
182.97

3.19
15.15

35.14
12.82

-

38.33
27.97

781.57 1,947.25 (2,068.82)

660.00

11.42

72.49

(42.91)

41.00

1.17
176.69 107.28
0.15
2.17
98.18

(1.17)
-

283.97
2.32
98.18

-

3.19
15.15

437.88 1,068.49 (724.80)

			Accrued Governmental Loss Compensation for Projects as per below details.
2018

-

3.19
15.15
781.57

Unit : Million Baht
2017

Beginning
Increase Decrease
Period

Projects under Governmental
Compensation
- PGS 2
- PGS 3
- PGS 5
- Flood 2011 - Phase 1, 2
- PGS New/Start up SMEs 57
- PGS New/Start up SMEs 58
Total Projects under
Governmental Compensation

-

2,205.58
15.73
37.81
3.73

(2,784.04)
-

0.93
578.46
33.29
19.78

2,262.85

632.46 (2,784.04)

Ending Beginning Increase Decrease Ending
Period
Period
Period

0.93
15.73
71.10
23.51

51.91 1,299.19 906.39
15.73 37.81
3.73

(51.91)
2,205.58
15.73
37.81
3.73

111.27 1,366.83 947.93 (51.91). 2,262.85

4.9 Net Property, Plant and Equipment
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017 as per below details

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Cost Price
Beginning
Increase Disposal
Period

Property
Plant
Office Building Improvement
Furniture
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8.94
96.84
64.82
1.64

1.92
0.02

(1.64)
(0.04)

Accumulated Depreciation
Ending Beginning Increase Disposal Ending
Period
Period
Period

8.94
96.84
65.10
1.62

71.29
21.09
0.86

3.10
7.62
0.21

(1.64)
(0.04)

Net
Price

8.94
74.39 22.45
27.07 38.03
1.03 0.59
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4.9 Net Property, Plant and Equipment (Continued)

Unit : Million Baht
2018

			

Cost Price
Beginning
Increase Disposal
Period

Office Equipment
32.30
Computer and Equipment 47.52
Vehicle
3.41
Work in Process
Total
255.47

0.91
6.04
0.08
8.97

(0.71)
(0.84)
(0.03)
(3.26)

Accumulated Depreciation
Ending Beginning Increase Disposal Ending
Period
Period
Period

32.50
52.72
3.38
0.08
261.18

20.24
36.24
1.36
151.08

4.89
8.51
0.68
25.01

(0.70)
(0.84)
(0.03)
(3.25)

24.43 8.07
43.91 8.81
2.01 1.37
0.08
172.84 88.34
Unit : Million Baht

2017
Cost Price
Accumulated Depreciation
Beginning
Ending Beginning Increase Disposal Ending
Increase Disposal Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance

Property
8.94
Plant
96.84
Office Building Improvement 64.79
Furniture
1.64
Office Equipment
31.69
Computer and Equipment
43.72
Vehicle
5.57
Total
253.19
			
			
			
			
			

0.03
0.69
3.80
4.52

(0.08)
(2.16)
(2.24)

8.94
96.84
64.82
1.64
32.30
47.52
3.41
255.47

68.18 3.11
13.31 7.78
0.65 0.21
15.08 5.17
28.04 8.20
2.84 0.67
128.10 25.14

(0.01)
(2.15)
(2.16)

Net
Price

Net
Price

8.94
71.29 25.55
21.09 43.73
0.86 0.78
20.24 12.06
36.24 11.28
1.36 2.05
151.08 104.39

TCG’s depreciation for the year ended 31 December 2018 and 2017 was Baht 25.01 million and Baht 25.14
million, respectively, under presentation in expense of plant and equipment in Other Comprehensive.
Profit and Loss Statement. As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, total plant and equipment at cost price,
whereas their depreciations have been calculated for the whole amount but they have still been used, was
Baht 76.82 million and Baht 68.04 million, respectively.

4.10 Net Other Intangible Assets
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017 as per below details.

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Cost Price

Accumulated Amortization
Beginning
Ending Beginning Increase Disposal Ending
Increase Disposal Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance

Package Software
and Copyright
Package Software
under Development
Total

Net
Price

55.16

4.48

(0.42)

59.22

29.48

6.78

(0.42)

35.84 23.38

9.65
64.81

8.14
12.62

(2.42)
(2.84)

15.37
74.59

29.48

6.78

(0.42)

15.37
35.84 38.75
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4.10 Net Other Intangible Assets (Continued)

Unit : Million Baht
2017

Cost Price

Accumulated Amortization
Beginning
Ending Beginning Increase Disposal Ending
Increase Disposal Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance

Package Software
and Copyright
Package Software
under Development
Total
			
			
			
			
			

49.00

6.16

1.72
50.72

9.65
15.81

Net
Price

-

55.16

23.34

6.14

-

29.48 25.68

(1.72)
(1.72)

9.65
64.81

23.34

6.14

-

9.65
29.48 35.33

TCG’s amortization for the year ended 31 December 2018 and 2017 was Baht 6.78 million and Baht 6.14
million, respectively, under presentation in expense of plant and equipment in Other Comprehensive Profit
and Loss Statement. As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, total intangible assets at cost price, whereas their
amortizations have been calculated for the whole amount but they have still been used, was Baht 24.67
million and Baht 22.93 million, respectively.

4.11 Net of Other Assets
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s total assets were Baht 5.64 million and Baht 6.42 million,
			 respectively, under below details.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Advance and Others
Other Prepaid Expenses
Advance of Court Fee
Less Allowance for Impairment of Advance of Court Fee
Total

2017

4.67
0.97
37.85
(37.85)
5.64

3.41
3.01
40.88
(40.88)
6.42

4.12 Advanced Guarantee Fee Received
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s advanced guarantee fee received was Baht 2,169.26 million and
			 Baht 2,053.45 million, respectively, as per below details
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Received during the Period
Less Recorded to recognize revenue
Less Cancelled, decreased financial line, and proceeded legal action
Less Refunded to be fee subsidy for other projects paid by the
Government in lieu of SMEs
Advanced Guarantee Fee Received
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2017

2,053.45
4,216.28
(4,015.84)
(77.79)

2,227.96
4,079.85
(4,175.77)
(62.26)

(6.84)
2,169.26

(16.33)
2,053.45
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4.13 Governmental Fee Subsidy
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s governmental fee subsidy was Baht 224.17 million and Baht 340.44
			 million, respectively under below details.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Receipt of Governmental Fee Subsidy
Balance of Fee Subsidy from Closing of Project
Receipt of Fee in Return due to Non-Use of Financial Line
Less Transfer to be Advanced Fee Received
Transfer to be Loss Compensation for Other Projects under
Cabinet’s Resolution
Ending Balance
			
			
			
			

2017

340.44
2,227.33
1.63
6.84
(2,336.72)

1,396.26
88.81
16.33
(1,082.98)

(15.35)
224.17

(77.98)
340.44

As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s fee subsidy balance from closing PGS 2 Project for Baht 15.26 million, and
balance of fee subsidy from closing of Flood SME Bank 54 Project and Logistics, Franchise, and Direct Sales –
Logistics Port for Baht 0.09 million, were for loss compensation for Micro Entrepreneurs Project by Baht 15.35
million as loss compensation for Micro Entrepreneurs Projects.

4.14 Governmental Loss Compensation for PGS Projects

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Governmental Loss Compensation
Receipt of Balance of Fee Subsidy from Closing of PGS Projects
Receipt of Balance of Fee Subsidy from Closing of PGS 2 Project
Less Transfer of Governmental Compensation for Revenue Recognition
Ending Balance

2017

2,665.41
5,253.43
0.09
15.26
(3,393.90)
4,540.29

1,388.82
1,759.05
77.98
67.76
(628.20)
2,665.41

			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG transferred balance of loss compensation from closing of PGS Project to other
			 projects under Cabinet’s resolution.
4.15 Employee Benefit Obligations
			 TCG’s employee benefit obligation after retirement pursuant to labor law included the following details.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Provisions of Employee Benefits (Past Benefits)
Add Service Cost of Employee Benefits during the Period
Interest of Employee Benefits during the Period
Less Decrease in Service Cost of Employee Benefits during the Period
Total

2017

43.94
7.13
0.87
(3.82)
48.12

39.67
6.05
0.76
(2.54)
43.94
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4.15 Employee Benefit Obligations (Continued)
			 Key assumptions of actuarial science-based provisions could be summarized as follows.
2018

Average Discount Rate per Annum (Percent)
Average Rate of Discount-Based Future Salary
Increase per Annum (Percent)
Employee Turnover Rate (Percent)
Death Rate
Retirement
			
			
			
			
			

2017

2.63

1.94

6.50
3.25
6.54
10.77
Table of Thai Mortality 2018 Table of Thai Mortality 2017
60 Years
60 Years

Analysis on Sensitivity of Key Calculation Assumption
TCG’s provisions of employee benefits were sensitive for the change in assumptions applied in the
calculation of the change in each assumption related to actuarial science-based provisions that may be
reasonably possible as at 31 December 2018. It deemed that other assumptions are unchanged and the
defined benefit obligations will be affected in the following amount.
Unit : Million Baht
Increase (Decrease) in Provisions
31 December 2018

Discount Rate
Increase for 1%
Decrease for 1%
Future Salary Increase Rate
Increase for 1%
Decrease for 1%
Employee Turnover Rate
Increase for 1%
Decrease for 1%
Future Mortality Rate
Increase for 1 Year
Decrease for 1 Year

39.59
47.61
43.41
43.12
39.40
44.53
43.51
43.10

			Analysis on Maturity of Benefit Payment
			 Below table indicates the data of weighted average benefit payment duration for employee benefit program
			 and maturity period of benefit payment calculated from employee benefit program-based obligations which
			 have been expected to be paid in the future prior-discounting.
Unit : Million Baht
Employee Benefit Expected for Payment
31 December 2018

Portion Expected for Payment in Year 1
Portion Expected for Payment in Year 2 – Year 5
Portion Expected for Payment in Year 6 – Year 10
Portion
Expected forBenefit
Payment
in Year 11(Continued)
– Year 15
4.15 Employee
Obligations
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8.11
11.77
37.90
45.75
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4.16 Compensatory Security Reserves

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Add Amount Appropriated for Reserves during the Period
Governmental Loss Compensation for PGS
Adjusted and Cancelled Compensation Payment of Previous Period
Less Compensatory Security during the Period
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS Logistics and
Franchise at the time of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS FLOOD SME
Bank 2011 Project at the time of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS by Financial
Institution 1 (5 Years) at the time of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS 2 at the time
of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS 3 at the time
of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves for PGS 4 at the time
of Project Expiration
Balance of Compensatory Security Reserves PGS by
Financial Institution 2 (5 Years) at the time of Project Expiration
Decrease in Reserve during the Period
Ending Balance
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

6,861.35
6,036.02
1,242.32
7.98
14,147.67
(5,804.82)

2017

6,341.39
5,459.87
1,576.13
1.02
13,378.41
(5,979.54)

(11.78)

-

(6.13)

-

(9.02)

-

(1.63)

(234.06)

(8.41)

-

(13.01)

-

(8.58)
(428.32)
7,855.97

(303.46)
6,861.35

As at 31 December 2018, compensatory security reserves are cashes of which TCG appropriated reserves
according to the criteria and responsibility prescribed in credit guarantee criteria for each type of project and
they were recorded as expense in the period that the reserve was appropriated. TCG appropriated reserve in
part with guarantee obligation (Note 4.22) particularly for the former projects that have been sub-standard
classified debtors and below.
Compensatory security reserves have been classified according to the type of guarantee and debt
classification, consisting of the appropriation of compensatory security reserves for normal projects in the
amount of Baht 1,335.67 million, and Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Projects in the amount of Baht
6,520.30 million as per below details.
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4.16 Compensatory Security Reserves (Continued)

Unit : Million Baht
PGS Projects for 2018
TCG Projects

Normal
Projects

PGS-Non
PSA

Beginning Balance
1,596.58 886.49
Add Compensatory Security Reserves during the Period 229.45 838.70
Appropriation of Compensatory Security
Reserves – Loss Compensation for
Governmental Projects
Reserve from Cancellation of Payment of
Compensatory Security of Previous Period
5.00
Less Compensatory Security Paid during the Period
(67.03) (623.94)
Decrease in Reserves during the Period
(428.32)
Reserve from Guarantee Scheme Expiration
(17.60)
Ending Balance
1,335.67 1,083.65

Government Policy Projects
(PGS-PSA)
Governmental Non-Governmental
Loss
Loss
Compensation
Compensation

4,249.65
4,943.34

128.63
49.17

1,242.32

-

2.98
(5,080.39)
(24.64)
(23.75)
5,309.51

-

Total

6,861.35
6,060.66
1,242.32

7.98
(32.78) (5,804.14)
(452.97)
(17.88)
(59.23)
127.14 7,855.97
Unit : Million Baht

PGS Projects for 2017
TCG Projects
Normal
Projects

Beginning Balance
Add Compensatory Security Reserves during the Period
Appropriation of Compensatory Security
Reserves – Loss Compensation for
Governmental Projects
Reserve from Cancellation of Payment of
Compensatory Security of Previous Period
Less Compensatory Security Paid during the Period
Decrease in Reserves during the Period
Reserve from Guarantee Scheme Expiration
Ending Balance
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1,869.94
146.94
-

PGS-Non
PSA

582.58
928.55
-

1.00
(117.85) (624.64)
(303.45)
1,596.58 886.49

Government Policy Projects
(PGS-PSA)
Governmental Non-Governmental
Loss
Loss
Compensation
Compensation

3,637.71
4,302.61
1,576.13
(5,008.11)
(24.65)
(234.04)
4,249.65

251.15
106.42
-

Total

6,341.38
5,484.52
1,576.13

1.00
(228.94) (5,979.54)
(328.10)
(234.04)
128.63 6,861.35
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			 1. Normal Projects. TCG has appropriated compensatory security equaling to net guarantee obligation in the
				 rate of 100% as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018
Guarantee
Obligation

Pass Classified
Special Mention Classified
Sub-Standard Classified
Doubtful Classified
Doubtful Loss Classified
Total

1,993.61
167.51
111.67
201.30
2,533.07
5,007.16

2017

Appropriation of
Compensatory Security
Reserves Equaling to Net
Guarantee Obligation**

57.54
97.89
1,180.24
1,335.67

Guarantee
Obligation

2,577.81
230.48
84.17
163.47
2,671.87
5,727.80

Appropriation of
Compensatory Security
Reserves Equaling to Net
Guarantee Obligation**

36.78
74.84
1,484.96
1,596.58

				 ** Net guarantee obligation means guarantee obligation after deduction of collateral value plus interest
					 applied in reserve appropriation calculated from the payment criteria of compensatory security according
					 to the type of guarantee (Note 3.8).
			 2. Portfolio Guarantee Scheme (PGS) Projects. TCG has appropriated guarantee obligation and compensatory
				 security reserves as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
Guarantee Obligation
2018
2017

Pass Classified
Special Mention Classified
Sub-Standard Classified
Doubtful Classified
Doubtful Loss Classified
Total
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

302,916.52
20,095.89
5,065.17
6,199.72
39,550.89
373,828.19

283,453.07
20,124.31
5,181.34
6,269.52
33,111.97
348,140.21

As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG appropriated reserves according to the criteria as prescribed in credit
guarantee policy (Note 3.8) as compensatory security reserves for total of Baht 7,855.97 million and Baht
6,861.35 million, respectively. For RP Project, it is the project responsible by TCG in payment of compensatory
security in the determined loss rate but not over than guarantee obligation. The amount required for
provisions is derived from total liability obligations deducted with net sold collateral value. Then, the
occurred loss is defined in order to be applied for provision of compensatory security reserves. As at 31
December 2018 and 2017, TCG appropriated reserve for RP Project in the amount of Baht 973.64 million and
Baht 1,164.13 million, respectively.
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4.17 Other Liabilities

Unit : Million Baht
2018

Other Payables for Advanced Payment Received
Guarantee Fee Paid by the Government in lieu of SMEs and Waiting
for Refund to Clients
Other Payables
Accrued Bonus
Accrued Expenses
Total

2017

-

41.92
11.33
34.55
65.89
7.76
119.53

16.18
17.62
72.35
8.13
156.20

4.18 Share Capital
			 In accordance with Small Industry Credit Guarantee Corporation Act B.E. 2534 (1991), it stipulates that TCG
			 shall have initial capital of Baht 400 million whereas the Ministry of Finance holds 25% of shares and other
			 shareholders hold for 75% of shares. Since 2000 onwards, TCG was considered for periodical capital increase.
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s total registered ordinary shares have been 68,399,467 shares with 100 Baht
			 per share of par value, consisting of issued and fully paid-up shares for 67,024,730 shares in total amount of
			 Baht 6,702.47 million under below chronology.
Unit : Million Baht
Initial capital in 1991
400.00
Capital increase on 3 July 2000 for 40 million shares at 100 Baht per share
4,000.00
Capital increase on 30 July 2008 for 3,024,730 shares at 100 Baht per share
302.47
Capital increase on 14 October 2009 for 20 million shares at 100 Baht per share
2,000.00
Total Issued and Called Capital
6,702.47
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s proportion of shareholding by the Ministry of Finance as its major shareholder
			 has been 95.49% of called capital.
4.19 Other Compositions of Shareholders’ Equity
			 As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, unrealized profit (loss) from value adjustment of private fund investment
			 to be fair value was Baht (73.45) million and Baht 116.89 million, respectively.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Unrealized Profit (Loss) from Investment Value Adjustment
during the Period
Ending Balance
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2017

116.89

39.98

(190.34)
(73.45)

76.91
116.89
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4.20 Legal Capital Reserves
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s legal capital reserves were Baht 296.02 million. TCG retained reserves at
			 the rate of 10% of annual net profit according to TCG’s Regulation on Clause 77 of Reserve and Dividend
			Section.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Balance
Appropriated Profit during the Period
Ending Balance

2017

236.51
59.51
296.02

168.70
67.81
236.51

4.21 Dividend Paid
			 The General Meeting of Shareholders of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation No. 26/2018 on 5 April 2018
			 resolved to approve dividend payment from 2017 overall operation at payout ratio of 3.92 Baht per share for
			 67,024,730 shares in total amount of Baht 262.74 million. The dividend has already been paid on 9 April 2018
			 under resolution of the General Meeting of Shareholders.
4.22 Guarantee Obligation of Small Scale Industry Credit
			 The operation for guarantee of small scale industry credit for the year ended 31 December 2018 and 2017
			 was as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Beginning Guarantee Obligations
Increase during the Period
Decrease during the Period
Ending Guarantee Obligations
Compensatory Security Reserves (Note 4.16)
			
			
			
			
			
			

353,868.01
88,672.75
442,540.76
(68,712.57)
373,828.19
7,855.97

2017

331,017.20
86,543.78
417,560.98
(63,692.97)
353,868.01
6,861.35

As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s guarantee obligations were Baht 373,828.19 million, classifying into the
guarantee of the normal projects for Baht 5,007.16 million and guarantee obligations of PGS projects for Baht
368,821.03 million (Note 4.16). Compensatory security reserves for the said guarantee obligations were
retained for Baht 7,855.97 million.
As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG appropriated compensatory security reserves for contingent loss from
guarantee obligations for Baht 7,855.97 million and Baht 6,861.35 million, respectively (Note 4.16).
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4.23 Long-Term Lease Obligation
			 TCG’s lease obligation for the portion that was due for payment according to the period of time from the
			 date in Statement of Financial Position as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018
Transaction

Not over than 1 year

Property/Plant Lease
Vehicle Lease
รว Total ม

From 1 - 5 years

6.04
2.74
8.78

Total

2.33
4.97
7.30

8.37
7.71
16.08

6.60
4.33

14.46
8.73
0.16
23.35

2017

Property/Plant Lease
Vehicle Lease
Computer Lease
Total

7.86
4.40
0.16
12.42

10.93

4.24 Significant Financial Position and Overall Operation under Transaction Classification
			4.24.1 Financial Position under Transaction Classification
2018

Total Assets
Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
Advanced Guarantee Fee Received
Fee Subsidy from Government
Governmental Fee Subsidy and Loss Compensation for PGS Projects

23,625.94
165.64
22,556.22
2,169.26
224.17
4,540.29

			4.24.2 Overall Operation under Transaction Classification

Unit : Million Baht
2017

20,647.45
468.57
16,988.20
2,053.45
340.44
2,665.41
Unit : Million Baht

For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Revenue form Interest (Note 4.25)
Revenue from Guarantee Fee
Compensatory Security
Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts
Net Revenue from Interest and Guarantee Fee
Revenue from Compensation under Public Service Account
Compensatory Security under Public Service Account
Other Operating Revenues (Note to 4.26 and 4.27)
Other Operating Expenses
Operating Profit
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243.74
5,873.23
189.15
(5,513.35)
792.77
1,242.32
(1,242.32)
275.20
(472.92)
595.05

259.51
5,393.38
822.12
(5,824.84)
650.17
1,576.13
(1,576.13)
467.88
(439.94)
678.11
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4.25 Revenue from Interest

Unit : Million Baht
For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Investment
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
under Public Service Account
Total

7.31
138.17
14.11

14.11
95.01
30.08

84.15
243.74

120.31
259.51

4.26 Net Investment Gain

Unit : Million Baht
For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Revenue from Private Fund Management
Less Fund Management Expense
Net Investment Gain

185.29
(5.81)
179.48

4.27 Other Operating Expenses

425.15
(5.42)
419.73
Unit : Million Baht

For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Gain from Asset Disposal
Bad Debt Received in Return
Revenue from Operation of PGS 2 Project
Revenue from Operation of PGS 3 Project
Revenue from Operation of PGS 4 Project
Revenue from Operation of Financial Institution Phase 1 (5 Years) Project
Revenue from Operation of Financial Institution Phase 2 (5 Years) Project
Revenue from Operation of FLOOD SME Bank Project
Revenue from Operation of Logistics, Franchise, and Direct
Sales – Logistics Port Project
Revenue from Fee of Cancellation, Financial Limit Decrease,
Guarantee and Acceptance of Juristic Act
Other Incomes from Compensatory Security Payment Fee under
Government Projects
Other Incomes from Issuance Fee of Letter of Guarantee (FNF)
Other Incomes from Money Received more than 1 Year without
issuance of receipt
Other Incomes from Free Fee in the first year of Non-Moving PGS 1 Project
Other Incomes
Total

-

1.05

-

8.41
13.01
9.02
8.58
6.13

-

11.78

-

10.22
1.66
6.69
-

16.22
2.95
95.72

0.84
25.56

7.99
23.39
2.17
0.98
60.93
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4.28 Net Compensatory Security

Unit : Million Baht
For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Compensatory Security Appropriated for Reserve during the Period
Less Compensatory Security Paid during the Period
Decrease in Reserve during the Period
Net Compensatory Security (Revenue)

6,043.99
(5,804.82)
(428.32)
(189.15)

4.29 Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts - Net

5,459.87
(5,978.53)
(303.46)
(822.12)
Unit : Million Baht

For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Bad Debts
Doubtful Accounts – Net of Compensatory Security Loan
Doubtful Accounts – Net of Other Assets
Total

64.02
5,452.36
(3.03)
5,513.35

4.30 Other Expenses

101.79
5,720.58
2.47
5,824.84
Unit : Million Baht

For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Operating Expenses
- Advertising, Publicizing and Business Development Expense
- Legal Proceedings Expense
- Other Operating Expenses
Travelling Expense
Professional Service Fee
Other Expenses
Total

58.36
30.03
26.21
2.12

56.91
27.13
29.15
0.63

6.35
1.53
22.15
88.39

4.31 Remuneration of Key Corporate Executives

6.62
2.61
21.50
87.64
Unit : Million Baht

For the Year Ended
31 December 2018 31 December 2017

Executive Remuneration
Total

19.49
19.49

23.83
23.83

			 The executive remuneration means the remuneration both in monetary and non-monetary forms paid to
			 the Director and President, and the first three executives counting from the Director and President according
			 to Thai Accounting Standard TAS 24 (Revised 2016) of Related Party Disclosure.
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TCG has complied with Thai Accounting Standard TAS 19 (Revised 2018) of Employee Benefits by recording
to recognize long-term benefits of the executives which include the retired employee benefits according to
Labor Law and rule of TCG’s human resource management welfare. The long-term executive benefits for the
year ended 31 December 2018 was Baht 0.50 million. As at 31 December 2018, total obligation of long-term
executive benefits was Baht 4.43 million.

4.32 Quick  Assets
			 Quick assets of TCG means deposits or quick and secure financial instruments which shall be maintained by
			 TCG for operating sufficiency and ability to support payment of compensatory security. They consist of all
			 types of deposits, certificate of deposit, promissory notes, bill of exchange, bond, treasury bill, money market
			 with indifferent risk of invested instruments from scope of TCG investment, and other financial instruments
			 approved from TCG Board. The remaining term of the aforesaid deposits and financial instruments shall not
			 be over than 3 years. However, the investment in equity instrument is prohibited.
			Source of Capital and Use of Capital
			 TCG’s source of liquidity is from guarantee fee, fee subsidy and loss compensation of governmental projects,
			 interest received from investment, receipt of compensatory security return and other revenues. Source of
			 use of capital is the payment of compensatory security, operating expense and investment expense whereas
			 TCG defines the framework of liquidity maintenance pursuant to the policy prescribed by the Investment
			 Management Committee. As at 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s source of capital and use of capital were
			 as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Source of Capital
Guarantee Fee
Fee Subsidy and Loss Compensation of Governmental Projects
Private Fund
Total Investment Received
Use of Capital
Project Loss Compensation
Guarantee Fee Subsidy of Governmental Project
Total Capital Used

2017

4,070.99
7,480.76
9,837.50
21,389.25

5,206.51
1,759.05
10,148.36
17,113.92

9,198.05
2,336.72
11,534.77

5,979.54
781.57
6,761.11
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4.33 Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities Measured with Fair Value
			 Table of balance of financial assets classified by the remaining term of the contract as at 31 December 2018
			 and 2017 was as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018
Not over than
1 month

Assets
Net Bank and Money Market
Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
Debtor Guarantee Compensation
Given to Financial Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation
Given to Financial Institution under
Public Service Account
Total Financial Assets

Over than 1 month Over than 3
but not over
months but not
than 3 months over than 1 year

165.64
-

-

-

-

165.64

-

6,271.28
6,271.28

Over than 1
year

Total

16,284.94

165.64
22,556.22

7,721.65

7,721.65

29,763.23
53,769.82

29,763.23
60,206.74

Unit : Million Baht
2017
Not over than
1 month

Assets
Net Bank and Money Market
Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
Debtor Guarantee Compensation
Given to Financial Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation
Given to Financial Institution under
Public Service Account
Total Financial Assets

Over than 1 month Over than 3
but not over
months but not
than 3 months over than 1 year

0.12
101.85

468.45
492.84

-

-

101.97

-

6,704.06
-

961.29

6,704.06

Over than 1
year

Total

9,689.45

468.57
16,988.20

7,114.46

7,114.46

24,918.06
41,721.97

24,918.06
49,489.29

			 Table of average balance and interest amount for interest-bearing financial instruments of TCG for the year
			 ended 31 December 2018 and 2017 was as follows.
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Unit : Million Baht
2018
Average
Balance

Interest-Bearing Financial Assets
Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial
Institution
Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial
Institution under Public Service Account
Total Financial Assets

2017
Average
Interest
Rate
(Percent)

Interest
Amount

165.64
7.31
22,556.22 138.17
7,721.65

14.11

29,763.23 84.15
60,206.74 243.74

Average
Balance

Interest
Amount

Average
Interest
Rate
(Percent)

0.45
468.57
1.72 16,988.20

14.11
95.01

1.00
1.47

7.50

30.08

7.50

7.50 24,918.06 120.31
49,489.29 259.51

7.50

7,114.46

			 Financial assets which were measured with fair value as at 31 December 2018 and 2017 were as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018
Book Value
Fair Value

Financial Assets
Cash
Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Temporary Investment – Bond and Fixed Deposit
Temporary Investment - Private Fund Investment
Total

0.08
165.64
12,718.72
9,764.05
22,648.49

2017
Book Value
Fair Value

0.08
165.64
12,722.30
9,837.50
22,725.52

0.09
468.57
6,824.04
10,031.47
17,324.17

0.09
468.57
6,824.04
10,148.36
17,441.06

			 Level of fair value of financial instrument of which realized fair value was measured as at 31 December 2018
			 and 31 December 2017 was as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
31 December 2018

Financial Assets
Net Bank and Money Market Inter-Transaction
Net Investment
- Deposit
- Bond
- Private Fund Investment
Total

Tier 1

Tier 2

165.64

-

31 December 2017

Total

Tier 1

Tier 2

165.64

468.57

-

12,694.86 12,694.86
9,837.50 9,837.50
165.64 22,532.36 22,698.00

Total

468.57

3,390.00 3,390.00
3,434.04 3,434.04
10,148.36 10,148.36
468.57 16,972.40 17,440.97
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4.34 Basic Earnings per Share
			 TCG’s basic earnings per share for the year ended 31 December 2018 and 2017 were as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018

Net Profit (Unit : Million Baht)
Divide Number of Weighted Average Sold and Paid-Up Ordinary
Shares (Unit : Million Shares)
Basic Earnings per Share (Unit : Baht)

2017

595.05

678.11

67.02
8.88

67.02
10.12

			 TCG had none of decreasing earnings per share.
4.35 Public Service Account
			 As 31 December 2018 and 2017, TCG’s summary information for public service account was as follows.
Unit : Million Baht
2018
2017
Assets and Liabilities
Assets
Net Debtor Guarantee Compensation Given to Financial Institution
under Public Service Account
- Portion of Non-Governmental Compensation Loss
1,034.96
1,010.21
- Portion of Governmental Compensation Loss
28,728.27
23,907.86
Receivables Waiting for Governmental Compensation under Public
Service Account
771.27
3,044.42
Total Assets
30,534.50
27,962.49
Liabilities
Governmental Subsidy of Guarantee Fee (Note 4.13)
224.17
340.44
Governmental Compensation of Project Loss (Note 4.14)
4,540.29
2,665.41
Total Liabilities
4,764.46
3,005.85
Revenues and Expenses
Revenue from Public Service Account
Revenue from Interest – Debtor Guarantee Compensation
Given to Financial Institution under Public Service Account
84.15
120.31
Other Incomes
56.91
21.57
Revenue from Guarantee Fee under Public Service Account
4,990.85
4,409.02
Revenue from Compensation under Public Service Account
1,242.32
1,576.13
Total Revenues from Public Service Account
6,374.23
6,127.03
Add Compensatory Security
143.00
852.67
Less Compensatory Security under Public Service Account
(1,242.32)
(1,576.13)
Less Operating Expenses
(397.14)
(357.58)
Less Bad Debts and Doubtful Accounts for Public Service Account
(4,883.11)
(5,124.77)
Total Expenses under Public Service Account
(6,379.57)
(6,205.81)
Operating Loss
(5.34)
(78.78)
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4.35 Public Service Account (Continued)
			 The expense from public service account is the expense allocation based on account and proportion of each
			 project’s guarantee obligation as at the ending date of each accounting year.
4.36 Overall Operation of PGS Projects under Public Service Accounts
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s PCG Project under Public Service Account which has been started for
			 guarantee since 2009 and the project term was expired in 2018 included 7 projects consisting of PGS 2, PGS 3,
			 PGS 4, Financial Institution Phase 1 (5 Years), Financial Institution Phase 2 (5 Years), Flood SME Bank 54, and
			 Logistics, Franchise. The variance of accumulated paid compensatory security was paid lesser than
			 accumulated guarantee fee as at expiry date of guarantee term of total projects in the amount of Baht 56.93
			 million. According to the agreement entered by TCG with the lending financial institution, if the project of
			 which variance of accumulated paid compensatory security is paid lesser than accumulated guarantee as at
			 expiry date of the project guarantee term, TCG shall pay return on investment to the lending financial
			 institution in the rate of 50% of variance from 7 projects. In 2018, TCG paid return to the financial institution
			 under agreement for Baht 16.04 million.
4.37 Contingent Liabilities
			 As at 31 December 2018, TCG’s contingent liabilities particularly with essence included being sued for civil
			 case in the amount as sued by the plaintiff for Baht 45.95 million whereas the case has been under the court
			consideration.
4.38 Approval of Financial Statements
			 TCG Board approved the issuance of these financial statements on 28 February 2019.
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Other Significant Social Activities and Roles
Public and Private Agency Relationship Building Activities
TCG held the meeting with National Science and Technology Development
Agency (NSTDA) to discuss the preparedness and advancement on TTRS
Model (Technological Assessment Model) application acquired from
implementation of Knowledge Sharing Program (KSP) with PGS Start-up &
Innovation of TCG to assist the entrepreneurs in technology and innovation
group for accessibility to financial sources.

TCG in collaboration with the experts from National Science and
Technology Development Agency (NSTDA) visited and interviewed SMEs
entrepreneurs that have technology and innovation for technological
potential assessment using TTRS Model. Eight SMEs entrepreneurs in the
group of Manufacturing and ICT Sectors.

TCG organized activity for creation of awareness creation and stimulation
of total credit guarantee of Startup & Innovation Project whereas it is the
integration of collaborations between TCG and Department of Business
Development, Ministry of Commerce, National Science and Technology
Development Agency (NSTDA), National Food Institute, Ministry of Industry.
TCG also invited financial institutions to participate in acceptance of credit
application inside the event. The said financial institutions include
Government Savings Bank, SME Development Bank of Thailand, Krung Thai
Bank, Kasikornbank, and Siam Commercial Bank, under high interest of the
entrepreneurs in participation of the said activity.

TCG in collaboration with support on organizing “Success Formula from
SMEs Business toward International Trade Seminar” Activity organized by New
Economy Academy, Department of International Trade Promotion, Ministry
of Finance, was the guest speaker to lecture and introduce credit guarantee
schemes of TCG to create the entrepreneur’s awareness on TCG.
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TCG jointly supported and exhibited booth of “Thai Taste Expo 2018: Top
of Science and Art of Thai Foods and Goods” Event organized by National
Food Institute, Ministry of Industry.

TCG jointly supported training program on “Sufficiency Economy Enterprise
Development Course – Batch 4 (SEED 4)”, and lectured on “Access to Financial
sources”, organized by Thai Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade of
Thailand. The trainer is the Chairman of the Provincial Young Entrepreneur
Chamber of Commerce (YEC) nationwide.

TCG jointly supported and exhibited booth for activity in giving knowledge
and financial advice on Big Brother (Season 2) Project to reinforce financial
knowledge for the entrepreneurs.

TCG participated in opening ceremony of “Franchise Business Management
Quality Standard Upgrade Project” and exhibited booth inside the event of
“Local Franchise Roadmap” Seminar organized by Department of Business
Development, Ministry of Commerce.
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TCG countersigned on MOA on Cooperative Development of Central Data
for SME Promotion Integration (Web Portal) or SME ONE Website between
Office of Small and Medium Enterprise Promotion and Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation

TCG participated in the event of press conference on organizing the event
of “Regional Smart Startup 2018: Opportunity toward New Era Business”
organized by Department of Business Development, Ministry of Commerce.

TCG countersigned on MOA on Cooperative Promotion and Support
on Small and Medium Enterprises Entrepreneurs, with Thai Chamber of
Commerce. The 24 private companies, public, the private sector financial
institutions, and academic institutions, also countersigned to support Thailand
Smart Center for development of entrepreneurs which are networks of Thai
Chamber of Commerce and Provincial Chamber of Commerce nationwide.

TCG participated in Presentation Activity of RISMEP Project Achievements
under concept of “Forward Together for Sustainability Creation” and
participated in ceremony of intention declaration for cooperation between
alliance agencies.

TCG participated in press conference of success from implementation
of Big Brother (Season 2) Project which is the cooperation between public
and private sector agencies to be the supporting company in enhancement
of essential skills and body of knowledge in business operation for SMEs
entrepreneurs.
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TCG organized the activity of “TCG Service Demand Survey and TCG
Client’s Business Visit in Collaboration with Fiscal Policy Office (FPO)” by
bringing the delegation of Fiscal Policy Office (FPO) to visit the businesses
of the entreprenuers that are TCG clients in Bangkok Metropolitan Region
area for hearing the business operation, problems and obstacles to be credit
guarantee product improvement or development infromation to increasingly
meet client demand, and build good relationship with agencies that govern
TCG.
TCG organized knowledge enhancement activity for the entrepreneurs in
various groups, and studied and endeavored to grasph the entreprenuer’s
demand in order to seek for the guideline of appropriate assistance on
accessibility to financial sources. TCG in collaboration with public agencies
such as Ministry of Science and Technology, Ministry of Commerce, Ministry
of Digital Economy and Society, and Ministry of Industry, including private
agencies, such as Thai Chamber of Commerce, and Board of Trade of Thailand,
Federation of Thai Industries, and Tourism Council of Thailand, was the guest
speaker and exhibited booth for giving knowledge to the entrepreneurs.
TCG organized the activity of “Knowledge Provision to SMEs in
Collaboration with Public or Private Agencies” in collaboration with the
related public agencies that have policies in consistency with TCG in building
new client base in accordance with promotion and development policy
for driving with innovation and learning to be the strong and competitive
entrepreneurs. TCG participated as part of lecturing and giving information
to SMEs in Micro group and Small group all over every region of the country.
This is an activity of which branch offices are invited from cooperative party
agencies in the area to give counsel or give knowledge to SMEs entrepreneurs.
In last 2018, this activity was organized for 32 times with a total of 2,352
participants and 453 counsel receivers.
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TCG organized the activity of “Business Development Cooperation with
Cooperative Party Agencies” by participating in booth exihibition in training/
seminar event, and attending the meeting with public or private agencies
to give information regarding TCG and credit guarantee schemes, and give
advice to SMEs entrepreneurs. In 2018, the activity was organized for 144
activities nationwide wiith a total of 2,299 participating entrepreneurs.

Activities in Establishing Relationship with Credit Granting Institutions
TCG joined the activity with Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited
in opening ceremony of “Krungthai Persuasion for Thailand Travel” Event
whereas Mr. Apichart Jirawoot, the advisor of the Tourism and Sports
Minister, chaired the opening ceremony. Such event is the cooperation of
business alliance between Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited, Thai
Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), SME Development Bank of Thailand,
and Thai Federation of Provincial Tourist Associations TFOPTA), to lead the
leading travel agencies, hotels, boats, restaurants, and amusement parks
for offering highest discount up to 70%, and participating in exhibition of
booth by the team of Branch Administration Department, Bangkok Branch
Office, Marketing & Product Development Department of TCG at BITEC
Exhibition and Convention Centre, Bangna, during 10 - 12 August 2018.

TCG held forum activity for clarification and discussion with SMEs Business
Development Club under Thai Bankers Association to discuss on the matter
of single account progress, Financial literacy (Thai Bankers Association), and
monitor operating result of PGS SME Prosperity Fund (PGS6 - Revised) at
conference room of the Board, 18th Floor at TCG on 22 January 2018.
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TCG held a forum activity for discussion with 17 alliance banks in total, to
exercise the criteria and practice of credit schemes for Transformation Loan
in Strengthening (Soft Loan for Machinery Replacement Phase 2) at Saranrom
Conference Room, Building 1, 3rd Floor, Government Savings Bank, Head
Office, Bangkok on 23 January 2018.

TCG organized a forum activity for discussion with 17 alliance banks in
total, to brainstorm for preparedness of credit guarantee schemes for PGS
Phase 7 and PGS Micro Entrepreneur Phase 3 for assisting SMEs via PGS
Projects of TCG at conference room of the Board, 18th Floor, Charn Issara
Tower 2, TCG Head Office on 31 January 2018.

TCG joined the activity of “KBANK Franchise Expo 2018” Event of
Kasikornbank Public Company Limited. The purpose of activity organizing
is to promote and support the SMEs entrepreneurs that are interested to
start their business with franchise or SMEs business that requires for business
expansion with franchise. The leading franchise brands were met inside
the event. In addition, seminar was organized to give knowledge and give
counsel from public and private agencies at BCC HALL, 5th Floor, Central
Plaza Ladprao on 9 February 2018.

TCG joined the activity with Krungthai Bank Public Company Limited
in the event of launching KTB-sSME Thong Fah Pracharath Shop Credit to
support the entrepreneurs that participate in Thong Fah Pracharath Projects
in total financial line of Baht 2,000 million for use as working capital in
business, contributing to reduction of cash management cost, enhancement
of business potential, and more access to financial services whereas TCG is
the guarantor of full line, at Head Office of Krung Krungthai Public Company
Limited on 16 February 2018.
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TCG joined the activity in giving business knowledge to SMEs Startup
entrepreneurs in “The 1st GSB Symposium for Startups #1 Conservative Saving
2018” Event, organized by Government Savings Bank to give knowledge and
create inspiration for business doing for SME Startup or new generation that
starts up new business to initiate new idea and apply wisdom for his/her
local or hometown development, career creation, income generation in
locality under “Tiger returns its settlement, Lion returns its cave (Seua
Keun Thin, Singha Keun Tham)”. Moreover, TCG also participated in booth
exhibition for giving counsel in preparedness prior to application for
credit from financial institution in order to promote and support SMEs
entrepreneurs to be more accessible to formal financial sources, at Ballroom,
4th Floor, Conrad Bangkok Hotel on 14 March 2018.

TCG joined the activity with Government Savings Bank to be guest speaker
to give knowledge, exercise the understanding on credit guarantee schemes
of TCG for the executives and credit officers of Government Savings Bank.
The objective is to carry forward and stimulate total of PGS SMEs Prosperity
Fund (PGS6) – Revised Project, and Start–up & Innovation Project, at
Watergate Ballroom BC, 6th Floor, Amari Watergate Bangkok Hotel on 4 June
2018

TCG organized the activity of discussion meeting with top executives of
TISCO Bank Public Company Limited, to discuss the guideline of guarantee form for hire-purchase/leasing-type rent credit. The objective is to assist
SMEs to be granted for hire-purchase credit/leasing-type lease credit, at
conference room, 17th Floor, Room A, Head Office of TISCO Bank Building on
7 June 2018.
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TCG organized the activity of clarificaiton meeting for details of PGS SMEs
Prosperity Property (PGS7) in credit guarantee line of Baht 150,000 million,
and PGS Micro Entrepreneurs Phase 3 in credit guarantee line of Baht 15,000
million, for executives and teams of 17 financial institutions in total to
reinforce the finanical institution’s confidence of credit granting to SMEs
under guarantee of TCG for mutual economic economic stimulation focusing
on marketing particularly in segmentation, governmental mesaure support,
and assistance on support every level of SMEs to access financial sources, at
Grand Ballroom, Radisson Blu Hotel on 3 August 2018.

TCG organized the activity of “TCG Credit Guarantee Measure 2018” to
carry forward two new projects of “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme for SMEs
Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project”, and “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme for
Micro for Occupation Creation (MICRO3) Project” in financial line of the
Projects for Baht 150,000 million, and Baht 15,000 million, respectively,
to reinforce the confidence of the executives and credit officers of the
financial institutions for mutual economic stimulation focusing on
marketing particularly in segmentation, governmental measure support, and
assistance on supporting every level of SMEs to access financial sources.
Mrs. Tassanee Tangpattanasiri, Deputy
Director of Bank of Thailand,
Northeastern Office, delivered
special lecture on “BOT Viewpoint
toward Supporting SMEs” at Pullman
Khon Kaen Raja Orchid Hotel on 11
September 2018,
TCG organized the activity of “TCG Credit Guarantee Measure 2018” to
carry forward two new projects of “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme for SMEs
Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project”, and “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme for
Micro for Occupation Creation (MICRO3) Project” in financial line of the
Projects for Baht 150,000 million, and Baht 15,000 million, respectively,
to reinforce the confidence of the executives and credit officers of the
financial institutions for mutual economic stimulation focusing on marketing
particularly in segmentation, governmental measure support, and assistance
on supporting every level of SMEs to access financial sources. Mr. Nanthawat
Sanglor, the Director of Bank of Thailand, Northern Office, delivered special
lecture on “BOT Viewpoint toward Supporting SMEs” at Shangri-La Hotel,
Chiang Mai on 14 September 2018.
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TCG organized the activity of “TCG Credit Guarantee Measure 2018”
for advancement of two new projects of “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme for
SMEs Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project” and “Portfolio Guarantee Scheme
for Micro for Occupation Creation (MICRO3)” in finanical line of the Project
for Baht 150,000 million and Baht 15,000 million, respectively, to reinforce
confidence to the executives, and credit officers of the finanical institutions
for mutual econonic stimulation, emphasizing on marketing of particular
segmentation, governmenal mesaure support, assistance on supporting every
level of SMEs to access financial sources. In this event, Mr. Theeraporn Srirat,
Deputy Director of Bank of Thailand, Southern Office, honored for special
lecture in the topic of “BOT Viewpoint toward Supporting SMEs” at Crystal
Hotel, Hat Yai, Song Khla Province on 21 September 2018.

TCG joined the activity of booth exhibition for giving advice to SMEs
entrepreneurs in GSB Smart SMEs START UP for Second Year Event organized
by Government Savings Bank to promote, support, and link marketing
channel, create body of knowledge, and create opportunity for growth and
market competitiveness of the potential SMEs Start up entrepreneurs, at
Queen Sirikit National Convention Center, Bangkok during 16-18 November
2018.

TCG joined the activity of booth exhibition in “Thailand Street Food By
GSB” Event organized by Government Savings Bank under cooperation of
executivese and team of Lower Southern Reginal Office of TCG in participation
of booth exhibition for publiclizing credit guarantee schemes of TCG to
micro SMEs entrepreneurs for more accessibility to financial sources at
Vachira Market, Songkhla Province during 20-22 November 2018.
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TCG organized the activity of “RM Network for Guarantee” as strategic
activity that is the link of relationship among TCG, RM and financial
institutions which are also business partners for mutual support by grouping
in each region to reinforce cooperation and recognize problems and
obstaclees occurred during working. In 2018, the activity was organized for 3
times with a total of 237 partcipants.

TCG organized the activity of “Visit/Meeting Attendance with Financial
Institutions” to give information regarding TCG and credit guarantee schemes,
clarify the crtieria of credit guarantee, service use procedure of TCG to the
executives and credit officers of the financial institutions, and reinforce
knowledge and understanding on the criteria of credit guarantee of TCG, and
stimulate more use of service. In 2018, the activity was held for 3,205 times
with a total of 13,326 participants.

TCG organized the activity of “Business Development in Colloboration
with Financial Institutions” by participating in exhibition of booth in training/
seminar event, touting for business in collaboration with financial institutions,
and holding the meeting with financial institutions to give information
regarding TCG and credit guarantee schemes, and giving counsel to SMEs
entrepreneurs. In 2018, the activity was held for 139 times nationwide with a
total of 16,220 participants and 1,746 counsel receivers.
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Foreign Agency Relationship Building Activities
TCG welcomed DCGF, Nepal Credit Guarantee Institution

Mr. Nitid Manoonporn, President, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
(TCG), and the Management Team jointly welcomed Mr. Ram Kumar
Acharya, Chairman (Secretary of Nepal Government), Deposit and Credit
Guarantee Fund (DCGF), and DCGF Group from Nepal in the occasion of visit
for field study of TCG credit guarantee system and opinion sharing in credit
guarantee aspect, at Conference Room, 18th Floor, TCG Head Office, on 29
January 2018.
TCG - Taiwan SMEG jointly shared guarantee knowledge

Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul, Chairman, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
(TCG), and the executives of TCG, welcomed Mr. Hsien-hao Tsai, Chairman
of the Board, and the executive from Taiwan Credit Guarantee Institution,
Small and Medium Enterprise Credit Guarantee Fund of Taiwan (Taiwan
SMEG), in the occasion of travel to Thailand to attend the conference on
Credit Supplementation System in Thailand for credit guarantee system
development and sharing of body of knowledge and experiences to promote
good relationship of two institutions, at TCG Head Office, Charn Issara Tower
2, on 29 March 2018.
TCG attended SMEs Seminar at Hanoi City

Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), attended the seminar of “Holistic
Empowerment of SMEs: How Public and Private Sectors Can Joy Hands to
Develop SMEs Landscape”, was the guest speaker in topic of “SMEs
Supporting infrastructure”, and attended the talk of “Collaboration between
public and private sectors in supporting development” organized by
Kasikornbank, at Hanoi City, Socialist Republic of Vietnam on 30 March 2018.
TCG – KOREG jointly shared experiences in The 8th WLC Project
– the Republic of Korea
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Mrs. Walailak Jittraprawat, Vice President, Business Process and Efficiency
Development Department, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), Leader
of TCG Delegation, and the Group, jointly shared knowledge and
experience in credit guarantee aspect in the 8th Working Level Council (WLC)
Conference between TCG and Korea Federation of Credit Guarantee
Foundations (KOREG, at Jeju City, the Republic of Korea. Mr. Ahn, Jae-Shin,
Head of Department, Management Strategy Department, KOREG, presided
over the conference. The objective of the conference is to share knowledge
and experience in credit guarantee, work process and business efficiency
development with digital technology, debt management, and credit
guarantee guideline, at Seogwipo KAL HOTEL, Jeju City, the Republic of
Korea, during 22-27 April 2018.
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Chairman of the Executive Committee – TCG Management
Team, attended the conference of AECM 2018 and field study
of credit guarantee system of VDB Credit Guarantee Institution
in Germany

Mr. Prasit Wasupath, Chairman of the Executive Committee, Thai Credit
Guarantee Corporation (TCG), and the TCG Board and top executives joined
the opening of Annual AECM Meeting 2018, The European Association of
Guarantee Institutions 2018. Ms. Teresa Czerwinska, Finance Minister of Poland,
chaired the ceremony opening, attended the special speech in topic of “Latest
developments of the SME policy of the EU” and seminar on “Best possible
support of SMEs’ access to finance” from top executives of guarantee
institutions from the Continent, and attended the seminar in topic of “The
analysis of guarantees: The supranational point of view, External impact
studies, Experiences of guarantee institutions and The SMEs’ point of view”,
whereas various bodies of knowledge in the aspect of guarantee experiences
and viewpoints were acquired, at Sofitel Victoria Warsaw Hotel, Poland, and
entered for field study on credit guarantee system of Association of German
Guarantee Banks (VERBAND DEUTSCHER BÜRGSCHAFTSBANKEN e.V. - VDB) at
Berlin, Germany, during 11-19 June 2018.
TCG – KODIT shared credit guarantee knowledge in
the 14th WLC Project

Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group, Thai
Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), together with the TCG Delegation,
welcomed Mr. Jea Teak Oh, Department Head, Performance Management
Department, Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KODIT) and its Delegation in
the occasion of visiting TCG Head Office, and attended the conference for
knowledge and exchange sharing in credit guarantee, guarantee product
management, and business management, etc., in the 14th Working Level
Council (WLC) Project, at TCG Head Office during last 18-19 June 2018.

TCG joined Knowledge Sharing and Personnel Development
Project in Japan

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) delivered the Delegation by
Mr. Pattanapong Vongsavan, Assistant Vice President, Corporate Strategy
Development, and Mr. Savutti Chanepradit, the Manager, Product
Development Section, Marketing and Product Development, attended
“Knowledge Sharing and Personnel Development Project” at Japan Finance
Corporation (JFC) in Japan, to study credit guarantee system development for
such Project. It is sharing of body of knowledge in credit guarantee and personnel development between TCG and five core agencies in supporting Japanese
SMEs entrepreneurs, on 9-12 July 2018.
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TCG welcomed Bank of the Lao PDR to study credit guarantee
system

Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), and TCG Delegation, welcomed
Miss Panpilas Rueangvisutti, Deputy Director of International Collaboration
Department, Bank of Thailand, and Mr. Sithong Chanthasouk, Deputy Director
of Legal Division, Bank of the Lao PDR, and its Delegation. Mr. Kriengkrai
Chaisiriwongsuk, Senior Vice President of Marketing and Product
Development Department, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG),
participated in transferring body of knowledge on credit guarantee in
Thailand context so that the information shall be applied as guideline for
development and extension of credit guarantee system in the Lao PDR, on
15 August 2018 at TCG Head Office.

TCG attended The 28th ACSIC Training Program (ATP)
Conference in Philippines

The Delegation of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) by Mrs. Chalairat
Sorasuchart, Vice President of Investment Department, and the Delegation,
attended the operational level of the 28th ACSIC Training Program (ATP)
Conference of Asian Credit Supplementation Institution Confederation
(ACSIC) in topic of “The Role of Credit Supplementation Institutions in
Supporting MSME’s Resiliency to Economic Reversals and the Impact of
Climate Change”. The members from 10 countries and 15 institutions attended
the conference held by Small Business Corporation (SBC) of Philippines,
to ensure the knowledge, practical guideline and experience sharing of
member countries on credit guarantee that can efficiently and sustainably
assist, support, and reinforce strength to SMEs entrepreneurs of each country,
at Philippines during 23-28 September 2018.
TCG attended the 31st ACSIC 2018 Conference, Republic of India
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Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul, Chairman, Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG), together with Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree, Acting the
President, and the TCG Delegation, attended the 31 st Asian Credit
Supplementation Institution Confederation (ACSIC) 2018 in topic of “Credit
Guarantee a Vehicle for inclusive Growth”. The top representatives from
agencies and credit guarantee institutions from 9 member countries and
13 institutions, including Thailand, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia,
Mongolia, Nepal and Sri Lanka, attended the conference. Mr. Mohammad
Mustafa, I.A.S. Chairman, Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small
Enterprises (CGTMSE), Republic of India, chaired to deliver a the ceremony
opening speech for Thailand on 24 November 2018. Mr. Surachai
Danaitangtrakul, Chairman, TCG, and Mrs. Dusida Tapvong, Senior Vice
President of Corporate Strategy Department, jointly transferred body of
knowledge of credit guarantee in the context of Thailand operation under
topic of the conference in this year at Fateh Prakash Palace Hotel, Udaipur
City, Rajasthan State, Republic of India, during 23-27 November 2018.
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Public and Private Agency Awareness Building Activities
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) was awarded for two awards of
SOE Award 2018 consisting of “Excellent Organizational Management in
Small and Medium State Enterprise Group Award” and “Collaboration for
Development in Strategic Collaboration in Type of Honor Glorification
Award” from General Prayut Chan-o-cha, the Prime Minister, chaired the
awarding ceremony of “SOE Award 2018” organized by State Enterprise Policy
Office (SEPO). Mr. Chaturit Chantarakarn, Senior Executive Vice President,
Supporting Group, and Mr. Sist Wongsariya, Senior Specialist, Non-Performing
Guarantee Management Department of TCG, were the representatives in
receiving the said award which is the collaboration project between three
government specialized financial institutions (SFIs) such as Government
Housing Bank (GHBank), Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), and Small
and Medium Enterprise Development Bank of Thailand (SME Bank) in “House
Construction, Occupation Creation” Project, at Centara Grand at Central
World Hotel on 24 August 2018.
Mr. Wisut Sri-Suphan, Deputy Finance Minister, chaired the opening
ceremony and made a special speech in “25th Anniversary of Thai Credit
Guarantee Corporation (TCG)” Event under “SUCCESS TOGETHER” concept
for declaration of credit guarantee operating success throughout 25 years
period. Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul, Chairman, Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG) stated to report. There were the signing ceremony
of MOU on Collaboration under Pracharath Credit Scheme between TCG
and Krung Thai Bank Public Company Limited, and the signing ceremony
of MOU on Collaboration of Occupation Credit Scheme for the public
welfare card holders between TCG and Government Savings Bank, Bank
for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC), and Small and
Medium Enterprise Development Bank of Thailand (SME Bank). Moreover,
academic seminar on “Economic Benefit from Credit Guarantee for
Accessibility of SMEs to Financial Sources” was held by Deunden
Nikomborirak, Ph.D., Director of Economic Governance Service Research,
Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) together with relevant
technocrats and senior researchers at Centara Grand at Central World Hotel
on 21 June 2018.
Mr. Chaturit Chantarakarn, Senior Executive Vice President, Supporting
Group, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), chaired the TCG booth
opening in “The 18th Money Expo Bangkok” (Money Expo 2018) Event under
“Wealth Transformation – New Dimension of Wealth” concept in consistency
with the changing financial and investment technology. The TCG team
of Bangkok Branch Office and Public Relations Department, joined booth
exhibition to introduce credit guarantee service, and provide advice of
credit application to the event participating SMEs entrepreneurs at Challenger
Building, IMPACT Muang Thong Thani on 10 May 2018.
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Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group of
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) joined the opening ceremony of
“SME Transform #Ready to Transform Pracharath and United Networking
of Thai SME toward Universe” Event organized by Ministry of Industry.
Mr. Somkid Jatusripitak, Deputy Prime Minister, chaired the opening
ceremony of the Event and TCG team of Bangkok Branch Office participated
in booth exhibition to introduce credit guarantee service, and provide
advice of credit application to the event participating SMEs entrepreneurs at
Challenger Building, IMPACT Muang Thong Thani on 18 May 2018.
Mr. Chayanin Sirijangkapattana, Acting Vice President, Public Relations
Department of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), together with the
executives from nine specialized financial institutions joined the opening
ceremony of “The 6th Pracharath Vayupak Market Fair Loves People
Event”. Mr. Mongkol Leelatham, President of Small and Medium Enterprise
Development Bank of Thailand (SME Bank), chaired the opening ceremony
and hosted to organize this Event. However, TCG invited SMEs which are TCG
clients to participate in booth exhibition such as Ladda Farm that sells honey
and bee products, and Idee Mobel that is space saving house furniture, at
Head Office of Small and Medium Enterprise Development Bank of Thailand
on 25 June 2018.
Mr. Chayanin Sirijangkapattana, Acting Vice President, Public Relations
Department of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), together with the
executives from nine specialized financial institutions joined the opening
ceremony of “The 7th Pracharath Vayupak Market Fair Loves People
Event”. Mrs. Sopha Pongkraphan, Executive Vice President, Bank for
Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC), chaired the opening
ceremony of the Event and hosted to organize this Event. However,
TCG invited SMEs which are TCG clients to participate in booth exhibition
such as Ladda Farm that sells honey and bee products, and Idee Mobel that
is space saving house furniture, at Head Office of Bank for Agriculture and
Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC) on 27 June 2018.
Mr. Chayanin Sirijangkapattana, Acting Vice President, Public Relations
Department of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), joined the opening
ceremony of “SMART SME EXPO 2018” Event. Dr. Uttama Savanayana,
Industry Minister, chaired the opening ceremony, and TCG team of Bangkok
Branch Office participated in booth exhibition to introduce credit guarantee
service, and provide advice of credit application to the SMEs entrepreneurs.
In addition, TCG clients joined in the Event to sell goods such as Por Kriab
Kung Food Industry Co., Ltd. that sells para rubber pillows, Chainoi Food Co.,
Ltd. that sells durian chips and stir fried rice noodles, and Vachamon Food
Co., Ltd. that sells fruits, at IMPACT Muang Thong Thani on 5 July 2018.
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Mr. Rungchai Setthabodee, Ubon Ratchathani Branch Office Manager,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), together with the team, welcomed
Mr. Kongake Pramote Thanayapuet, Vice Governor of Ubonratchathani
Province, in the occasion of booth visit and chairing the opening ceremony
of “Thailand Smart Money Road Trip in Ubon Ratchathani” Event. TCG
team of Ubon Ratchathani Branch Office, opened the booth to introduce
credit guarantee service and provide advice on credit application to SMEs
entrepreneurs at CentralPlaza Ubonratchathani on 6 July 2018.

Mr. Sutthidetch Chauykhlai, Senior Manager of Business Development,
Surat Thani Branch Office, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG),
welcomed Mrs. Jamjit Poolsawat, Vice Governor of Surat Thani Province, in
the occasion of chairing the opening ceremony of “Thailand Smart Money
Road Trip in Surat Thani” Event. TCG team of Surat Thani Branch Office,
exhibited the booth to introduce credit guarantee service to SMEs
entrepreneurs and mass media that visited TCG booth at CentraPlaza
Suratthani on 7 September 2018.

Mr. Kriengkrai Chaisiriwongsuk, Senior Vice President, Marketing and
Product Development Department, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG),
joined the opening ceremony of “The 10th Grocery Market Fair” Event
under concept of “Grocery 4.0, Partner for Better Life”. Mr. Boonyarit
Kalayanamit, Permanent Secretary of Ministry of Commerce, chaired the
opening ceremony of the Event for preparedness and development of
Thai grocery potential in stepping toward hybrid grocery in consistency with
Thailand 4.0 Policy. TCG team of Bangkok Metropolitan Region Area Office,
participated in booth exhibition to provide advice to the event participating
SMEs entrepreneurs at IMPACT Muang Thong Thani on 15 November 2018.

Awareness Building Activities via Mass Media
Mr. Chaturit Chantarakarn, Senior Executive Vice President, Support
Group, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), led TCG’s management
to join television tape recording in congratulation in the occasion of Great
Auspicious Celebration Date of the King Vajiralongkorn’s Birthday Anniversary,
Rama X, on 28 July 2018, and of the Queen Sirikit in the reign of King Rama
IX’s Birthday Anniversary on 12 August 2018 for glorification and expression
of loyalty with consciousness on overwhelming royal grace, at Television
Station Channel 9 MCOT HD on 12 July 2018.
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Mr. Nitid Manoonporn, President, Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
(TCG), made a public statement of “TCG’s Policy and Operating Plan
2018” by marshalling the organization toward National Credit Guarantee
Institute and formulating four strategies to fully and efficiently support
SMEs entrepreneurs in all dimensions covering credit guarantee, support
all groups of SMEs for credit access, and provide financial advice, and
fulfill new body of knowledge for credit access at Press Conference Room,
Ministry of Finance on 9 February 2018.

Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), together with the team of
Ratchasima Branch Office, and Public Relations Department, led mass media
group for field visit in the northeastern region to accelerate the support
to SMEs entrepreneurs for credit access via “PGS SMEs Prosperity Fund
(PGS6)– Revised Project”, and visit SMEs entrepreneur which is TCG client,
Phinyovanich Co., Ltd. that is the manufacturer of processing goods from
leaves of the Areca Nut Palm at Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima
Province, and has used TCG guarantee via this Project, at Sung Noen District,
Nakhon Ratchasima Province on 16-17 March 2018.

Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree, Senior Executive Vice President, General
Administration Group, and Acting President, Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG), together with TCG executive team, joined the public
statement of “TCG Operating Results of Credit Guarantee in Quarter 1”
(1 Jan – 31 Mar 2018) that the operating results have continuously been
expanded, having total credit guarantee approvals with 17 alliance banks in
financial line of Baht 23,313 million, and 31,733 Letters of Guarantee (LG)
in line with target and enterprise plan, at Press Conference Room, Ministry of
Finance, on 25 April 2018.

Mr. Thiepjit Chantaraphutiphalakorn, Assistant Vice President, Branch
Administration Department, who administers Surat Thani Branch Office, Thai
Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), gave an interview in “Attribution of
Morning News (Laeng Khao Chao Nee) ” Program to introduce “PGS SMEs
Prosperity Fund (PGS6) – Revised Project”, in order to stimulate total credit
guarantees in the final curve and to initiate more TCG service use, at the
National Broadcasting Services of Thailand, Surat Thani Province, on 7 May
2018.
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Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), gave a live interview in “SMEs
Voice - Small People Replication” Program in the Episode of “Requiring to
borrow without collateral is not difficult….TCG can help”, to stimulate total
guarantees in final curve of “PGS SMEs Prosperity Fund (PGS6) – Revised
Project”, and support measures for SMEs entrepreneurs, at Smart SME
Channel Studio. The said interview was on the air through True Vision 49
Channel or SME Channel on 15 March 2018.
Mr. Rungchai Setthabodee, Ubon Ratchathani Branch Office Manager, Thai
Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), gave an interview in “Surrounding View
(Mong Rob Tid)” Program of the National Broadcasting Services of Thailand,
Udon Ratchathani Province, to introduce “PGS SMEs Prosperity Fund (PGS6)
– Revised Project”, and stimulate total guarantees in the final curve prior to
closing the Project, at the National Broadcasting Services of Thailand, Udon
Ratchathani Province, on 4 June 2018.

Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul, the Chairman, Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG), together with Mrs. Niparat Pisitpitayasaree, Acting
President, TCG, and Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President,
Business Group, TCG, joined the public statement of “TCG Operating
Results of Credit Guarantee for 6 Months Period” (Jan-Jun 2018) that the
operating results has been in line with work plan and total credit guarantee
approvals broke target of Baht 56,150 million. TCG has also accelerated to
provide continuous support throughout the second half of the year through
two new projects consisting of “PGS SMEs Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project”
in guarantee limit of Baht 150,000 million and “PGS for Micro Entrepreneurs
Phase 3 Project” in guarantee limit of Baht 15,000 million. The projects would
be ready for opening for use within two weeks under expectation to close
total guarantees at the end of the year and overcome target of Baht 110,000
million at Suankularb Restaurant, Ari Samphan Alley, on 31 July 2018.
Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President, Business Group, Thai
Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), gave an interview for tape recording
in “Thailand Moves Forward” Program to clarify the support measure for
SMEs entrepreneurs and micro entrepreneurs through “PGS SMEs Prosperity
Property (PGS7) Project” in guarantee limit of Baht 150,000 million and “PGS
Micro for Occupation Creation (MICRO3) Project” in guarantee limit of Baht
15,000 million at TCG Head Office, Charn Issara Tower 2, on 9 August 2018.
The said interview was on the air on Wednesday 22 August 2018 through
every channel of Television Stations at 18.00 hrs.
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Mr. Wichet Warakul, Senior Executive Vice President of Business Group,
Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG), gave a live interview in “BTimes”
Program moderated by Bancha Chumchaivate to clarify the support measure
for SMEs entrepreneurs and micro entrepreneurs through “PGS SMEs
Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project” in guarantee limit of Baht 150,000 million
and “PGS Micro for Occupation Creation (MICRO3) Project” in guarantee limit
of Baht 15,000 million at Channel 13 Broadcasting Transmitter Room on
19 September 2018. The said interview was on the air through Television
Station Channel 13 (Channel 3 Family).
Mr. Surachai Danaitangtrakul, the Chairman of the Board, Thai Credit
Guarantee Corporation (TCG), and Mr. Payong Srivanich, the President,
Krung Thai Bank, joined the public statement on collaboration of “Credit
Guarantee Scheme for SMEs Entrepreneurs, Pracharath, and Public
Policies through Krung Thai Bank” to support and extend the business of
Thai SMEs entrepreneurs that are potential and significant in term of strategy
for driving and developing economy and society under Pracharath Policy
and Public Policy through “PGS SMEs Prosperity Property (PGS7) Project” of
TCG at free of guarantee charge in the first three years, at Nana Nua Building,
Krung Thai Bank Public Company Limited on 6 November 2018.

Social and Community Support Activities in Addition to Core Mission

Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation (TCG) is farsighted on corporate social responsibility where TCG is situated,
good citizenship of the society, promotion of participation in social and community development, and promotion
of corporate value creation in “Good Governance”. The activities were created to give the staffs of TCG the
opportunity to be the givers by joining money donation for fund contribution. TCG endowed donation to support
Medical Instrument Purchasing Project for Chakri Naruebodindra Medical Institute, Ramathibodi Foundation for Baht
230,470, consisting of the organizational donation for Baht 100,000, and contribution of the TCG executives and
staffs for another Baht 130,470 to support procurement of medical durable articles Chakri Naruebodindra Medical
Institute which is the big public hospital that can support patient treatment from general clinics to special clinics
and constructed for benefit of the people and community in Samut Prakan Province area. The medical instruments
and devices are the key promoting factors of maximum efficient medical care.
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TCG joined money donation for fund contribution to Ramathibodi Foundation,
					
Chakri Naruebodindra Medical Institute

On 27 December 2018, Mr.Vasant Thienhom, the Chairman of the CG & CSR Committee of Thai Credit Guarantee
Corporation (TCG), and Mr. Rak Vorrakitpokatorn, President, TCG, donated money to Assistant Professor Chonnamet
Techasaensiri, M.D., Deputy Director of Ramathibodi Hospital, to support Medical Instrument Purchasing Project for
Chakri Naruebodindra Medical Institute, Ramathibodi Foundation at Head Office of Thai Credit Guarantee Corporation
(TCG).

TCG gives precedence to social responsibility together with core business operation under awareness on
requirement of business conduct with social responsibility for sustainable growth of business organization. Therefore,
various forms of social implementation aims to indicate the emphasis of TCG on all target groups to assist and promote
quality of life of Thai society under expectation that TCG will be the part that promotes the strength of Thai society for
reinforcement of social foundation of the country. TCG is assured that being the prototype of social and community
promotion in aiming at benefaction for common interest will drive and upgrade the continuous sustainable and
stable development and progress of Thai society in all aspects and will be the promoting power of awareness and
emphasis of the organizations in all sectors in cooperativeness to carry forward working for producing welldoer to Thai
society for sustainable development of quality of life of the community people together with Thai society.
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Area Office Location

1. Bangkok Metropolitan Region Area Office

Charn Issara Tower 2 (17 Floor)
2922/243 New Petchburi Road, Bangkapi,
Huaykwang, Bangkok 10310
Tel. 			 : 0-2890-9868-74
Mobile : 08-1733-3772, 08-1889-2235
Fax.		 : 0-2890-9770
E-mail : bangkok@tcg.or.th
th

Supervise the following areas :
Bangkok Metropolitan, Nonthaburi, Pathum Thani,
Nakhon Pathom, Samut Sakhon, Samut Prakan
2. Eastern Area Office

208/14 Moo 3, Prayasajja Road, Samed,
Muang Chon Buri, Chon Buri 20000
Tel. 		 : 0-3811-1434
Mobile : 09-3139-4141, 06-2310-0562
Fax.		 : 0-3811-1435
E-mail		 : chonburi@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Chon Buri, Chachoengsao, Rayong, Chanthaburi,
Trat, Prachin Buri, Sa Kaeo
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3. Upper Northern Area Office

265/6 Changpuak Road, Changpuak,
Muang Chiang Mai, Chiang Mai 50300
Tel. 		 : 0-5200- 4330
Mobile : 09-3131-7474, 08-1885-3534
Fax.		 : 0-5200-4331
E-mail : chiangmai@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Chiang Mai, Lamphun, Chiang Rai, Mae Hong Son,
Phayao, Lampang, Phrae, Nan

4. Lower Northern Area Office

28/125-126 Singhawat Road, Naimuang,
Muang Phitsanulok, Phitsanulok 65000
Tel. 		 : 0-5525-8552
Mobile : 08-0507-7035, 08-1257-2217
Fax.		 : 0-5525-8553
E-mail		 : phitsanulok@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Phitsanulok, Phichit, Kamphaeng Phet, Tak,
Phetchabun, Uthai Thani, Nakhon Sawan,
Sukhothai, Uttaradit, Chai Nat
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5. Central Area Office

58/8 Moo 1, Rodjana Road, Thanu,
Uthai, Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya 13000
Tel. 			 : 0-3595-7772
Mobile : 09-3139-4445 , 09-3139-4447
Fax. 		 : 0-3595-7773
E-mail		 : central@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya, Ang Thong, Sing Buri,
Suphan Buri, Lop Buri, Nakhon Nayok, Saraburi

6. Upper Northeastern Area Office

239/5, Udondussadee Road, Mak-Khaeng,
Muang Udon Thani, Udon Thai 41000
Tel.			 : 0-4211-1670-71
Mobile : 08-1379-4774, 06-2310-0570
Fax. 		 : 0-4211-1671
Email		 : udonthani@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Udon Thani, Khon Kaen, Nong Bua Lam Phu,
Nong Khai, Loei, Kalasin, Sakhon Nakhon,
Nakhon Phanom, Mukdahan, Bueng Kan

7. Lower Northeastern Area Office 1

610 Chayangkoon Road, Naimuang,
Muang Ubon Ratchathani, Ubon Ratchathani 34000
Tel. 			 : 0-4521-0844
Mobile : 09-3139-5445, 08-9186-3244
Fax. 		 : 0-4521-0845
E-mail : ubon@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Ubon Ratchathani, Yasothon, Si Sa Ket, Amnat
Charoen, Roi Et

9. Western Area Office

42/116 Soi Hua Hin 6, Petchkasem Road, Hua Hin,
Hua Hin, Prachuap Khiri Khan 77110
Tel. 			 : 0-3254-7151
Mobile : 09-3139-5551, 09-3139-6363
Fax. 		 : 0-3254-7141
E-mail : prachuap@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Prachuap Khiri Khan, Ratchaburi, Phetchaburi,
Samut Songkhram, Kanchanaburi

10. Upper Southern Area Office

231/12 Moo 1, Chon Kasem Road, Makham Tia,
Muang Surat Thani, Surat Thani 84000
Tel. 			 : 0-7721-9801-2
Mobile : 08-9874-7574
Fax. 		 : 0-7721-9803
E-mail : suratthani@tcg.or.th

Supervise the following areas :
Surat Thani, Chumphon, Phangnga, Krabi, Ranong,
Phuket
11. Lower Southern Area Office

13 Chotivithayakul 3 Road, Hat Yai, Hat Yai,
Songkhla 90110
Tel. 			 : 0-7426-2551-2
Mobile : 08-1766-1528, 08-1379-7887
Fax. 		 : 0-7426-2553
E-mail : songkhla@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Songkhla, Phatthalung, Satun,
Nakhon Si Thammarat, Trang, Pattani, Yala,
Narathiwat

8. Lower Northeastern Area Office 2

901/6 Mittraphap Road, Naimuang, Muang Nakhon
Ratchasima, Nakhon Ratchasima 30000
Tel. 			 : 0-4426-2104
Mobile : 08-1876-3911, 09-3134-8885
Fax. 		 : 0-4426-2105
E-mail : korat@tcg.or.th
Supervise the following areas :
Nakhon Ratchasima, Chaiyaphum, Buri Ram, Surin,
Maha Sarakham
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2922/243 Charn Issara Tower 2, 16-18th Floor New Petchburi Road, Bangkapi, Huai Khwang, Bangkok 10310
Tel : 0-2890-9988 Fax : 0-2890-9900, 0-2890-9800 Call Center 0-2890-9999 E-mail : info@tcg.or.th

